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EDITORIAL1

With respect to the case studies, George M. Korres illustrate why 
technological innovation is considered as a major force in tourism industry 
and also attempts to analyze the impact of technological innovation and the 
implications on regional growth of EU member states. Katerina Psarikidou 

 
 
This is the fifth issue of TOURISMOS, entering into its third year of 
publication (volume three). In the previous two years, our multidisciplinary 
journal aimed at justifying the rationale behind introducing yet another journal 
in tourism academic studies. Capitalising on this effort, we now focus on 
furthering our scope and consolidating our position in both conceptual 
developments and practical applications in tourism. 
 
In this context, the present issue contains six research papers, two case studies 
and two research notes with an international flavour. The papers address a 
number of topics namely cultural tourism, destination image and visitor 
perceptions, tourism demand, tourism economics and policy development, 
tourism politics and social carrying capacity and sustainable development. In 
particular, Christos Vassiliadis and Thomas A. Fotiadis produced a very 
interesting contribution on museum construct motivators. The paper aims to 
present and highlight the importance of factors resulting from Repertory Grid 
Analysis contributes to the evolution of a new research area for the 
Destination Marketing Management with emphasis on Place design practices 
and development. The second paper by Ghada Abdalla Mohamed, examines 
the relationship between the image of a destination and tourist's behavioural 
intentions, and between that same image and the post-purchase evaluation of 
the quality of the whole destination and the tour. The third paper by 
Loganathan Nanthakumar, Yahaya Ibrahim & Madzli Harun thoroughly 
discusses the hypothesis of ‘economic-driven’ tourism growth in Malaysia by 
using econometric modelling. To generate the empirical analysis, this study 
used data from 1980-2007 to analyze the economic-driven tourism growth by 
using vector autoregressive (VAR) estimation. Joan C. Henderson focus on 
the examination of the nature of the relationship between politics and tourism, 
encompassing the politics of religion, is examined in this paper with particular 
reference to the case of the Maldives. Last but not least, Jesús Manuel López-
Bonilla & Luis Miguel López-Bonilla describe the findings of an empirical 
survey on measuring social carrying capacity in Western Andalusia.  
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explores the relationship between environmental ethics, the current 
Biodiversity and Sustainable Tourism Development policy-making, and the 
tourism industry. Based on the example of caretta caretta case in Greece, the 
EU Habitats Directive and the tourism development at the area, it is concluded 
that public consensus and discourse prove to be essential for a shift to a more 
attentive and less anthropocentic ethical approach by policy-makers and 
tourism actors’ in a multilevel governance society. 
 
Finally, the first research note outline the problems which concern Polish 
sociologists of tourism; Wojciech J. Cynarski & Kazimierz Obodyński present 
a very interesting conceptual discussion. The second research note is produced 
by Dimitrios Stylidis, Matina Terzidou & Konstantinos Terzidis and present a 
detailed study of tourist destination image with emphasis on the island of Ios. 
 
Based on the previous analysis, I trust that you will enjoy reading the 
contributions made in this fifth issue of TOURISMOS; we are all looking 
forward to our next issue in autumn 2008! 
 
Paris Tsartas  
Editor-in-Chief 
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MULTIPLE MUSEUM CONSTRUCT MOTIVATORS- 
A MULTIVARIABLE ANALYSIS WITH REPERTORY 

GRID ANALYSIS (RGA) APPROACH 
 
 

Christos Vassiliadis1

 
This paper aims to present and highlight the importance of factors resulting from 
Repertory Grid Analysis (R.G.A.). Strategic planning management issues 
concerning the management of museum audience are studied. A short description 
of the R.G.A. and the corresponding literature is cited, and an empirical 
application of the aforementioned method in a sample of 128 university students, 
takes place. The application of RGA produced 1345 interpretation models 
(constructs) which were coded and analyzed with three multivariable statistical 
techniques. The paper clearly demonstrates the importance of the analysis of 
constructs in relation to the management (local authorities or private institutions) 
suggestions that concern the museums of a specific area. Also, it contributes to 
the evolution of a new research area for the Destination Marketing Management 
with emphasis on Place design practices and development. Cultural offers and 
special managerial suggestions about particular groups of museums (strategic 
museum groups), are also discussed.  

 
University of Macedonia 

Thomas A. Fotiadis  
University of Macedonia 

 

 
Keywords:  Museum Destination Marketing Management, Repertory Grid 

Analysis. 
  
 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Cultural tourism or heritage tourism is a special form of tourism that 

makes a significant economic contribution to profit and non-profit 
organizations that operate within local communities (Dickinson, 1996; 
Daniels, 1993). Globalization has brought intense competition, even in 
the field of cultural tourism, which means that the principles and 
techniques of modern marketing should be adopted in this growing sector 
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of tourism (Ashworth & Tunbridge, 2000). Research analyses of visitors’ 
preferences in relation to cultural exhibits are now internationally 
recognized. For example, the pan-European Research ATLAS was 
produced by the European Association for Tourism and Leisure 
Education in all member states during 1991–1992. In addition, the 
Council of Europe has promoted its “town schemes” program (Richards, 
1996; Ashworth & Tunbridge, 2000). Further studies have been 
conducted by two professional organizations based in the USA—the 
American Association of Museums (AAM), and the International Council 
of Museums (ICOM).  

A careful selection of marketing strategies is required during the 
planning stages-with respect to the development of destination image and 
management’s expectations of the frequency of visitors (Ashworth & 
Voogd, 1990; Gold & Ward, 1994). It should be noted that museums 
constitute an attractive destination for many visitors, and that in a sense, 
they complete a total tourism product—especially among certain target 
groups who have a preference for cultural attractions (ECTARC, 1989). 
In the USA, Scandinavia, and France, a tendency to establish new 
museums developed in the 1960s. In other countries, such as Britain, this 
tendency became more apparent after 1980, with specialized-subject 
exhibits on such topics as the economic, social, and industrial history of 
particular regions. Other developments in Britain have included ‘open-air 
museums’ during the 1980s and ‘hands-on’ science-based museums in the 
1990s (Swarbrooke, 1995). 

Similar trends were observed in Greece during the 1980s and 1990s. 
At this time, museums that incorporated new electronic technology and 
special exhibits were established. Examples are the ‘Foundation of the 
Hellenic World’ in Athens, and the specialized museums that have been 
established and supported by the Goulandri Institution. Also a significant 
increase in the number of folklore museums took place, with the 
establishment of more than 300 in the 1990s; this number increases 
continuously (UNESCO, 1994; Kalogeropoulou, 1996). Similar 
developments have occurred in Rome, Florence, and Venice in Italy, 
including the development of new services such as “waiting and meeting 
rooms, restaurants, shops and in some cases, nurseries” (Callegari, 2003).  

A number of museums that have common interests (or a tourist 
destination that can offer a variety of museum exhibits) can be considered 
to be a ‘product’. The ‘images’ of these museums or destinations depend 
on how visitors have assessed the offered value in their minds. In many 
instances, to reposition the offered value, museum authorities attempt to 
change the image that has been formed in the minds of the visitors. This 
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requires prudent planning. According to Gartner (2000, p. 190): “Image 
change, to be effective, depends on an assessment of present images”.  

A thorough examination of images formed in the minds of visitors 
can be undertaken using interviews and the technique known as 
‘Repertory Grid Analysis’ (RGA). This can allow discovery of the 
important factors and dimensions that relate to the proposed image change 
(Fransella & Bannister, 1977; Malhotra & Birks, 2003; Coshall, 2000; 
Embacher & Buttle, 1989).  

The methodology of studies of museum audiences has usually 
included the use of standard questionnaires. One of the major problems 
faced by researchers was the inability to focus on variables that had not 
been included in the questionnaire. Qualitative studies have therefore 
been popular in this field—including in-depth interviews, focus groups, 
open interviews (informal conversations), user diaries, projective and 
ethnographic techniques, and observations (Swarbrooke & Horner, 2001, 
p. 178; Malhotra & Birks, 2003, pp. 178-200). In addition, the RGA 
approach has been adopted by several researchers in studying museum 
audience behaviour (Pike 2003; Caldwell & Coshall 2001; Coshall 2000; 
Jansen-Verbeke & Van Rekom, 1996).  
 
 
REPERTORY GRID ANALYSIS (RGA) APPROACH 
 

Rather than simply documenting facts that are already known, the 
RGA technique can lead to the discovery of previously unknown facts. 
This technique gives the researcher the opportunity to observe the wider 
environment as it is perceived by the consumers participating in the 
research (Coshall, 2000). This provides improved data for describing why 
a group of visitors behaves in a certain way—in this case the cognitive 
mechanism of deciding whether to visit or not to visit a museum.  

An RGA usually involves one or more of the following statistical 
techniques:  

• a non-parametric factor analysis with the use of dichotomous 
scores (Kelly, 1955); 

• a cluster analysis or ‘anchor method’ (Higginbotham and 
Bannister, 1983; Malhotra & Birks, 2003, pp. 186-187; Winter, 
Sourmelakis & Noutsou, 2002, p.172); and/or 

• a principal components analysis (PCA) (Slater, 1972; Malhotra 
& Birks, 2003, pp. 186-187; Winter, Sourmelakis & Noutsou, 
2002, p.172). 
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A PCA, statistical software is used to produce a graphic 
representation of the main variables, with their corresponding weights. 
Thus, the researcher can demonstrate the rating of museums as perceived 
by those who attend them. The analyst can outline the structure of various 
museums and demonstrate the opinions of frequent museum attendees 
with regard to those museums. An ‘average visitor’ can compare Museum 
A with Museum B in a graphic representation (see also Winter, 
Sourmelakis & Noutsou, 2002, pp.268), and then form (and reveal) 
his/her opinion on the relative merits of one construct with other 
constructs that are typical of museums.  

The PCA constitutes the technique adopted in the present study 
(Fransella, Bannister & Bell, 2003; Bell 1994). The objective of the 
present analysis was to identify the important factors from numerous data 
with a view to discovering the most representative factors of constructs. 
Altered constructs can change the image of museums in the minds of 
frequent visitors, and thus affect their decision making concerning the 
realization of a visit regarding a given museum.  

 
 

METHODOLOGY 
 

The statistical analysis (chosen techniques) used in the present paper, 
were the following:  

• Factor Analysis of constructs. The structure of constructs 
contributed in indicating four characteristic categories of grouped 
museums.  

• Discriminant Analysis, to detect and interpret variables and 
relations between them that would probably contribute in distinguishing 
between potentially profitable groups of visitors   (as in the case of 
audience visiting frequently or infrequently museums). 

• Cluster Analysis, to describe groups of constructs which were 
described “efficient” and were included in the six resulting groups of the 
frequent museum visitors.  

Further, the present study involved an RGA analysis of the potential 
market of the ten most important museums in the region of Thessaloniki, 
Greece (see Table 1). Regional and local government authorities are 
responsible for the planning and management of these museums. The 
target market (or audience) for the study was consisted of 128 university 
students. The mean age of the 128 students was 21.69 years, and the mean 
annual frequency of visiting a museum was 1.98. Women represented 
69.3% of the sample. 
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics 
 
Variates N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. deviation 
M1 
M2 
M3 
M4 
M5 
M6 
M7 
M8 Hist. 
M9 White 
M10 
AGE 
SEX 
OCCUP 
FREQ 
FREGNEW 

858 
683 
847 
842 
932 
678 
936 
619 
705 
656 
1345 
1345 
1345 
1344 
1344 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
20 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
27 
1 
1 
1 
1 

.58 

.52 

.68 

.47 

.57 

.60 

.58 

.53 

.37 

.56 
21.69 
.24 
.99 
1.90 
.23 

.49 

.50 

.47 

.50 

.50 

.49 

.49 

.50 

.48 

.50 

.94 

.43 

.11 
1.20 
.42 

Where the above symbols are: 
M1=The Archeological Museum of Thessaloniki, M2= The Byzantine Museum of 
Thessaloniki, M3= The War Museum of Thessaloniki, M4=Ttie Macedonian 
Museum of Thessaloniki, M5= The Technological Museum of Thessaloniki, MS^ 
The Telloglio Institution of Thessaloniki, M7= The Cinema Museum of Thessaloniki, 
M8= The History Center of Thessaloniki, M9= The White Tower Museum of 
Thessaloniki, M1O= The Museum of Photography in Thessaloniki, AGE=The age of 
tfte student target market, SEX=The sex of the student target market, OCCUP= The 
occupation FREQ= The frequency of museum visits in a year . The variables above 
has roan evaluated on metric bipolar and interval scales were: a) variable SEX on 
0="Female" and i="Mate", b) occupation (OCCUP) on O="0thei" and 1="Student", c) 
Frequency of visits in a year (FREQ) recocted m 0="2 and under itiyKegm visits and 
1= "3 and over museum visits in a year", d) Age (AGE) on interval scale, e) 
Museums (from M1 to M10) where O=contrast and 1-contruct of the repertory grid, 
values. 
 

Each student chose six of the ten museums presented in cards made 
for the purposes of the present paper. After choosing six museums, each 
student was asked to indicate two museums of special interest, two 
museums of moderate interest, and two museums of little interest. A 
blank RGA grid was then supplied for the students to complete. 
‘Strengths’ (=constructs) and ’weaknesses’ (=contrasts) and six columns 
were clearly indicated (Coshall, 2000).  
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Figure 1. Personal repertory grid construct and constraints pairs 
for the target market of students with visiting frequency equal or 
more than 10 (Frequency of construct and constrains pair >10) and 
table of Conceptual Strengths (= constructs) and Weaknesses (= 
constraints) of the museums belonging in the analysis sample.  
 

Construct and constraints pairs with frequency over 50 
 Instead of  
Close  Distant (frequency=66) 
Modern  Classic (61) 
Comfortable  Uncomfortable (56) 
Accommodating   Insufficient  (52) 

Construct and constrains pairs with frequency between 30-49 
Friendly  Instead of Lifeless (45) 
Purchase store  Unorganized (40) 
Sunny  Dark (44) 
Instructive   Boring (32) 

Construct and constrains pairs with frequency between 20-29 
Spacious Instead of Small and cramped (27) 
Modern building  Classic building (26) 
Interesting  Boring (23) 
Purchase store  Unsupplied (23) 
Organized   Unorganized (23) 

Construct and constrains pairs with frequency between 10-19 
Rich collection of 
exhibits  

Instead of Poor collection of exhibits 

Modern technological 
equipment 

 Old technology (17) 

Big   Small (16) 
Interesting   Boring (15) 
Access for disabled   Staircase and not elevator 

(12) 
Easy-to-understand 
exhibits 

 Difficult-to-understand 
exhibits (12) 

Pleasant  Monotonous (10) 
Library with archives  Without library (10) 
Properly decorated  Poor decoration (10) 
 

Students shuffled the six museum cards (“elements”) that resulted 
from the former procedure (Exhibit 1). Students were then asked to 
choose three cards randomly (the triad method), and compare their card 
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with the two remaining museums cards (“elements”) (see also Caldwell & 
Coshall, 2001; Coshall, 2000, p. 86).  Each student expressed a positive 
opinion for his/ her option (i.e. motive for visiting a specific museum) and 
checked the “strengths +” column for each positive option, and the 
“weaknesses -”column for each negative option. In particular, the 
following symbols were used for the completion of the repertory grid: “*” 
(asterisk) with coding 0 (zero) and the “/” (dash) with coding 1 (one). 
This procedure is similar to the one adopted by Coshall (2000). The 
procedure continued until the grid was filled. On the average, 10.5 
Strengths (=constructs) were expressed per student (in total 1345 personal 
constructs to 128 students). A number of these constructs was repeated. 
The repetition of “constructs” and “constrains” pairs (or the statistically 
high frequency of their appearance), constitute in this case an index 
analysis that is presenting the constructs that are mainly repeated in the 
analysis of all Museums as well as of the Museum of our interest (see 
figure 1).  

Based on Factor Analysis Coding, the repertory grids were prepared 
so as to be processed by the PCA statistical technique (Malhotra & Birks, 
2003, p. 185-187;  Coshall, 2000, p. 88; Caldwell & Coshall, 2001).   

 
 

FACTOR ANALYSIS OF THE RGA RESULTS 
 
From the Factor Analysis approach (Aaker, Kumar and Day 2003, 

p.563-575) with the use of the Principal Components Analysis (PCA) 
method, four factors of basic components were acquired with an 
eigenvalue bigger than one. A Varimax Orthogonal Rotation procedure of 
the four components followed, as did the interpretation of each factor 
based on factor loadings that resulted from the loading of 10 variables, 
namely the constructs of the ten museums in the four factors (see Table 
2).  

At the second component, the variable Macedonian Struggle Museum 
(“M4 Macedonian”) bears the larger load (factor loading= 745), while the 
Museum of Photography follows (“M10 Photography”) (factor loading=-
676).  

At the first component (or factor), the variable Archaeological 
Museum (“M1 Archaeological”) bears the larger load (factor loading=-
599). White Tower Museum (“M9 White Tower Museum”) (factor 
loading=-595), Technological Museum (M5 “Technological Museum”) 
(factor loading=581).  
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Table 2: Rotated Component Matrix 
 

 Component  
 1 2 3 4 
M1 Archaeological 
M9 White Tower 
M5 Technological 
M4 Macedonian 
M10 Photography 
M3 War 
M6 Telloglio 
M7 Cinema 
M8 Hist. Center 
M2 Byzantine  

-,599 
-,595 
,581 
,174 
,235 
,303 
,153 
,337 
-,127 
-,391 

,227 
2,006Ε-02 

,359 
,745 
-,676 
-,223 
-,190 

-8,789Ε-02 
2,027Ε-02 
5,128Ε-02 

-6,184Ε-02 
-,147 

-4,827Ε-02 
3,891Ε-03 
9,404Ε-02 

-,744 
,596 
,545 

-1,199Ε-03 
-8,962Ε-02 

,215 
-,219 

3,0390Ε-02 
-,164 
-,153 
,105 
,116 

3,650Ε-02 
,831 
-,575 

Extraction method: Principal Component Analysis 
Rotation method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization  
1. Rotation converged in 5 iterations.  

 
At the third component, the variable War Museum (“M3 War” 

museum) bears the larger load (factor loading=-744), and following there 
are the variables of Telloglio Museum (“M6 Telloglio” museum) (factor 
loading=596) and Cinema Museum (“M7 Cinema” museum), (factor 
loading=545).  

At the fourth component or factor, the variable History Center 
Museum (“M8 History Centre”) bears the larger load (factor 
loading=831), while the variable of the Byzantine Museum follows (“M2 
Byzantine” museum) (factor loading=-575).  

The percentage of variance for each one of the orthogonal rotated 
factors (see table 3: column “%” of variance), is as follows: first factor 
15, second factor 13, third factor 12, and fourth factor 12. The four factors 
refer to the 53% of the entire variance.  Based on cards and constructs 
expressed by frequent visitors, we can rate each factor as follows: first 
factor “Museums with stores and showrooms for history and technology”, 
second factor “Museums with archives either printed or electronic”, third 
factor “Museums with large showrooms”, and fourth factor “History 
museums with modern services and facilities for organizing conferences 
and lectures”.  
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Table 3: Total Variance Explained 
 

Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings 
Component Total % of Variance Cumulative % 
FACTOR 1 
Museums with 
purchase shops and 
exhibitions of history 
and technology 

 
 
1,533 

 
 
15,331 

 
 
15,331 

FACTOR 2 
Museums with archives 
either printed or 
electronic  

 
1,289 

 
12,889 

 
28,220 

FACTOR 3 Museums 
with large exhibition 
spaces 

 
1,251 

 
12,505 

 
40,725 

FACTOR 4  
History museums with 
modern services and 
facilities for 
organizing 
conferences  

 
 
 
1,193 

 
 
 
11,934 

 
 
 
52,659 

Extraction Method: Principal component analysis 
 
 
DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS 
 

This analysis examined the four factors that express specific types of 
museums with the use of corresponding factor scores for the formation of 
an equation that will separate the frequent museum audience visiting 
museums more than 3 times per year (Heavy Users with Code No=1) in 
relation to museum audience that is visiting museums less than 2 times 
per year (Middle and Light Users with Code No=0). In particular, the use 
of Discriminant Analysis (Aaker, Kumar & Day 2003, p.541-554), is used 
in order to clarify whether an equation including all four factors can lead 
to the separation between the two groups of frequent visitors. The 
analysis included 1344 valid cases.  

When the ratio Wilks’ Lamda (= the ratio of the within-groups sum of 
squares to the total sum of squares) takes values close to 1, this is 
indicative of the fact that there are no important differences between the 
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two groups. In our case the results did not show differences between the 
two groups of museum visitors (see table 4). 

The check of function based on Wilk’s Lamda (Test of Function) 
illustrated that practically 100% of the function is not justified (Wilk’s 
Lamda =0.991) from the differences of groups representing the two 
categories of frequent museum visitors (see table 5). It is thus verified the 
zero statistical hypothesis that the averages of all factors that are present 
in the groups of frequent visitors, are equal. The corresponding value of 
statistical control gives X2001=13.277 namely a value larger than 12.779 
that resulted for the equation. This means that among centroids of the two 
groups of visitors, none important difference is present (see table 5).  

In addition, the percentage of properly distributed values was 55.7%, 
which is quite lower in relation to the normal percentage of 86% (see 
table 6).  

 
Table 4: Tests of Equality Group 

 Wilks 
Lambda 

F df1 df2 Sig. 

Museums with 
purchase shops and 
exhibitions of 
history and 
technology 
(FACTOR 1) 

 
.992 

 
10.99 

 
1 

 
1342 

 
.001 

      
Museums with 
archives either 
printed or electronic 
(FACTOR 2) 

 
 

.999 

 
 

1.334 

 
 

1 
 

 
 

1342 

 
 

.248 

      
Museums with large 
exhibition spaces 
(FACTOR 3) 

 
1.000 

 
0.53 

 
1 

 
1342 

 
.817 

      
History museums 
with modern 
services and 
facilities for 
organizing 
conferences 
(FACTOR 4) 

 
 

1.000 

 
 

.432 

 
 

1 

 
 

1342 

 
 

.511 
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The Discriminant Analysis was applied on the four factors in order to 
verify whether there can be an equation separating the frequent museum 
visitors, based on different sexes. The analysis shown that even in the 
case of different sex, there was no important distinction since the ratio 
Wilks’ Lamda (Test of Function) confirmed that almost 100% of the 
variance is not justified by the differences of groups expressed by the two 
categories of frequent visitors. In addition, the percentage of the properly 
distributed values was in that case also low (=52.6%).  

The Discriminant analysis showed that in the case of the four factors, 
it is not possible for one to structure a function that will support the 
distinction between statistically important groups as far as the differences 
are concerned, when, the variables used for the statistical analysis or for 
same data sets, concern the variables of “sex” and the “frequency of 
visits”. In other words, as far as these four factors are concerned, there are 
important similarities when they are described with the variables of sex 
and frequency of visits.  

 
Table 5: Wilks’ Lambda 

 
 Wilk’s 

Lambda 
Chi-square df Sig. 

Test of Function (s) 1 .991 12.779 4 0.12 
 
 

Table 6: Classification Results 
 
 Predicted 

Group 
membership 

 

.00 1.00 Total 
Original Count FREEGNEW 

heavy and not 
heavy users 

0.00 
1.00 
Ungrouped 
cases 

574 
137 

1 

459 
174 

0 

1033 
311 

1 

 % FREEGNEW 
heavy and not 
heavy users 

0.00 
1.00 
Ungrouped 
cases 

55.6 
44.1 

100.0 

44.4 
55.9 

.0 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

 
1.55,7% of original grouped cases correctly classified.  
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FACTOR-CLUSTER SEGMENTATION ANALYSIS APPROACH 
 
Following the aforementioned ascertainment, there was a description 

of visitors with the combination of two multivariable techniques; the 
Factor-Cluster segmentation analysis (Smith & Smale, 1982; Stynes & 
Mahoney, 1980; Aaker, Kumar & Day, 2003, p.562-592). As already 
mentioned, the Factor Analysis procedure, produced four components 
(factors) that were used in order to group observations, namely constructs 
that were grouped in statistically homogenous groups (clusters or 
segments). A Cluster Analysis followed for the purpose of presenting 
dissimilar segments of visitors that had internal similarities and had great 
differences as far as the variable of constructs is concerned. The number 
of clusters (groups) to be analyzed should be first defined before going to 
the K-means Cluster Analysis Approach or else Partitioning method of 
Clustering, which is recommended for large samples (n=over 200 cases) 
(Arabie, Hubert & Carroll, 2005, p.319). The solution of this problem was 
based on the hierarchical method following a series of applications on 
random samples (samples 30% of the initial or n=416) and corresponding 
groupings (clustering), the number of 6 clusters.  

 
Table 7: Final Cluster Centers 

 
 Cluster  

 1 2 3 4 5 6 
FACTOR 
1 
FACTOR 
2 
FACTOR 
3 
FACTOR 
4 

.63865 
-

1.20685 
.23513 

-.39110 

-
1.42435 
-.28915 
-.33984 
-.52880 

.64296 

.69114 
-

.91902 
-

.32550 

.61318 

.79881 
1.25751 

.28485 

-.23212 
-.17504 
-.31116 
1.48295 

-
.73369 
.63887 
.49880 

-
.84208 

 
According to table 7, the mean values (means) are mainly different in 

factors 1 and 4, where values for the constructs of groups 2 and 5 (cluster 
2 and 5) are 1.42 standard deviation units below and, 1.48 above the mean 
of all constructs. Members of group 3 (cluster 3) compared to the 
remaining 5 groups (1.2.4.5 and 6), are moving upwards as far as the 
visits in museums are concerned, of Factor 1 (FACTOR 1 = 0.64) and the 
lowest ratio in the event of factor 3 (FACTOR 1 = 0.92).  
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The museum clusters (or groups) were characterized based on the 
factors that resulted from the application of PCA (Principal Component 
Analysis) upon the data of constructs. In the case of the members of group 
4, there is a higher ratio related to visiting museums of factors 2 and 3 
(FACTOR 2 = 0.79, FACTOR 3 = 1.25). Correspondingly, as far as the 
members of group 5 are concerned, there is a higher ratio related to 
visiting museums of factor 4 (FACTOR 4 = 1.48) and finally, as far as the 
members of group 6 are concerned, there is a lower ratio related to 
visiting museums of factor 4 (FACTOR 4 = 0.84). The analysis of 
relations between clusters and factors leads to findings that can support 
the description of frequent visitors (see below table 11).  

The means of clusters 2 and 4 are apart (2.924) while clusters 2 and 6 
seem to be the ones that are closer (1.463) (see table 8).  

 
Table 8: Distances between final cluster centers 

 
Cluster 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

 
2.334 
2.222 
2.351 
2.373 
2.359 

2.334 
 

2.369 
2.924 
2.341 
1.463 

2.222 
2.369 

 
2.263 
2.271 
2.043 

2.351 
2.924 
2.263 

 
2.358 
1.920 

2.373 
2.341 
2.271 
2.358 

 
2.641 

2.359 
1.463 
2.043 
1.920 
2.641 

 
Table 9: ANOVA 

 
 Cluster Error  

F 
 

Sig.  Mean 
square 

df Mean 
square 

df 

FACTOR 1 
FACTOR 2 
FACTOR 3 
FACTOR 4 

158.740 
148.033 
124.760 
164.379 

5 
5 
5 
5 

.411 

.451 

.538 

.390 

1339 
1339 
1339 
1339 

386.247 
328.264 
231.955 
421.567 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 
The F tests should be used only for descriptive purposes because the clusters have 
been chosen to maximize differences among different clusters. The observed 
levels of significance are not checked for this and thus, cannot be interpreted as 
tests of the hypothesis that the cluster means are equal.  

 
A simple analysis of the variance ANOVA (one-way ANOVA) (see 

table 9) illustrated that the means of factor 1 and 4 differentiate more 
(FFACTOR 1 = 386.247; F FACTOR4 = 421.567) in comparison to the 
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other factor variances, while the mean values corresponding to the 6 
groups of factor 3 are less different in comparison to the remaining factor 
variances (FFACTOR 3 = 231.955).  

Thus, constructs corresponding to the museums of all groups should 
be presented as “close” to all clusters. As far as the numerical distribution 
of constructs to clusters is concerned, group 1 (n1=277) has the majority 
of constructs while less constructs were classified to group 6 (n6=164) 
(see table 10).  

 
Table 10: Number of cases in each cluster 

 
Cluster 1 
            2 
            3 
            4 
            5 
            6 
Valid  
Missing 

277.000 
197.000 
260.000 
190.000 
257.000 
164.000 
1345.000 
.000 

 
Following the end of grouping (clustering analysis) which was based 

on the Factor Scores of the PCA statistical approach, Cross-Tabulations 
were formed between variables of the auxiliary description (namely the 
variables: “sex”, “age”, “frequency of annual visits”, “Museums” and 
“names of constructs”), and of the six groups (see table 11). Based on 
descriptions of table 11 and on the results of former analyses, constructs 
of the segment of frequent visitors were interpreted. In the next section, 
suggestions about the Administration and Marketing management of the 
above mentioned museums take place.  

 
Table 11: Identification of the 6 student clusters on the basis of 4 

construct factors and other profiling variables 
 
Cluster % of sample 

(n=1345) 
Description  

1 20.6 Mainly young and older female students 21 to 
27 years old. Main fans of the Museum of 
Photography and fans of the Museum of 
Cinema, War and Telloglio Foundation. 
Frequent visitors of this category museums, 
describe them  comfortable, with quality 
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services, spacious, close, modern, organized, 
contemporary, friendly and sunny. They visit 
museums two or three times per year and there 
is a small percentage of students visiting 
museums more than 4 times per year. 

   
2 14.6 Mainly young and older female students 21 to 

27 years old. Main fans of the White Tower 
Museum and fans of the Archaeological and 
Byzantine Museums. Frequent visitors of the 
museums of this category describe museums as 
comfortable, spacious, with rich collections of 
exhibits, organized and fully supplied purchase 
stores, friendly staff. They visit museums 1 to 3 
times per year and their visiting frequency is 
not more than 4 times per year.  

   
3 19.3 Mainly young female students 21 to 22 years 

old. Main fans of the War, Technology and 
Macedonian Museums.   Frequent visitors of 
the museums of this category describe museums 
as comfortable, attracting, informative, 
spacious, close, modern, friendly and sunny. 
They visit museums 1 to 2 times per year and 
there is a small percentage visiting museums 
more than 4 times per year. 

   
4 14.2 Mainly young female students 21 to 22 years 

old. Main fans of the Cinema, Technology and 
Macedonian Museums as well as of the 
Telloglio Foundation.   Frequent visitors of the 
museums of this category describe museums as 
intriguing, informative, with good services, 
with rich collections, modern and friendly.  
They visit museums 1 to 2 times per year and 
their visiting frequency does not exceed the 4 
times per year. 

   
5 19.1 Mainly young and mature female students 21 to 

27 years old. Main fans of the Museum of 
Historic Centre, and the War, Archaeological 
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and Macedonian Museums.   Frequent visitors 
of the museums of this category describe 
museums as comfortable, informative, with 
good services, close, big, organized, modern 
and with state-of-the-art equipment, friendly 
and sunny. They visit museums 1 to 3 times per 
year and they present the highest percentage in 
museum audience since their visiting frequency 
is more than 4 times per year. 

   
6 12.2 Mainly young and mature female students 21 to 

27 years old. Main fans of the Archaeological 
and Byzantine Museums.   Frequent visitors of 
the museums of this category describe museums 
as informative, with good services, close and 
friendly. They visit museums 1 to 2 times per 
year and there is also a small percentage 
visiting museums more than 4 times per year. 

 
 
ADMINISTRATIVE SUGGESTIONS AND DISCUSSION 

 
As mentioned above, the multivariable analysis approaches provide 

researchers with valuable information about the strengths and weaknesses 
of the examined museums based on university students’ personal 
constructs. The structure of constructs clarifies what frequent museum 
visitors think and how they rate the clusters (groups) that were examined. 
On analyzing construct contrast pairs (i.e. cluster 1: Comfortable-
Uncomfortable), the analyst is informed about constructs concerning the 
strengths of museums including cluster 1, since he is informed about the 
most powerful visiting motivators (Swarbrooke & Horner, 2001, p.59-
60). The visiting motivators represent the mean image formed by the 
mean, frequent visitor of each cluster in relation to constructs constituting 
the characteristics of museums and affect frequent visitors during the 
decision-making process. The frequent visitor of cluster 1 chooses 
specific museums because he or she thinks they are comfortable and this 
is the feature of strength for museums of the same category and a strong 
motivator attracting frequent visitors of cluster 1. Thus, this feature can be 
used in forming the proper marketing mix, i.e. during the planning and/ or 
promotion of the product, emphasis should be laid on comfortableness 
(Swarbrooke 1995, p. 38-49).  
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Taking into account the above mentioned, and based on results of 
statistical analyses, indicative administrative suggestions concerning the 
Marketing Management of museums can be formed. 

Close observation of figure 1 which presents the most important 
frequencies of constructs that resulted from the Repertory Grid Analysis, 
can lead to practical conclusions about the elements of marketing mix for 
10 museums found in the area. In the centre of figure 2, which presents 
concentric cycles, the most important strengths of museums appearing in 
a reference frequency of 50 and more, are shown. These constructs 
constitute the core of the competitive advantages of the museums as they 
were expressed by the university students. Distance, modern style and 
comfortable facilities- services constitute the centre of constructs that are 
at the same time the strengths of museums. Museums should correspond 
to the mentioned features in order to  appeal to this group of visitors. In 
order to attract students, museums should process solutions that will 
include fast and easy transportation from regions frequented by students, 
and should lay emphasis on their facilities and services. Promotion should 
stress these main core features while any promotional material should be 
distributed in places frequented by students such as internet cafés, student 
offices, university campuses, info-kiosks, restaurants and bars.  

 
Figure 2: The entire conceptual construct product of museum 

visitors 
 

 
 

Rich collection    Library with archives   
of exhibits          Spacious 
 
Pleasant  
  
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Easy-to- 
understand exhibits  
 
State-of-the-art technical 
equipment    Easy access for disabled persons  
  

 
Purchase 
store 

Spacious 

friendly 

sunny  

educational 

In close distance, 
comfortable, modern, 
with quality services 

Interesting 
Modern building 

Organized 
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In the three levels of the concentric centres, there are elements from 
constructs related to the staff (“friendly”, “easy-going”, “giving 
information about the exhibits”), architecture and decoration of the 
building (“sunny”,  “modern”, “organized”, “spacious”, “pleasant”, “big”, 
“properly decorated”), facilities (“purchase store”, “information leaflets”, 
“easy-to-understand exhibits”, “access for disabled persons”, “state-of-
the-art technical equipment to inform visitors” and “service visitors-
customers”, “library with archives”), and finally, exhibits (“rich 
collections and information that helps visitors to understand” and 
“appreciate exhibits”). These elements constitute the additional values 
that each museum should acquire/support and promote, in order to 
differentiate itself from other museums located in different areas and 
destinations. As far as frequent museum visitors are concerned, and, 
based on the results of the Discriminant Analysis performed for the 
purposes of the present research, it should be highlighted that, the mean 
visitor of each factor that includes a group of museums, is described more 
or less in the same manner, since no differentiations exist - taking into 
account the variables “sex”, and “frequency of visits” in relation to the 
four factors that resulted from  the PCA Approach.  In this case, the use of 
the proper strategy to target all students should include a centralized 
marketing strategy, which would also be cost-effective (Kotler 2003, 
p.300). Obviously, this is a fact that should be taken into account by the 
local government vehicles that usually do not support marketing actions 
for a destination where museums are points of attraction - mainly because 
of their limited budget.  

 
 

ADMINISTRATIVE SUGGESTIONS FOR MUSEUM GROUPS 
(STRATEGIC GROUPS OF MUSEUM ATTRACTIONS) 

 
As far as museum groups are concerned, and based on the results of 

the factor and cluster analysis performed, there are four differentiated 
museum factors based on the factor scores of constructs. According to 
table 7, the crossing of factors with the groups gave practical conclusions 
concerning the structure of constructs. As mentioned above, factor 1 
(Museums with stores and history-technology showrooms) is mainly 
related to cluster 3. As already stressed, members of group 3 (cluster 3) 
compared to the other five groups, present a higher ratio in connection 
with the selection of the factor 1 museums (Museums with purchase 
stores and history-technology showrooms), and the lower ratio in 
connection with the selection of factor 3 museums (Large exhibition 
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museums). In the case of group 4, there is a trend for a higher ratio in 
relation to the selection of factor 2 museums (Museums with printed and 
electronic archival material) and 3 (Large exhibition museums). 
Correspondingly, as far as the members of group 5 are concerned, there is 
a trend for higher ratio in relation to the selection of museums of factor 4 
and finally, regarding group 6, there is a trend for lower ratio in relation to 
the selection of factor 4 museums (History museums with modern 
services and facilities for organizing conferences). Consequently, if a 
marketing strategy was to be formulated regarding the museum groups, it 
should be noted that there are two alternative solutions. If it is necessary 
to support the 4 museum categories as they are formed by Factor Analysis 
with PCA statistical technique, then, “Museums with purchase stores and 
display areas for history and technology” of factor 1 should be connected 
to cluster 1(which describes constructs and frequent visitors of this piece 
of market). In the case of factors 2 and 3 (namely of the “museums with 
printed and electronic archival material and museums with large 
showrooms”), frequent visitors should be traced within group 4 (cluster 
4). Finally, in the case of “history museums with modern services and 
facilities for the organization of lectures” (factor 4) frequent visitors from 
cluster 5 are more likely to be chosen. Alternatively, classifying factors 
could be avoided, and one could depend on a more detailed analysis of 
museums, constructs and descriptive variables characterizing the six 
group categories. The second case could be used in order to introduce 
another museum in a category concerning the promotion, and to support 
the cultural values. If a strategy connected to the most profitable group 
was to be chosen, it would probably concern group 5, since this group 
represents the highest percentage of people visiting museums annually – 
compared to the rest of the groups. Those museums visited by the 
aforementioned group, have historic character and attract older students. 
Based on frequent visitors’ remarks, these museums meet all important 
elements already existing in the core of the conceptual construct product 
that has been presented in figure 2. They also combine elements of the 
wider conceptual product. Marketing strategy for attracting frequent 
visitors that belong in this segment should be selective or modified.  

 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
The use of multivariable analyses in the segmentation of museum 

audience based on constructs which result from the factor analysis of a 
properly formed repertory grid, is necessary when alternative marketing 
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techniques are examined. The difference of marketing strategies was 
underlined in the aforementioned empirical example in the case where 
Discriminant Analysis is applied with the variable “sex” as a demographic 
variable, and the “frequency of visits” as a behavioural variable. The 
Discriminant Analysis has not supported a statistically important 
difference between the two categories (namely, frequent visitors coming 
more than three times, and infrequent visitors, coming up to two times 
correspondingly) of the two aforementioned variables when a linear 
model that would include the factor scores of 4 factors, had been applied.  
Consequently, in museums that are part of the 4 factors, one would 
choose the  centralized marketing approach by forming a proper and 
attractive marketing mix for all possible categories of frequent visitors. In 
addition, the combination of the 4 categories of factor scores with the 6 
student clusters (that resulted based on the 4 categories of factor scores, 
and after crossing with other descriptive variables), produced specialized 
results for sections of frequent visitors and thus, specialized or different 
marketing strategies could be developed as in the case of factor 4 that was 
combined with cluster 5.  
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Addendum  
Exhibit 1: A typical museum card of the study 
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EGYPT'S IMAGE AS A TOURIST DESTINATION – A 
PERSPECTIVE OF FOREIGN TOURISTS 

 
 

Ghada Abdalla Mohamed1

 
The influence of tourism image on consumer behaviour was studied by many 
researches. Others have pointed out the effect of tourism image on quality 
perceived by tourists and on the satisfaction of them. This study was conducted 
with the purpose of studying the relationship between the image of a destination 
and tourist's behavioural intentions, and between that same image and the post-
purchase evaluation of the quality of the whole destination and the tour. This 
study also examined the relationship between quality and satisfaction and between 
quality and the tourist’s behaviour variables. In addition, the relationship between 
promotion tools and image were also examined. The empirical study was 
conducted in two cities: Hurrahed representing recreational tourism and Cairo 
for cultural tourism .A self field questionnaire was used to collect information. 
Path analysis used to study the causal relationships among variables. The findings 
indicated that for recreation tourism image had effective role on behavioural 
variables and satisfaction. Perceived quality of the destination had a positive 
influence on satisfaction as well as willingness to return. On the contrary, for 
cultural tourism image affected the quality of both the destination and the tour. 
Whereas, image had no effect on willingness to return, satisfaction or 
recommendation. 

 
Suez Canal University 

 

 
Keywords: Tourism image; quality; satisfaction; Intention to return; 

willingness to recommend. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 

The most common used definition of tourism product image was that 
of Reynolds (1965), his definition is: The mental construct developed by 
the consumer on the basis of a few selected impressions among the flood 
of total impressions; it comes into being through a creative process in 
which these selected impressions are elaborated , embellished and 
ordered. Whereas, Kotler et al. (1993), defined place image as “The sum 
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of beliefs, ideas and impressions that people have of a place. It represents 
simplification of a large number of associations and pieces of information 
connected with the place. They are a product of the mind trying to process 
and ‘essentials’ huge amounts of data about a place. Tourists destination 
image has been one of the more frequently investigated topics studied by 
tourism researchers (Calantone, di Benedetto, Hakam & Bojanic, 1989; 
Echtner & Richie, 1993; Goodrich, 1977; Milman & Pizam, 1995, Pearce, 
1982; Phelps, 1986).  

Tourism image is defined as an individual’s overall perception or 
total set of impressions of a place (Fakeye&Crompton, 1991; Hunt, 1975; 
Phelps, 1986). The writers concluded that potential travellers might 
translate their perceptions of destinations’ attributes in formulating their 
destination choice decision. 

Many authors assured the influence of tourism image on the 
behaviour of tourists (Ashworth & Goodall 1988; Mansfeld, 1992. 
Cooper, Fletcher, Gilbert & Wanhill, 1993).  

Image will influence a tourist's decision of choosing a destination or a 
trip, the subsequent evaluation of that trip and his/her future decisions.  

Thus this study was conducted to examine the relationship between 
destination image and tourist behaviour, on the one hand, and between 
image and the post consumption evaluation of stay on the other. Decision 
to return and desire to recommend the destination were considered as 
behavioural variables and "perceived quality" for the trip and for the 
whole destination and “satisfaction” were the evaluative variables. 
Moreover, the relationship between promotion tools and Image and 
between these and the behavioural variables were also examined. Besides, 
the relationship between perceived quality and satisfaction and between 
these and the behavioural variables was examined. All the relationships 
were tested using a structural equation model. The empirical investigation 
was examined in two major tourism towns in Egypt, Cairo representing 
cultural tourism and Hurghada indicating recreation tourism. 

 
STUDY HYPOTHESES   

 
The following two hypotheses were postulated: 
1. The mental image , promotion of tourist service, quality of the 

trip and quality of the tourism destination , as independent variables have 
a direct causative effect on satisfaction about tourist visit , willingness of 
tourists to come back and their recommendation to others to visit Egypt , 
as dependent variables, within the context of recreational tourism in 
Egypt. 
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2. There is a direct causative effect of mental image, tourist service 
marketing, quality of tourist service and quality of tourist experience, as 
independent variables on satisfaction about tourist visit, willingness of 
tourists to come back and their recommendation to others to visit Egypt, 
as dependent variables, within the context of cultural tourism in Egypt. 
 
Image 
 

Image has been proven to be a pivotal factor in travellers’ decision 
process and destination selection behaviour (Gartner, 1993; Goodrich, 
1978; Woodside & Lysonski, 1989; Um & Crompton, 1990, Calantone et 
al., 1989; Court and Lupton, 1997; Echtner & Ritchie, 1993; Gartner & 
Hunt 1987; Good rich, 1977, Milman & Pizam, 1995, Chen & Hsu, 
2000).  

Tourism image is defined by many authors as an individual's overall 
perception or total set of impressions of a place (Fakeye & Crompton, 
1991; Hunt, 1975, Phelps, 1986), others defined it as the mental portrayal 
of a destination (Alhemoud & Armstrong, 1996; Crompton, 1979, Kotler, 
Haider & Rein, 1993; Middleton, 1994, Milman & Pizam, 1995, Seaton 
& Benett, 1996). Gunn (1972) first articulated that tourist’s destination 
image is distinguished by two dimensions (1) organic image which deals 
with tourist’s impression of a destination without physically having 
visited the place, and (2) induced image which is forged through 
promotional materials or actual visitation. 

Fakeye and Crompton (1991), applying Gunn's theory, augmented 
the categorization by listing three factors: organic, induced, and complex. 
Gartner (1993), in his study of the image formation process subdivided 
tourists’ image into eight domains, which included Overt Induced I, Overt 
Induced II, Covert Induced I, Covert Induced II, Autonomous, unsolicited 
organic, Solicited Organic, and Organic. All the relationships are tested 
jointly using a structural equation model.  

To assess the magnitude of tourists’ image of places (e.g.) cities, 
states, and countries, two sets of attributes in regard to designative and 
evaluative images have been used frequently by researchers (Baloglu & 
Brinberg, 1997; Walmsley & Jenkins, 1992; Walmsley & Young, 1998).  

Designative attributes relate to the perceptual and cognitive 
component of image, while evaluative attributes deal with the affective 
component of image. To date, most image studies have utilized the above 
two sets of image attributes as descriptors to assess the relative position of 
particular places. Walmsley and Jenkins (1992) integrated eight 
evaluative-image attribute into a market positioning map. 
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Post purchase behaviour 
 
Many authors in marketing has pointed out that there is a positive 

relationship between perceived quality and intentions after the purchase 
(Boulding et al., 1993; Cronin & Taylor, 1992; Keaveney, 1995, Ruyter 
De, Wetzels & Bloemer, 1996; Zeithmal et al., 1996; Zeithaml, 2000).  

It seems reasonable that Satisfaction has a positive influence on post-
purchase behaviour (Anderson & Sullivan, 1990; Cronin & Taylor, 1992, 
Fornell, 1992; Keaveney, 1995; Oliver, 1980, Oliver & Swan, 1989).  

Appiah-Adu et al. (2000) stated that the greater satisfaction the more 
likely it is that the tourist will return to the destination and recommend it.  

Customer loyalty measures how likely customers are to return and 
their willingness to perform partner shipping activities for the 
organization (Kotler et al., 2006).  

Besides, beyond the market positioning studies, tourist image 
attributes were in corporate into behavioural research cent rating on the 
relationship between tourist image and other types of behaviours. Chen 
and HSU (2000) found that tourists’ cognitive image of travel 
destinations influenced their choice behaviours.  

Tourists’ behaviour can be expected to be partly conditioned by the 
image that they have of destinations (Bigné et al., 2001). This influence 
begins at the stage of choosing the holiday destination, so holiday choice 
cannot be explained exclusively in terms of the objective environment 
(Johnson & Thomas, 1992). The influence of tourism image on the choice 
of holiday destination has been considered by various authors in decision 
models (Crompton & Ankomah, 1993; Kent, 1990; Mathieson & Wall, 
1982; Moutinho, 1987; Schmoll, 1977; Stabler, 1990).  

The influence of image does not only affect selecting the destination, 
but also affects the behaviour of tourists in general (Ashworth & Goodall, 
1988; Bordas & Rubio, 1993; Cooper et al., 1993; Mansfeld, 1992). 

Many studies of the relationship between service quality, satisfaction 
and the behaviour of individuals have centered on the intention to buy as 
the behavioural variable (Anderson and Sullivan, 1990; Cronin and 
Taylor, 1992, Woodside, Frey and Daly, 1989).Other studies have 
focused both on the intention to repurchase and on the willingness to 
recommend or positive word of mouth communication (Boulding et al., 
1993; Zeithmal, Berry &Parasuraman, 1996). Loyalty becomes a 
fundamental strategic component for the firm. Loyal customers are more 
valuable than satisfied customers (Kotler et al., 2006). Bigné (1997) 
stated that organizations must seek to satisfy their customers to retain 
them, but a further objective must be to establish a lasting relationship.  
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Satisfaction versus quality 
 
The variables relating to the evaluation of the stay used in this study 

are perceived quality and satisfaction. 
As Oliver (1993) points out, the word ‘satisfaction’ comes from the 

Latin satis (enough) and facere (to do or to make). Thus the original 
meaning of satisfaction is linked to an adequacy construct.  

According to zeithmal and Bitner (2003), “satisfaction is the 
consumer fulfilment response. It is a judgment that a product or service 
feature, or the product or service itself, provide a pleasurable level of 
consumption - related fulfilment”. 

Giese and cote (2000), pointed out conceptual and operational 
definitions for consumer satisfaction. These definitions included three 
components which are (1) consumer satisfaction is a response, an 
emotional or cognitive judgment (the emotional response predominating); 
(2) the response refers to a specific focus (the object of the consumer 
satisfaction); (3) the response is linked to a particular moment (prior to 
purchase, after purchase, after consumption, etc.). Besides, consumer 
satisfaction is distinguished from overall satisfaction with individual 
attributes. Attribute-specific satisfaction is not the only antecedent of 
overall satisfaction (Spreng, Mankenzie, & Olshavsky, 1996). According 
to Fornell (1992) & Gnoth (1994), overall satisfaction is a much broader 
concept implying holistic evaluation after purchase, and not the sum of 
the individual assessments of each attribute.  

Satisfying the consumer in tourism is important for three main 
reasons (Swarbrooke&Horner, 1999). 

It leads to positive word- of – mouth recommendation of the product 
to friends and relatives, which in turn brings in new customers. 

Creating repeat customer by satisfying them with their first use of the 
product brings a steady source of income with no need for extra 
marketing expenditure. 

Dealing with complaints is expensive, time – consuming and bad for 
the organization’s reputation. Furthermore, it can bring direct costs 
through compensation payments. 

There is still some confusion about the similarities and differences 
between service quality and customer satisfaction (Bigné et al., 2001). 
Many authors suggested that satisfaction is a broader concept than service 
quality. Satisfaction includes both cognitive and affective evaluations, 
while service quality evaluations are mainly a cognitive procedure 
(Oliver, 1997; Tian-Cole & Crompton, 2003). Satisfaction is also 
influenced by factors, which are not related to service quality, such as 
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situational (e.g., the weather) or personal (e.g., personal expectations) 
(Alexandries et al., 2004). A number of studies in the services marketing 
literature have reported that these two constructs are strongly related 
(Alexandris et al., 2001; Caruana, 2002; Cronin & Taylor, 1992; Spreng 
& Chiou, 2002; Spreng and Mckoy, 1996; Woodside et al., 1989). Some 
authors suggested a set of differences between service quality and 
customer satisfaction such as the expectations referred to in each case is 
different. On one hand satisfaction expectations are interpreted as 
predictions; on the other hand, quality expectation are interpreted as 
wishes or an ideal result. Besides, Oliver (1997) stated that service quality 
expectations are based on perceptions of excellence, whereas expectations 
of satisfaction refer to need or equity. Oliver (1997) added that service 
quality judgments are more specific referring to particular attributes, 
while customer satisfaction judgments are more holistic. Another two 
differences between satisfaction and quality pointed out by Anderson, 
Fornell and Lehmann (1994) that in order to determine a customer’s 
satisfaction, the tourist must have visited the destination this is not 
necessary in order to evaluate quality. The last difference is that 
satisfaction depends on price but quality does not.  

Perceived quality will in turn determine the satisfaction of consumers 
(Fornell, Johnson, Anderson, Cha, & Bryant, 1996), because the latter is 
the result of the assessment by the customer of the perceived quality 
(Anderson et al., 1994; Gnoth, 1994; Kotler et al., 1996). 

Parasuramen et al. (1985, 1988) pointed out that perceived quality is 
a comparison between expectations and the performance perceived by the 
consumer. Parasurman et al. (1988) added that, quality is the overall 
judgement made by the consumer regarding the excellence of a service. 
Moreover, it is a type of attitude, related but not equivalent to satisfaction, 
which is described as the degree and direction of the discrepancies 
between the perceptions of the performance and the consumer's 
expectations of the service.  

As with the word ‘quality’ the meaning of satisfaction has evolved to 
imply gratification and fulfilment (Consumers and service). If the 
product’s performance falls short of expectations, the customer is 
dissatisfied, if performance matches expectations, the customer is 
satisfied. If performance exceeds expectations, the customer is highly 
satisfied (Kotler et al., 2006). Churchill and Suprenant (1982) consider 
that process is more complex that perception will affect satisfaction in 
two ways: by disconfirmation and by direct experience, on the other hand, 
some authors point out that disconfirmation is the most immediate 
antecedent of satisfaction. Most of authors agreed with the 
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disconfirmation model, whereas some authors have stated that there are 
situations where perceived performance can be used as a good approach 
to consumer satisfaction and to service quality as well. 

Kozak and Rimmington (2000) in their articles studied customer 
satisfaction; they concerned different fields in the tourism industry such 
as travel agencies, tour guides, specific tours, hotels, restaurants, 
recreation facilities and destinations. In tourism, Appliah – Adu, Fyall, 
and Singh (2000); Heung and Cheng (2000) and Kozak and Rimmington 
(2000) suggested that perceived quality is antecedent of satisfaction. 
Besides, they mention some studies measured tourist’s satisfaction in 
specific destinations using different approaches.  

In this research, tourists evaluated perceived quality and satisfaction 
referring to their evaluation of the holiday experience including the tour 
and the destination. Both are based on post purchase judgements of the 
stay. The researcher focused on overall evaluation for satisfaction. On the 
other hand, she focused on analyzing the individual components of the 
construct to evaluate quality of the trip or of the whole destination.  

 
Tourism Image, quality and satisfaction 
 

Tourism image exercises a positive influence on perceived quality 
and satisfaction because it moulds the expectations that the individual 
forms before the visit, and these variable depends on the comparison of 
such expectations with experience (Font, 1997; Phelps, 1986, Grönroos, 
1984). Moreover, the evaluation of the experience at the destination will 
also affect the image and modify it. (Chon, 1991; Echtner & Richie, 1991; 
Fakey & Crompton, 1991; Ross, 1993).  

The following sequence was considered by kotler, Bowen, and 
Makens (1996): Image  quality  satisfaction  post purchase 
behaviour. Additionally the Nordic school of service quality reflects the 
idea in the Image model, this model considers that the quality perceived 
by the consumer is influenced by three-factors which are: technical 
quality, functional quality, and corporate image (Grönroos, 1990).  

Satisfaction is the result of the assessment by the customer of the 
perceived quality (Kotler et al., 1996). Perceived quality in turn will 
determine the satisfaction of consumers (Fornell, Johnson, Anderson, 
Cha, &Bryant, 1996). 
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METHODOLOGY  
 
The purpose of this study is to clarify the interrelationships among 

destination image, perceived quality, satisfaction, promotional tools, 
intention to return and willingness to recommend the destination. In order 
to accomplish this main objective, the two hypotheses will be tested. 

Path analysis was used to study the causal relationships among 
variables. This approach allows the analysis of relations between 
independent and dependent variables. The following diagram illustrates 
the proposed interaction model. 

 
Figure 1.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Both “Image “ and “Promotion “ may affect the perceived quality of 

tour and quality of destination, as well as willingness to return , 
satisfaction and recommending tourism in Egypt to others. 

 
Study sample and data collection  
 

The field study was carried out in two important Egyptian tourist 
cities. The study sample included two basic groups: 
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1) Group I of 180 tourists at Hurghada city. 
2) Group II of 178 tourists in Cairo city. 
 
The first group represented tourism in Hurghada, whereas the second 

one represented tourism in Cairo. The data were gathered during 
December 2005 and January 2006. The questionnaire was administered 
personally to the respondents. The survey sites were chosen at random at 
five star hotels in both cities. The questionnaire included asking for 
descriptive data including: age, gender, marital status, education level, 
annual income, purpose of visit, country of origin, occupation, and 
household size.  

 
Questionnaire design and operationalisation of constructs 
 

 The questionnaire was distributed in both destinations. It included 
seven questions concentrate on socio-demographic properties of the 
respondents. opinion of the quality of the tour; overall image and quality , 
respondents perceptions and expectations, evaluation the promotion tools, 
willingness to revisit and return, and intention to recommend the 
destination to others. 

 
Variables of the study 
 

The study includes seven variables which are:  
Promotion quality.  
Image. 
Quality of tour. 
Quality of destination. 
Intention to return.  
Willingness to recommend the destination. 
Satisfaction.  
 

Operationalisation of Promotion 
 

The respondents were asked about the effectiveness of promotion 
tools by using multiple attributes approach.  The promotion tools include 
travel agent, tour operator Brochures, Advertisements , Articles , Books, 
Direct mail and T.V. 5 point likert scale was adopted to get a wide range 
of tourist responses as score 1 represents "very little ", and  score 5 
represents "very high". 
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Operationalisation of Image 
 

 Most researches of destination image have used either a 
multiattribute test (Echtner & Ritchie, 1991, 1993). And non-structured 
techniques. In this study, image was measured by using the multi-attribute 
method; image is assessed by means of a Likert scale or a semantic 
differential scale. The responses can range from very unfavourable (1) to 
highly favourable (5). The attributes included standard hygiene and 
cleanliness, personal safety, infrastructure, entertainments, appealing local 
foods, friendly people unpolluted environment, good value of money, 
good climate, the availability of tourism information, low trip cost, and 
inexpensive goods and services. Baloglu and Mc clearly (1999) measured 
overall destination image by means of a single- item rating scale. The 
purpose of their study being to test a model of destination image 
formation using path analysis .In this research, the overall score for image 
was the mean of scores for different items. Path analysis was conducted to 
study the causal relationships among different variables by proposing an 
interaction model as well. 

 
Operationalisation of quality 
 

Asking for quality was divided into two sections: 
Quality of the tour contains asking for: meet & assist and transfer, 

domestic transportation, comfort ability, driver, traffic, park places, 
punctuality, tourist programs, guidance, interesting cultural attractions, 
interesting historical attractions, beautiful scenery and accommodation. 

Quality of the whole experience (the destination) includes: standard 
hygiene and cleanliness, personal safety, quality of infrastructure, good 
entertainment, appealing local food, friendly people, unpolluted 
environment, good value of money, good climate, the availability of 
tourism information, low trip cost and inexpensive goods and services. 

 Quality of the tour and the destination were measured by asking 
respondents about their opinion for the quality of these attributes post-
visit using likert scale. The responses can range from very unfavourable 
(1) to highly favourable (5). 

The researcher did not use the method following the gap model and 
the SERVQUAL scale reported by Parasuraman et al. (1985, 1988), and 
Carman (1990) who measured both expectations and perceptions. 
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Operationalisation of satisfaction 
 

       Satisfaction may be measured by multi-item scales or by using a 
single measure of overall satisfaction. In this study, the researcher 
evaluated overall satisfaction. The tourist’s satisfaction with the holiday 
experience, was tested by a single – item five point rating scale by asking 
the guest ‘How would you evaluate your trip, unsatisfactory at all= 1 to 
very satisfactory=5. Most authors have used a single measure of overall 
satisfaction (Fornell et al., 1996; Bloemer & Ruyter, 1998; Bolton 
&Lemon, 1999). 

 
Operationalisation of behavioural variables 
 

         Willingness to return and to recommend the destination to 
others were measured by using a single five – point rating question for 
each, like Bigné et al.(2001) &Boulding et al.(1993). The respondents 
were asked if they would return and recommend it to others, responses 
were rated from surely yes (1) to surely no (5). 
 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Demographic factors 
 
      Table (1) shows the descriptive data for both groups. 

 
Table 1. Descriptive data for the study sample 

 

Hurghada Cairo 
0BDistribution Variable 

% No. % No. 
15.6 28 10.7 19 18 -< 25 

  Age 

(years) 

20 36 39.9 71 25 -<35  
33.3 60 21.9 39 35 -< 45  
26.7 48 10.7 19 45 -< 54  
4.4 8 13.5 24 54 -< 64  
0 0 3.4 6 64 and over 

100% 180 100% 178 Total 
50 90 60.7 108 Male 

4BGender 50 90 39.3 70 Female 
100% 180 100% 178 Total 
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35.6 64 36 64 Single 

Marital 
status 

63.3 114 59 105 Married 
1.1 2 1.7 3 Divorced 
- - 3.4 6 Separated 

100 180 100 178 Total 
60 108 20.8 37 High school or less 

Education 
level 

34.4 62 30.9 55 Intermediate College 
5.6 10 48.3 86 University 

100% 180 100% 178 Total 
48.9 88 10.7 19 Under 25.000 $ 

Annual 
income 

30 54 9 16 25.000-<34.000 $ 
7.8 14 20.8 37 34.000-<49.000 $ 
7.8 14 25.3 45 49.000-<75.000$ 
3.3 6 21.3 38 75.000-<100.000$ 
2.2 4 12.9 23 100.000 $ and over 

100% 180 100% 178 Total 
68.9 124 32 57 Recreation 

5BPurpose of 

Visit 

17.8 32 32.6 58 Cultural visit 
11.1 20 15.2 27 Sports 

- 0 2.2 4 Conference and 
Meetings 

1.1 2 6.7 12 Therapeutic visit 
1.1 2 11.2 20 Others 

100% 180 100% 178 Total 
2.2 140 34.8 62 Italy 

6BCountry of 

Origin 

77.8 4 33.1 59 Germany 
17.8 32 2.2 4 Russia 
2.2 4 29.9 53 Others 

100% 180 100% 178 Total 
11.1 20 11.8 21 Student 

Occupation 

2.2 4 1.1 2 Housewife 
14.4 26 1.7 3 Skilled worker 
36.7 66 7.3 13 Semi-skilled worker 
4.4 8 4.5 8 Clerical worker 
7.8 14 1.7 3 Self-employed 

worker 
4.4 8 15.7 28 Professional 

12.2 22 9 16 Executive / Manager 
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- - 3.9 7 Retired 
- - 0.6 1 Unemployed 

7.6 12 42.7 76 Others 
100 180 100 178 Total 
27.8 50 23 41 One Person 

7BHousehold 

Size 

7.8 14 32.6 58 Two Persons 
31.1 56 21.9 39 Three Persons 
32.3 85 19.7 35 Four Persons 
1.1 2 2.8 5 Five Persons 

100% 180 100% 178 Total 
62.2 112 65.2 116 First 

8BVisiting 

frequency 37.8 68 34.8 62 Repeated 
100% 180 100% 178 Total 

     
The majority of respondents’ tourists are married in both Cairo and 

Hurghada. The educational level of respondents in Cairo was higher 
compared with those in Hurghada. In Cairo, the largest category was 
university graduates (48.3%), whereas the majority or Hurghada’s tourists 
(60%) were high school or less.  

 The Largest age group of tourists were from (25-<35) in Cairo, and 
from (35- 45 years) in Hurghada. For annual income the largest group of 
respondents were belonging to low income in Hurghada (below 25.000$), 
whereas in Cairo the largest group had higher income, (49.000-<75000$). 
Gender of the respondents was almost evenly distributed between males 
and females in Hurghada; on the other hand males are more frequent 
(60.7%) in Cairo sample. Purpose of visit in Cairo is  distributed mainly 
between  cultural visit (32.6%) and recreation (32%) , whereas , in 
Hurghada, recreation occupied the first rank (68.9%).Tourists from 
Germany (34.8%) and from Italy (33.1%) were the majority in Cairo , In 
Hurghada, the majority was from Germany (77.8%). Unskilled workers 
occupied the first rank in Hurghada (36.7), whereas professionals 
occupied the second rank in Cairo (15.7%). 

The majority of respondents for the household size were two persons 
in Cairo (32.6%), whereas it was four persons (32.3%) in Hurghada. 

Visiting frequency seems to be homogenous. The majority of 
respondents were first visit in both Cairo (65.2%) and in Hurrahed 
(62.2%). 
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Hypotheses Testing 
 

To test the truth of the two study hypotheses, the Path analysis 
method was adopted, using LISREL 8 program. Correlation coefficients 
were also used to determine their significance 
 
Studying the First Hypothesis 
 

For the first hypothesis, the correlation coefficients among the seven 
chosen adopted coefficients were calculated by the researcher. 

 
Table 2. Matrix of Correlation Coefficients in Hurghada 

 
 

Promoti
on 

Quality 
of 

Destinat
ion 

Quali
ty of 
Tour 

Ima
ge 

Satisfact
ion 

Recommend
ation 

Retu
rn Variable 

0.21 0.44 0.51 0.47 0.94 0.83 1.00 Return 

0.31 0.27 0.30 0.39 0.72 1.00 - Recommend
ation 

0.15 0.40 0.53 0.49 1.00 - - Satisfaction 
0.33 0.12 0.26 1.00 - - - Image 

0.31 0.83 1.00 - - - - Quality of  
tour 

0.25 1.00 - - - - - Quality of 
Destination 

1.00 - - - - - - Promotion 

 
The result of the correlation matrix was as follows:  
 
The correlation Matrix derived from the above table was used to 

develop a diagram showing the relationships between the study variables 
and the significance of correlation coefficients among study variables to 
measure the significance of differences, the Student t test was used. The 
significance level was set at p ‹ 0.05, Corresponding to a T-test value of 
1.96. 

 

1. The Image score was significantly correlated with Return, 
Satisfaction and Recommendation scores. On the other hand, it 
was not significantly correlated with: Quality of tour and Quality 
of Destination scores. 

2. The Promotion score was significantly correlated with Quality of 
Tour and Quality of Destination scores; however, it was not 
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significantly correlated with Return, Satisfaction and 
Recommendation scores. 

3. The Quality of Tour score was significantly correlated with 
Return and Satisfaction scores. On the other hand, it was not 
significantly correlated with Recommendation scores. 

This result may refer to the fact that visiting Hurghada means 
enjoying the Red Sea and the sun with some water sports, in the tourist 
resorts regardless tours or destinations. This means that Hurghada tours 
means joining a package almost by charter flight including 
accommodation and meals arrangements which is all needed , on the 
contrary , Cairo means joining a tour including sightseeing and 
entertainment which are more expensive and needs higher education 
levels for visiting different attractions. 

In Hurghada, it is clear that, in order to a chive the loyalty of a 
tourist, image is very important. This result was concluded by Bigné et al. 
(2001),     who pointed out that, destination image plays an essential role 
and the relationship with the tourist must be handled proactively to 
develop it into a lasting relationship beneficial to both parties. 

Thus, tourism organizations must pay much more attention to 
Hurghada’s image, promotion campaigns and the quality of destination as 
these factors affect tourists’ satisfaction, intention to return and 
willingness to recommend Hurghada to others. 

Thus, the strength of the model has been proved and the first 
hypothesis has been proved to be true with regard to certain relationships. 

1. The Quality of Destination score was not significantly correlated 
with Return, Satisfaction and Recommendation scores. 

 
Image → Return                        Promotion →Quality of tour     
Image → Satisfaction                Promotion→ Quality of destination 
Image → Recommendation              
Quality of Destination→ Return 
Quality of Destination→ Satisfaction                                            
Path coefficients and their significance was determined using 

LISREL 8 program as shown in figure (2). If we compare these results 
with Kotler et al. (1996): Image → Quality → Satisfaction →Post 
purchase behaviour. 

Results will be concluded as follows: it is true that Image influences 
post purchase behaviour and satisfaction for recreational tourism. Image 
influences quality of tour and quality of destination, but does not affect 
the willingness to return, satisfaction, or recommendation in cultural 
tourism. Regarding promotion tools, only its influence on quality of the 
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tour and quality of the destination has been proved obviously, but definite 
conclusions cannot be drawn for the satisfaction, the willingness to 
recommend the destination or the desire to return for recreational tourism 
whereas, for cultural tourism promotion tools affect quality of destination, 
but have no effects on willingness to return, satisfaction, recommendation 
or quality of the tour. Quality of destination is a determinant of 
satisfaction and return. On the contrast, Quality of destination is not a 
determinant of recommendation for recreational tourism. For cultural 
tourism, quality of destination has no effects on willingness to return, 
satisfaction or recommendation. Bigné et al. (2001) stated in their 
research that quality would affect the satisfaction and recommendation as 
well. 

   Quality of the tour does not influence willingness to return, 
satisfaction, or recommendation for recreational tourism. On the other 
hand, quality of the tour influences satisfaction, but has no effects on 
willingness to return, and recommendation for cultural tourism. 
 

   Figure 2. Path Analysis for tourism in Cairo   
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* The t value was considered significant at   p < 0.05 if exceeding 1.96 
(irrespective of + or –signs). 
*Values between parentheses are calculated path coefficients. 
*Values outside parentheses are t values corresponding to path coefficients 
 *path is statistically significant at p < 0.05. 
 

From the above model, path correlation coefficients and their 
significance were determined as shown in Table (3) below:  
 

Table 3. Path analysis values of Hurghada 
 

  t 
Path 

coefficient 
value 

Effect 

Not significant 
at p < 0.05 

                 
1.67 0.18 Image → Quality of tour  

Not significant 
at p < 0.05 

                
0.35 0.38 Image → Quality of destination 

significant at p 
< 0.05 

√ *       
4.68 

0.41 Image → Return      

significant at p 
< 0.05 

√ *       
4.31 

0.39 9BImage → Satisfaction    

significant at p 
< 0.05 

√ *       
3.04 

0.31 Image→Recommendation            

significant at p 
< 0.05 

√ *       
2.32 

0.25 Promotion → Quality of tour 

significant at p 
< 0.05 

√ *         
2.2 

0.24 Promotion → Quality of destination 

Not significant 
at p < 0.05 

           -
1.34 

0.12 Promotion → Return      

Not significant 
at p < 0.05 

-0.56 0.05 10BPromotion → Satisfaction    

Not significant 
at p < 0.05 

1.39 0.15 Promotion→Recommendation            

significant at p 
< 0.05 

√ *       
5.22  

0.45 Quality of tour → Return      

significant at p 
< 0.05 

√ *       
3.31 

0.30 11BQuality of tour → Satisfaction    

Not significant 
at p < 0.05 

0.43 
13B0.04 

Quality of tour→Recommendation            

Not significant 
at p < 0.05 

0.03 0.002 Quality of destination → Return      

Not significant 
at p < 0.05 

1.85 0.16 12BQuality of destination → Satisfaction    

Not significant 
at p < 0.05 

1.63 0.16 Quality of destination →Recommendation            
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It is noteworthy that the goodness of fit criteria, were achieved for the 
model, showing its power to explain the causative relation between the 
included variables. Thus 
1. The X² value for goodness of fit index was 353.26(statistically 
significant at p < 0.01). 

2. The Roots Means Square Residual (RMSR) value was 0.025. Its 
value could vary between 0 and 1, the nearer it is to zero value, the better 
would be the fit of the model to sample data. 

3. The goodness of fit index (GDI) value was 0.57. Its value could 
vary between 0 and 1. The nearer it is to 1, the better would be the fit of 
the model to sample data. 
      
Studying the second hypothesis 
 

For the second Hypothesis the correlation coefficients among the 
seven chosen adopted coefficients were calculated by the researcher. 
 
Variables of the study 

The study included seven variables which are:  
1. Promotion tools.  
2. Image. 
3. Quality of tour. 
4. Quality of destination. 
5. Intention to return.  
6. Willingness to recommend the destination. 
7. Satisfaction.  

The result of the correlation matrix was as follows: 
A correlation matrix for all independent and dependent studied 

variables was established (Table 4) 
 

Table 4. Matrix of Correlation Coefficient in Cairo 
 

Promotion Quality of 
destination 

Quality 
of tour Image Return Recommendation Satisfaction Variable 

0.02 0.12 0.08 0.24 0.73 0.28 1.00 Return 
0.15 0.14 0.10 0.23 0.39 1.00 - Recommendation 
0.03 0.13 0.09 0.22 1.00 - - Satisfaction 
0.08 0.38 0.24 1.00 - - - Image 
0.23 0.26 1.00 - - - - Quality of tour 

 1.00 - - - - - Quality of 
destination 
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1.00 - - - - - - Promotion 
 

The correlation Matrix derived from the above table was used to 
develop a diagram showing the relationships between the study variables 
and the significance of correlation coefficient to among study variables to 
measure the significance of differences, the Student t test was used. The 
significance level was set at p ‹ 0.05, Cassesranding to a T-test value of 
1.96. It was found that: 

1. The Image score was significantly correlated with quality of tour 
and quality of destination scores; on the other hand, it was not 
significantly correlated with return, satisfaction and 
recommendation scores. 

2. The Promotion score was significantly correlated with quality of 
destination, on the other hand, it was not  significantly correlated 
with return, satisfaction, recommendation and quality of tour 
score. 

3. The Quality of tour score was significantly correlated with 
satisfaction, on the other hand, it was not significant with return 
and recommendation scores. 

4. The Quality of destination score  was not significantly correlated 
with return, satisfaction and recommendation scores. 

The structural equation model confirms the following causal relationships  
 

Cultural tourism Recreation tourism 
 
Image→ Quality of tour 
Image →Quality of destination 
Promotion →   Quality of 
destination 
Quality of tour →Satisfaction 

 
Image → Return                                
Image → Satisfaction                        
Image → Recommendation 
Promotion →Quality of tour 
Promotion→ Quality of destination                  
Quality of destination→  
Return 
Quality of destination→ Satisfaction                                            

 
Path coefficients and their significance were determined using 

LISREL 8 program as shown in diagram (3) 
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Figure 3. Path Analysis for tourism in Hurghada   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
N.B.: 
*Values between parentheses are calculated path coefficients. 
*Values outside parentheses are t values corresponding to path coefficients 
*means that the path is statistically significant at p < 0.05. 
 

From the above model ,path  correlation coefficients and their 
significance were determined as shown in table (5) below: The t value 
was  considered significant at   p < 0.05 if  exceeding 1.96 (irrespective of 
+ or –signs). 
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Table 5. Path analysis value of Cairo 
 
 

Effect 
Path 

coefficient 
value 

t 
14BSignificance 

Image → Quality of tour 0.38 √ *   3.85 significant at p < 0.05 
Image → Quality of destination 0.26 √ *   2.54 significant at p < 0.05 
Image → Return 0.05 0.43 Not significant at p < 0.05 

Image → Satisfaction 0.03 0.28 Not significant at p < 0.05 
Image→Recommendation 0.06 0.57 Not significant at p < 0.05 
Promotion → Quality of tour 0.07 0.80 Not significant at p < 0.05 
Promotion → Quality of destination 0.23 √ *   2.28 significant at p < 0.05 
Promotion → Return 0.008 0.08 Not significant at p < 0.05 

Promotion → Satisfaction 0.002 0.02 Not significant at p < 0.05 
Promotion→Recommendation 0.13 1.2 Not significant at p < 0.05 
Quality of tour → Return 0.20 1.74 Not significant at p < 0.05 

Quality of tour → Satisfaction 0.23 √ *     2.02 significant at p < 0.05 
Quality of tour→Recommendation 0.19 1.69 Not significant at p < 0.05 

Quality of destination → Return 0.02 0.21 Not significant at p < 0.05 
Quality of destination → Satisfaction 0.01 0.15 Not significant at p < 0.05 

Quality of destination →Recommendation 0.01 0.12 Not significant at p < 0.05 

 
It is noteworthy, that the goodness of fit criteria, were achieved for 

the model, showing its power to explain the causative relation between 
included variables. Thus:  

1. The X² value for goodness of fit index was 63.77(statistically 
significant at p < 0.01). 

2. The Roots Means Square Residual (RMSR) value was 0.15. Its 
value could vary between 0 and 1, the nearer it is to zero value, the better 
would be the fit of the model to sample data. 

3. The goodness of fit index (GDI) value was 0.83. Its value could 
vary between 0 and 1. The nearer it is to 1, the better would be the fit of 
the model to sample data. 

Thus, the strength of the model has been proved and the second 
hypothesis has been proved to be true with regard to certain relationships. 

Bigné et al (2001) confirmed the following causal relationships: 
Image→ Quality                           Quality →Satisfaction 
Image → Satisfaction                   Quality → Return 
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Image → Recommendation         Satisfaction→Recommendation              
Image → Return 

In Cairo, it seems to be a special trip to the tourist including its tours 
for visiting pyramids, Sphinx, Sakkara, Coptic and Moslem monuments. 

Thus, Quality of tour, by which includes: sightseeing, Transfers, 
accommodation transportation, etc. leads to Satisfaction. Return was not 
affected by quality of tour or any other factors, it may be because Cairo is 
full of monuments of different eras so when one visits it once, he does not 
need to visit it again, but he prefers to watch other civilizations. Sirakay, 
Mclellan &uysal (1996) agree with this result, they pointed out that 
tourists may seek variety or be availability. Thus, the quality of tour or 
destination does not guarantee their return. Moreover, quality of the tour 
as well as quality of the destination do not influence the intention to 
return more the willingness to recommend the city to others , Thus, 
marketers of Cairo , particularly national tourism offices(NTOs) must 
take special intention in verifying the willingness to recommend and 
intention to return as well as satisfaction. 

In Cairo the most significant causal relationship was gained between 
image and quality of tour. This result refers to that Cairo consists of many 
historic sightseeing. 

This result approved by Baloglu and Mangaloglu (2001) in their 
research concerning tourism destination images of Turkey, Egypt, Greece, 
and Italy as perceived by tour operators pointed out that the first rank for 
Egypt image was given to Historic ancient ruins, archaeology , old. 
Baloglu (1997 ab) , after investigating US travellers’ perceptions of the 
same Mediterranean tourist destinations , suggested that tour operators 
and travel agents operating in US market should be encouraged to 
develop and sell alternative and specialized tours that would help these 
destinations preserve the heritage attractions and create a more favourable 
perception. 

Consequently, the model outlined in the conceptual framework is 
confirmed for the most part.  
 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
The path analysis indicates that the recreation destination image has a 

positive effect on behavioural variables and satisfaction in Hurghada.  On 
the other hand, the image does not affect the factors of the quality of 
destination or a tour. Regarding the relationship between perceived 
quality and satisfaction, perceived quality of destination has a positive 
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influence on satisfaction and willingness to return, its influence on 
willingness to recommend the destination did not satisfactorily proved 
.On the other hand, perceived quality of the destination affects willingness 
to return and Satisfaction. This result indicates that the quality of the 
destination in recreation tourism is more effective than the quality of the 
tour. With regard to the sequence: image → quality →  satisfaction →  
post purchase behaviour suggested by the review of the literature, the 
analysis of the interrelationships as a whole confirms this model to a large 
extent , although satisfaction does not affect behavioural variables. 
Furthermore these results approved the suggested matrix by the present 
study regardless of the relationship between the quality of the whole 
experience and behavioural variables. Besides, promotional tools affect 
perceived quality of destination & quality of the tour, but it does not 
affect the willingness to return, to recommend the destination or 
satisfaction. 

For cultural tourism in Cairo, image affects the quality of both the 
tour and the whole trip.  On the contrary, image does not affect 
willingness to return, satisfaction, or recommendation to visit the 
destination. Furthermore, quality of tour affects satisfaction, but does not 
affect willingness to return or recommendation and promotional tools 
affect quality of the destination.  

The findings should be interpreted under several limitations. The 
sample population of this study was chosen randomly among tourists who 
were visiting Cairo and Hurghada in a specific time of the year. Despite 
the practical significant of the sample, there may be other tourists visiting 
these destinations and their perceptions may differ from those included in 
this study. Second, the sample size was small. Thus, the findings can not 
be generalizable over all tourists who are visiting Cairo and Hurghada. 

Further researches may focus on a larger sample including tourists 
who visited these destinations more than one time. This would provide 
valuable remarks on the Causal relationships between behavioural 
variables consisting loyality including willingness to return, intention to 
recommend and other variables.  

Similarly, tourists in different cities in Egypt such as Luxor, Aswan, 
and Sharm Elsheikh should also be surveyed to get a boarder picture for 
the international image of these cities. 
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Tourism demand in Mexico is around 80 percent represented by USA visitors. The 
goal of this paper is to explain the long-term effects of Tourism Demand in 
Mexico with respect to US visitors. To reach our goal the methodology of this 
paper follows the Johansen cointegration analysis and using annual time-series 
data, a single equation is estimated. With the empirical analyze, we study the 
tourism demand elasticities considering public investment, relative prices of 
tourist products, and US income per capita. Further analysis shows only one 
direction of a strongly positive Granger-causality going from number of tourists 
to the relative prices. We show that US income positively affects the Mexican 
tourism demand. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

When studying tourism demand in Mexico, one can find that total 
tourist arrivals (domestic plus international tourists) in the six busiest 
destinations account for 52 percent of all arrivals. These include the three 
largest cities in the country (Mexico City with 20.6% of arrivals in 2000, 
Guadalajara, 4.9% and Monterrey with 3.3%), two traditional beach 
destinations, Acapulco and Veracruz, and Cancun as integrally planned 
center. Seven other destinations, which include smaller cities, border 
cities and beach destinations, account for between 2.1 and 3.1 percent of 
all tourist arrivals, and push the share of the top 13 destinations to just 
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over 70 percent of arrivals. The remaining 30 percent is shared by 42 
destinations spread all over the country. If one considers international 
tourists only, a more concentrated picture appears. Cancun receives 22 
percent of arrivals, and if one adds neighboring Playa del Carmen the 
figure goes up to more than 30 percent. Mexico City registers 20.6 
percent of international arrivals in hotels, so that more than half of all 
international tourists are accounted for by only three destinations. The 
following four most important destinations in this respect (Puerto 
Vallarta, Acapulco, Los Cabos and Cozumel) account for a further 25 
percent of international arrivals, so that over three quarters of arrivals are 
concentrated in seven destinations, six of which are beach destinations 
(SECTUR, 2001). 

Moreover, tourism demand in Mexico made by US visitors represents 
around the 80 percent of the tourist market in Mexico. That is to say that 
Mexican international tourism is a form of interaction largely between a 
semi-peripheral nation, Mexico, and a single core nation, the United 
States. 

Several can be the determinants of a tourism demand function, for 
example, from security until crime. Because demand has generally been 
found to be highly income elastic consistent with international tourism 
being a luxury good and highly responsive to changes in the relative price 
of tourist services when measured as the real exchange rate relative to the 
destination country. Increasing available leisure time has also been 
attributed as a cause of increased tourist demand internationally. A 
particular importance as determinants are qualitative factors as noted by 
(Bull, 1991), such as the weather, quality of the beaches, appeal of the 
culture, gastronomy, and reliability and ease of carriage and entry. 

There has been some important works about the estimation of the 
determinants of a tourist demand function -see for example, 
(Paraskevopoulos, 1977); (Loeb, 1982); (Stronge and Redman, 1982); 
(Truett and Truett, 1987); (Smeral and Witt, 1996); (Mudambi and Baum, 
1997)-. In a literature survey, (Crouch, 1994) found 80 empirical studies 
on the demand for tourism. These works focus on income per capita of 
source countries and the relative price of exported tourist services as the 
main determinants of demand. 

As determinants of the Mexican tourism demand, we consider the 
following variables: 

• Number of US tourists in Mexico. 
• Total real expenditure on tourism. 
• Relative prices of tourist products, defined as the value of the 

tourist good in Mexico with respect to its value in USA. 
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• Public investment. 
• USA income per capita. 
These are the variables to determine a long-run equilibrium demand 

function because they measure a Mexican tourism performance -see 
(FONATUR, 1999); (SECTUR, 2000); (Clancy, M., 1999); (Long, V., 
1993); (Nolan and Sydney); (WTO, 1998)-, since these determinants 
represent a promoter of the regional develops in Mexico. To manage these 
determinants, (investment, expenditure and relative prices) the Mexican 
government implemented the “Agenda 21” for the tourism, proposing to 
implement strategies and actions to force a dynamic in the tourist regions 
that implies a sustainable development consolidating the welfare and the 
natural resources with a good optimization of the tourism earnings from 
the local communities. Through the Agenda 21 the public investment on 
tourism facilities has increased with a positive evaluation in sustainability 
and the Mexican tourism demand goes positively with respect to this -an 
empirical evidence; (SECTUR, 2006)-. 

To reach the goal of this paper, a tourism demand function in 
Mexico, our framework follows the next structure. Section 2 gives a brief 
description of the Mexican tourism. In section 3 a demand function is 
computed by a single econometric equation using Cointegration analysis 
for a long-run equilibrium. Exogeneity and Causality tests are also 
analyzed. A short summary and the main conclusions are presented in the 
last section. 
 
 
A DESCRIPTION OF THE MEXICAN TOURISM 
 

The importance of tourism sector for the Mexican economy and its 
regional distribution can only be understood by analyzing the role of 
national government on promoting the sector over the last thirty years. 
(Brenner et. al., 2002) pointed out that Mexican tourism is particularly 
notable for three reasons. First, despite a loss of world market share 
during the 1990s, tourism demand and supply increased faster in Mexico 
than in most other developing countries, at least in absolute terms. In fact, 
the quantity of visitors staying in Mexico for more than three days grew 
from 2.3 million in 1970 to 10.4 million in 1999 and accommodation 
capacity increased from 130,000 hotel room to 420,000 -see details in 
(Jiménez, 1992); (SECTUR, 2000)-. Second, state promotion of tourism 
started off earlier and has been more intense in Mexico than in other 
destinations. Third, it is the creation of a massive, enclave-like, tourism-
related infrastructure in peripheral locations to attract national and foreign 
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investment. Entire new urban centers have been exclusively designed for 
leisure and consumption. As a result, specific spatial and functional 
structures have emerged, with strong effects on large areas on the Pacific 
and Caribbean costs. 

To implement a tourism policy the Mexican government is managed 
by two governmental agencies: SECTUR and FONATUR. These two 
agencies give us the official data base of Mexican tourism sector. 
SECTUR is Mexico's tourism secretariat. It implements and harmonizes 
policies aimed at coordinated action by the most popular tourist areas: 
seaside resorts, big cities, and other inland tourist centers. FONATUR 
(national tourism promotion fund) is another paragovernmental agency 
that promotes tourism to investors. This agency is the force behind nearly 
40% of available hotel room development in seaside resorts and 55% of 
the sector's total investment funding. Cancún, Ixtapa, Los Cabos, 
Huatulco and Loreto are five planned centers in which FONATUR has 
invested more than $1.5 billion in infrastructure and created a number of 
investment opportunities. Investments are primarily aimed at a foreign 
clientele interested in beaches, golf, fishing, etc. 

During the 90's the number of tourists visiting Mexico grew at an 
annual average rate of 1.9 percent, reaching 20.6 million arrivals in 2000, 
well below the growth of total international tourism arrivals. Day visitors 
over the decade grew at annual rate of 2.7% surpassing 80 million visitors 
a year in 2000 as the Mexico--US border became one of the busiest in the 
world after the implementation of NAFTA in 1994 (see OCDE, 2001). 

The last five years FONATUR has fostered investment by providing 
credit worth US$7.5 billion, which has generated investments of over 
US$14 billion: i) Construction of 117,289 hotel rooms and renovation of 
53,505 others and ii) Creation of over 340,000 jobs in the five regions. In 
2002, project-related sales were US$60 million, up by 33.5 percent from 
the previous years. Since 2002, FONATUR has been less and less present 
on the market because Mexican government policy has been to encourage 
the private sector through a more flexible legal framework for obtaining 
project guarantees or approval. Several American businesses, mainly 
hotel chains (Sheraton, Westin, Hyatt, Marriott, etc.) are already 
established in Mexico. 

On the other hand, as Gartner (1997) notes, what distinguish one 
place from another are the complexes of services available and its 
connection with particular place-images. At present, places increasingly 
seek to forge a distinctive image and to create an atmosphere of 
environment, place, and tradition that will prove attractive to capital and 
to highly skilled prospective employees as well as visitors (Urry, 
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1995:178). In this sense, (Harvey, 1989) pointed out that, as spatial 
barriers diminish, we become much more sensitized to what each world 
space contains, the uniqueness of its workforce, entrepreneurialism, 
administration, history, environment, and so on. Considerable importance 
attaches to the kinds of perceptions held by tourists of the places they 
visit. Specifically, this is the role of tourism marketing on destinations. 
The successful marketing of destinations such as Jamaica, Cuba, and the 
Mexican Caribbean can be attributed at least in part to their positive 
perception. The stress on uniqueness has already become part of national 
promotion strategies. Belize, for instance, highlights its unspoiled nature, 
whereas Mexico underlines the high-quality infrastructure provided 
within state-planned resorts (FONATUR, 1999). So, Mexico is a great 
flow of tourism attractor. 

Two very important qualifications to the aggregate picture appear on 
closer inspection of the data which tend to change the initial impression of 
poor performance into one of dynamic expansion of tourism, notably 
during the second half of the nineties. 

The first one has to do with time dimension. Indeed, the picture 
changes radically if we divide the nineties into two periods. The first one, 
from 1990 to 1994 is broadly one of stagnation in the wake of the Gulf 
war which led to a steep fall in the number of Americans traveling abroad. 
It must be remembered that the US is Mexico's main international market 
for tourism services, providing 87 percent of all international tourists 
which penetrate beyond the border zone and practically all of those who 
stay within the border strip. Between 1990 and 1991 the number of 
Americans traveling abroad, according to the Travel Industry Association 
(TIA) fell by 6.9 percent, and it was only in 1994 that the 1990 figure was 
again reached. Americans traveling to Mexico fell by 8.2% in 1991, and 
recovery of 1990 levels was recorded only in 1995. On the other hand, the 
fall in the overall number of tourists visiting Mexico was smaller, 6.4 
percent in 1991. This implies that inbound flows from other countries 
actually grew by more than 3 percent in 1991, a year when, according to 
WTO, world international tourist arrivals grew by only 1.1 percent. 

Even if other factors were surely at work, it seems difficult to escape 
the conclusion that stagnation in the flow of tourists to Mexico during the 
first half of the nineties was closely linked to the sequels of the Gulf War 
on US foreign travel demand. From 1995 onwards, once US travel abroad 
had gone back to its pre Gulf War level, and up until 2000 tourist arrivals 
grew at 3.1 percent a year and receipts from tourists (excluding day 
visitors) grew at 4.8 percent. These rates are not far from those for the 
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world market over the same period: 4.2 percent for arrivals and 5.2 
percent for receipts. 

The second qualification that needs to be made has to do with the 
peculiar nature of international tourism in a country neighboring the 
United States. The very long, tightly integrated and densely populated 
border that Mexico shares with the US gives rise to more than 200 million 
international visits a year when the flows both ways are added (216 
million in 2000). These are both day trips and trips that classify as tourist 
arrivals since the people involved stay overnight in the visited country. 
Their main characteristic, however, is that these visitors do not travel 
beyond a narrowly defined border zone, usually 25 or 30 km. deep into 
each country. These flows are very volatile as they respond to numerous 
causes, ranging from changes in the peso -- dollar parity and relative 
prices for goods such as medicines and fuel, to changes in the strictness of 
border controls and a host of other phenomena linked to everyday life 
concerns in a series of tightly integrated pairs of cities which happen to be 
crossed by a border line. Needless to say, many of those visiting the other 
side of the border travel to visit friends or relatives. 

For all these reasons, border tourists form a clearly differentiated 
group from non border tourists. Average expenditure fluctuates between 
50 and 60 dollars, vis a vis nearly 600 USD for non - border tourists, their 
trips are shorter and they tend to use hotel accommodation to a very small 
extent. In sum, this is a segment which is much less marketable. Their 
number has fluctuated between 9.5 and 12.5 million tourists a year over 
the nineties and they account for fewer than 10 percent of earnings from 
tourism. Even when day visitors are included, visitor activity over the 
border accounts for barely over a quarter of all earnings from tourism. If 
we concentrate on the remaining 10.6 million international tourists, those 
that penetrate beyond the border strip, and who come closer to the 
expenditure pattern of the normal tourist which the industry usually has in 
mind, the picture of Mexico as a country losing market share over the 
nineties changes dramatically. The number of these "inland tourists" grew 
at an average annual rate of 2.8 percent in 1990 -- 1994, still short of the 
world market but almost one percentage point faster than total tourists. 
From 1995 to 2000, however, arrivals of inland tourists have been 
growing at an annual rate of 6.8 percent, which is 60 percent faster than 
world arrivals, reaching 10.6 million in 2000. Income from these tourists, 
in turn, grew at 5.8 percent per year between 1990 and 1994, reflecting an 
increase in average expenditure associated with a steadily stronger peso, 
and at 5.4% a year in 1995 - 2000, just above the growth of the world 
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market, in spite of a large real devaluation in 1995 which brought down 
average expenditure by 13 percent in 1995 -- 96 (WTO, 1998). 

As (Clancy, M., 2001) has pointed out; tourism exports in Mexico 
have grown rapidly and also experienced significant structural changes 
over the past quarter-century. The sector now has greater overall capacity, 
more central organization, and some diversification. Is the tourism sector 
the key for the Mexican development? The axiom that development laid 
in the eyes of the beholder rings especially true for third world tourism 
and Mexico is no exception. For the more orthodox development analysts, 
tourism appears to be successful. The activity is export-oriented and 
largely in hands of the private sector. The benefits of 6 to 7 billion dollars 
in annual export revenue and roughly 3 million jobs are easy to measure 
and by SECTUR reliable data are available. However, it is true that many 
tourism jobs are seasonal and low-paying and this is one important 
consideration for future research in economic tourism. But now our goal 
is to analyze the tourism demand in Mexico. In the next section a long-
run demand function for the Mexican tourism will be obtained. 
 
 
ECONOMETRIC ESTIMTATION 
 

There are not empirical studies about the determinants of the 
Mexican tourism demand; close literature on tourism demand is done for 
Spain. Those frameworks explain the expenditure carried out by tourist. 
The variables are: prices and income. (Espasa et al., 1993) elaborated 
indexes of income and prices on base of a basket of competitive and 
consumers from the tourism in Spain. The same variables are considered 
by (Garcia Ferrer et al., 1997) to forecast the tourism demand in Spain. 
All these works show a high income elasticity in the tourism, which 
means that the tourism is a luxury good. We follow the above approaches 
to determine a classical demand function for the tourism in Mexico during 
the period 1980-2006, where total real expenditure is our dependent 
variable and the explanatory variables are relative prices, income and 
public investment. 

 
Data and variables 
 

In this framework, we use two measures of tourism demand: 
1. Quantity of tourists (qnum)  
2. Total real expenditure in tourism (qexp). 
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In the end, qexp, is the endogenous variable to explain the Mexican 
tourism demand. Moreover, from an econometric point of view there are 
some reasons for just considering qexp. A study of tourism demand cannot 
finish with an estimation of the entering tourists to the country. The latter 
because in order to forecast the balance of payments is important to 
estimate the average sojourn and the average tourist expenditure, that is 
impossible by using only the quantity of tourists. 

In the data base we are considering the quantity of US tourist in 
thousand of persons (qnum). The real expenditure of international tourist in 
Mexico is (qexp) deflected with the Index of National Consumer Prices of 
USA (INCPUSA). 

To compute relative prices (p) of tourist products: 
 

20061980/ −





  :period the allfor    USA

mex INCP
NC

INCP

                              (1) 
 
Where, INCPUSA is the Index of Tourist products from 1980 to 1997 

and then we add recreation to complete the years (source: U.S. 
Department of Labor: Bureau of Labor Statistics); INCPmex  is the Index 
of Tourism in Hotels and expenses of tourist -source: (SECTUR, 2006)-.  
NC is the average nominal change. 

To compute Public Investment (g) we use: 
• The series Generate Investment (FONATUR) with Total 

Investment Amount from National Bank of Foreign Trade 
To compute Investment (from 1980 to 1990 and from 2000) we use:  

• The growth rate of Total Investment Amount from National 
Bank of Foreign Trade 

To compute GDP from USA (y) we use:  
• GDP per capita constant prices at national currency supplied 

by the World Bank. 
Usually the first step in the analysis of any time series is a visual plot 

of the data. Figure 1 is a plot of the data for qnum ,  qexp  and y. We can see 
that the three series seem to be trending upward, albeit with fluctuations. 

Hence, we have time series that seems to be nonstarionary and we 
should analyze its stationarity. Remember that stationary time series are 
so important because if a time series is no stationary, we can study its 
behavior only for the time period under consideration. 

Each set of time series data will therefore be for a particular episode. 
As a consequence, it is not possible to generalize it to other time periods. 
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Figure 1. Data Trend 

 

The next section we present the estimation of the endogenous 
variables. It was carried out using Cointegration approach. It is well know 
that this methodology is based on the estimation and contrast of the 
existence of a long-run relationship among the variables. Once is 
contrasted the existence of this relationship, it established a mechanism of 
error correction model (ECM, where all the variables are expressed in 
differences which typically eliminate trends from the variables involved, 
they resolve the problem of spurious regressions and the ECM 
disequilibrium error term is a stationary variable (by definition of 
cointegration). 
 
 
EMPIRICAL RESULTS  
 

It is well known the problem of finding spurious regressions when 
series are non-stationary, see (Phillips, 1986) for an analysis of spurious 
regressions. Classical econometrics is not applied when process is non-
stationary and cointegration method should be applied. Therefore, as a 
first step we have to study the integration order of the series in order to 
applied cointegration method. 

There are many unit root test, we will applied famous Augmented 
Dickey-Fuller test and the KPSS test. The former unit root test works 
under null hypothesis that the process is I(1) (it means the process is 
integrated of order 1 or non-stationary in levels), the latter test is applied 
under the null hypothesis of stationarity. According to the above tests, the 
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time series seems to be integrated processes of first order I(1), then 
classical econometrics is not applied and we have to study the existence 
of a cointegration relationship. 

One method is the two-step procedure proposed by (Engle and 
Granger, 1987). However this method assumes the existence of only one 
cointegration relation. Most general procedure was proposed by 
(Johansen, 1988) and (Johansen and Joselious, 1990), this test has the 
advantage of testing all the possible cointegrating relationship. 

(Banerjee et. al., 1993) highlights the important connection between a 
cointegrating relationship and the corresponding long-run equilibrium 
equation. Searching for a cointegrating relation is searching for a 
statistical equilibrium between variables tending to grow over time. The 
discrepancy of this equilibrium can be modeled by a Vector Error 
Correction (VEC) model which shows how after a shock the variables 
come back to the equilibrium. 

Using the first measure (qnum)  we found a cointegrating equation but 
it did not supported weakly exogeneity, then we found a cointegrating 
equation by using real expenditure (qexp) as demand. For this reason and 
the one presented in the above subsection, our demand variable will be 
the total real expenditure, just called (q). The result is shown in Tables 3 
and 4. 

 
Tables 1 & 2. Unit Root Tests 

 

 Table I: Unit Root Test results: Levels

Variable q num . qexp. p g y

Unit Root Test ADF KPSS ADF KPSS ADF KPSS ADF KPSS ADF KPSS

Trend, Constant -4.20* 0.20* -4.61* 0.07 -3.46 0.07 -4.29* 0.16* -3.67* 0.07

Constant -0.02 0.76* 0.18 0.72* -1.57 0.52* -0.44 0.73* -0.23 0.77*

Without Trend, Const. 4.37 1.53 -1.08 -2.00* 3.01

* Null Hypothesis Rejection at 5%

Table II: Unit Root Test results: First Difference

Variable qnum . q exp. p g y

Unit Root Test ADF KPSS ADF KPSS ADF KPSS ADF KPSS ADF KPSS

Trend, Constant -3.58 0.50* -4.98* 0.19* -3.67 0.07 -5.49* 0.12 -3.76* 0.05

Constant -3.74* 0.50* -4.79* 0.24 -3.84* 0.09 -9.99* 0.13 -3.95* 0.05

Without Trend, Const. -6.08* -4.44* -4.55* -9.27* -2.06*

* Null Hypothesis Rejection at 5%
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Table 3. Unrestricted Cointegration Rank test 

level 0.05 at the eqn(s) ingcointegrat 1 indicates test Trace
0.1799.1646.1550.2183most At 
0.09320.26218.2350.3832most At 
0.05835.19334.5920.4801most At 
0.02554.07957.2270.596*None
Prob.Value CriticalStat. TraceEigenvalueCE of No.  edHypothesiz

y g, q, p,:Series
 trendticdeterminis No:assumption Trend

adjustmentafter  25:nsObservatio Included
2006-1982:(adjusted) Sample

 

In conclusion, there exist a log-run relationship among total real 
expenditure, relative prices, public investment and US income per capita. 
This relationship satisfies the theoretic restrictions about the parameters. 
Moreover, tourism is a luxury good for the US visitors1, since the income 
elasticity of demand is greater than one (2.45), and demand rises more 
than proportionate to a change in income. That is, if in response to a 10% 
increase in income, the quantity tourism demand increased by 24.5%, the 
income elasticity of demand is 24.5%/10% = 2.45. This agrees with other 
studies noting that tourism is a luxury good as it was also mentioned in 
the first section. 

 
Table 4. Cointegrating Equation 

].[].[-].[-].[
..-.-.

const.ygpq
 

5495879636912780
259224502045003301

 

 
Consequently, the Trace Statistic suggests the existence of a 

cointegrating equation at 5% of significance. Nevertheless, in order to do 
inference we should at least check weakly exogeneity. The importance of 
studying exogeneity is clear in (McCallum, 1984). Weakly exogeneity 
permits to use the estimated equation without modeling the variable that 
we do not consider endogenous to the model. 

Table 5 shows cointegrating equation after testing weakly 
exogeneity. 
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Table 5: Weakly exogeneity and Cointegrating Relation 

[5.432][-7.33][-2.117][-3.490]
16.9272.029-0.059-0.319-1

.
exogeneityafter Equation ion Cointegrat

0.33397            :yProbabilit
3.39998      :square(3)-Chi

1)=(rank nsrestrictio bidingfor  test LR
 vectorsingcointegrat allidentify  nsRestrictio

0=A(4,1) 0,=A(3,1) 0,=A(2,1) 1,=B(1,1)
:nsRestrictio ingCointegrat

constygpq

 
Table 6. Error Correction Model 

4.899-2.7180.513-2.132-AIC Akaike
[4.130][-0.692][-1.392][-0.842]
0.7695.811-2.325-0.625-))1((
[-1.205][-2.976][-1.411][-3.466]

0.005-0.575-0.054-0.059-))1((
[-1.859][0.735][-0.910][-3.247]

0.048-0.8610.212-0.336-))1((
[-0.111][0.311][2.497][2.756]

0.006-0.7901.2580.618))1((
[-4.933]

0000.599-CointEq.
)()()()(CorrectionError 

−∆

−∆

−∆

−∆
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y

g

p

q

ygpq
Model CorrectionError  

 

Moreover, Granger Causality was studied and the results are 
presented in Table 7. 

Considering both quantity and expenditure of tourist, according to 
Granger causality test, the tourism demand impact the relative prices, that 
is, the causality is in the direction from demand to relative prices or 
movements in the demand impacts the relative prices but the inverse is 
not causal, this an interesting interpretation, since we can say that in 
Mexico the tourists does not go because of cheap tourism, in fact, if the 
relative prices are augmenting is because the quantity of tourists is, also, 
augmenting. There is also Granger causality from USA GDP to prices 
(greater US GDP per capita implies an increase in tourism relative prices), 
while causality between prices and investment is not clear but however, 
investment on tourism causes expenditure on it. Hence, if the Mexican 
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government wants to increase the flow of tourism, a good policy is to 
invest in tourist facilities, since formally the tourism demand function is 
represented as p = f ( q(g) , y).  

 
Table 7. Pairwise Granger Causality Tests 

 
 

 
 

A study of impulse and response was realized in order to see how 
after a shock to the different variables the prices adjust until equilibrium 
levels. The next figure shows the results 

Note that a shock in relative prices affects first negative and then 
positively the tourism demand (real expenditure), an increase in 
investment affects negatively. An increase in the US GDP affects 
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positively the tourism demand. On the other side, a shock in tourism 
demand affects always positively relative prices, and movements in 
investment affects first negative and then positively the relative prices. 

 
Figure 2. Response of q and p to shocks in p, q, g and y 

 

CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH 
 

The tourism is a great activity for the Mexican economy and an 
incredible research field for many economics researchers to contribute on 
it. A good policy with the participation of the state, the residents and the 
tourist should preserve the environment and natural resources. 

This paper has provided empirical evidence that there is a long-run 
relationship among tourism demand, relative prices, US income per capita 
and public investment on tourism. The empirical results provide evidence 
that tourism demand in Mexico has been positively affected by US 
income per capita and public investment. Income elasticity of demand 
(2.09) shows that Tourism is a luxury good for US visitors. The latter 
confirms for Mexico which is found in other countries, that tourism is 
luxury good. On the other hand, investment elasticity (0.05) is very low 
showing a high inelasticity to the tourism demand. According to Granger 
causality test in the long-run tourism demand causes positively relative 
prices. 

The National Program for Tourism is the basic instrument of the 
federal government for planning the policy of the institutions in the sector 
and their relationship with other government institutions. The vision of 
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what the Industry and Government expect of tourism in the long run, as 
set out in the Program, states that:   

"By 2025 Mexico will be a leading country in tourism, since it will 
have diversified its markets, products and destinations, and its firms will 
be competitive at the domestic and international level. Tourism will be 
recognized as playing a key role in economic development and it will 
have grown with full respect for the natural, cultural and social 
environment, contributing all the while to enhancing national identity." 

If Mexican government invests on tourist facilities and applies 
sustainable laws (relative to other nations in the region), then the demand 
for tourism to Mexico will be positively affected by US income, and 
relative prices are affected by quantities in number of tourist and tourist 
expenditure. 
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ENDNOTES 
 
Remember that a Luxury good is said to have an income elasticity of 
demand greater than +1. Luxuries are items we can (and often do) manage 
to do without during periods of below average income and falling 
consumer confidence. When incomes are rising strongly and consumers 
have the confidence to go ahead with big-ticket items of spending, so the 
demand for luxury goods will grow. Conversely in a recession or 
economic slowdown, these items of discretionary spending might be the 
first victims of decisions by consumers to rein in their spending and 
rebuild savings and household financial balance sheets.  
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TOURISM DEVELOPMENT POLICY, STRATEGIC 
ALLIANCES AND IMPACT OF CONSUMER PRICE INDEX 

ON TOURIST ARRIVALS: THE CASE OF MALAYSIA 
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Many studies have shown the importance of tourism industry in enhancing trade 
performance and economic development. This study examines the hypothesis of 
‘economic-driven’ tourism growth in Malaysia by using econometric modelling. 
To generate the empirical analysis, this study used data from 1980-2007 to 
analyze the economic-driven tourism growth by using vector autoregressive 
(VAR) estimation. The long-run relationship between specific variables is 
considered using the Johansen and Juselius cointegration analysis. Finally, 
Granger-causality results implies causal relationship of economic-driven tourism 
growth in Malaysia. Therefore, this study suggests policies and strategies to 
overcome the importance of economic-driven tourism in Malaysia in the future. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Why do people need travelling and tourism activities? Generally, it is 
thought that these particular activities enhance and develop their 
knowledge, experiences and provide insights into cultural differences. 
According to the World Tourism Organization (WTO) report, 
international tourism encompasses the activities of visitors who make a 
visits across  their  own residential area to the international borders, and 
remain there more than 24 hours. The main reasons for travelling are 
leisure, businesses, conventions and seminars, meetings, study abroad, 
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religion purposes as well sports or games. As tourism activities involve 
both the consumption and purchase of goods and services among the 
travellers, the impact of these activities would be reflected in the various 
sectors of the national economy. In the Malaysian context, most of the 
travellers visit this country to experience the natural beauty of its beaches, 
forests, flora and fauna.  

Generally, in the 1970s, the tourism industry was not regarded as an 
important economic activity but after the establishment of Tourism 
Development Corporation of Malaysia (TDC) in 1972,  the agency 
responsible for developing tourism activities in the country, tourism took 
on greater significance but Malaysia still remained a relatively little 
known destination, while,  the neighbouring countries in the region such 
as Singapore, Thailand and Indonesia built and their reputation as mass 
tourism destinations in the region.  

However in the 1980s, the tourism industry became more important 
for the Malaysia. This evident as government and private sector invested 
about $US350 million per year in new facilities and capital equipment,  
representing 7.3% of total worldwide capital investments.  

Almost 6.5% of the world’s workforce was employed by the 
industry, and the main reasons for this growth was the increase in  
personal income and leisure time, improvement in international 
transportation systems and greater public awareness of other parts of the 
world due to improved communication.     

Tourism is one of the fastest growing services industries in the global 
economy and it has flourished tremendously over the years as a source of 
revenue to the country. In Malaysia, the economic impact of tourism is 
felt mostly by sectors such as transportation, services, hospitality and 
tourism related retail businesses. The tourism industry in Malaysia has 
faced many challenges over an extended period. These challenges are 
predominantly exogenous economic events that have had an impact on 
international tourism demand, and it includes the oil crises in the 1970s, 
economic and financial turmoil at Asia in the late 1990s, and the 
September 11 incident in the United States. Although the tourist arrival 
rate to Malaysia from foreign countries has experienced some dramatic 
changes in previous years, the conditional variance of the arrival rate has 
not been investigated in the tourism literature.  

 
TOURISM DEVELOPMENT IN MALAYSIA 
 

In Malaysia, the tourism industry showed an upward trend until the 
onset of the financial crisis in the 1980s and 1990s. During the 1980s, the 
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Tourism Development Corporation (TDC) was aggressively engaged in 
promotions and publicity campaigns both domestic and abroad to entice 
travellers and tourists to Malaysia. Despite the efforts, the number of 
tourist arrivals only increased slightly in the 1980s when the Malaysian 
government launched the Visit Malaysia Year campaign in 1990, from 
now on the tourism industry has become the third biggest foreign 
exchange earner (Eight Malaysia Plan, 2001). However, there was a 
dramatic downturn in worldwide travel in the aftermath of the Gulf War. 
Reflecting that environment, the number of tourist arrivals decreased 
moderately. The second Visit Malaysia Year was launched in 1994 and it 
showed an increase in the number of tourist arrivals but the growth rate 
remained far behind compared to the first campaign in 1990.  

Beside that, in the context of percentage growth in the total receipt, it 
outweighed by almost RM4 billion.  In the mid 1990s, Malaysia faced a 
series of diseases and environment problem, such as Coxsackie’s B in 
Sarawak, haze problem, bird flu in Thailand and it was reflected in the 
decline of tourist arrivals to Malaysia. However, in the early 2000, the 
tourism industry in Malaysia experienced positive growth with major 
international conventions being held in Malaysia such as Union of 
Forestry Research Organization Congress in 2000, 50th PATA Annual 
Conference in 2001, NAM meeting in 2005, OIC meeting in 2004 and 
Monsoon Cup in 2005. Besides that, events such as CITRAWARNA 
Malaysia Festival, Malaysia Mega Sale Carnival and international 
exhibitions boosted tourist arrivals to Malaysia. 

As stated as in the Eight Malaysia Plan, for the period 1980-1984 
total receipts from tourist arrivals amounted to RM5,578 million and it 
increased to RM9, 948 million for the period 1985-1989. In the 1990s, 
tourist arrivals increased and total receipts for 1990-1994 stood at 
RM26,742 million. For the period 1995-1999, total receipts increased 
87% to RM50, 129 million. During the Eight Malaysia Plan, the tourism 
industry performed favourably as reflected in the growth of tourist 
arrivals and tourist receipts. The share of tourism revenue in total earnings 
of the services account of the balance of payments increased from 32.7% 
in 2000 to 43% in 2005.  

The tourism industry has remained robust despite the economic 
slowdown in the first half of the Eight Malaysia Plan, whereby, the 
industry continued to be a key foreign exchange earner, contributing to 
growth, investment and employment as well as strengthening the services 
account of the balance of payments. The resilience of the industry was 
largely attributed to the active participation of both the public and private 
sectors in undertaking vigorous promotion and marketing, diversifying 
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target markets, as well as improving competitiveness of tourism products 
and services to sustain interest among tourists to visit Malaysia. With the 
increase in tourist arrivals, foreign exchange earnings from tourism 
increased at an average annual growth rate of 12.4%, from RM17.3 
billion in 2000 to RM31 billion in 2005, as shown in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Selected Tourism Indicators in Malaysia, 2000-2010 

 
Indicator 2000 2005 2010 

Number of Tourist Arrivals (million) 
By Country of Origin (%)  

ASEAN 
China 
Japan 
Australia 
United Kingdom 
Taiwan 
India 
West Asia 
Others 

Total Tourist Receipts1 (RM billion) 
Per Capita Expenditure (RM) 
Average Length of Stay (nights) 
Number of Hotels 
Number of Hotel Rooms 
Average Occupancy Rate of Hotel (%) 
Employment   

10.2 
 

70.4 
4.2 
4.5 
2.3 
2.3 
2.1 
1.3 
0.5 

12.4 
17.3 

1,696 
5.8 

1,492 
1,24413 

59.2 
390,600 

16.4 
 

76.8 
3.8 
1.9 
1.5 
1.5 
1.3 
1.2 
1.0 

11.0 
31.0 

1,890 
7.2 

2,256 
170,873 

63.5 
451,000 

24.6 
 

65.0 
6.1 
2.2 
2.7 
2.8 
2.7 
1.8 
2.7 

14.0 
59.4 

2,417 
8.7 

3,218 
247,008 

66.4 
520,700 

Note: 1 Tourist receipts exclude excursionist receipts  
Source: Ninth Malaysia Plan, 2006 

 
 Meanwhile, during the period of Ninth Malaysia Plan, concerted 
efforts will be geared towards realising the full commitment and potential 
of the tourism industry towards enhancing its contribution to the services 
sector in particular, and the economy in general. The major focus will be 
to strengthen Malaysia’s position as a leading global tourism destination 
as well as to promote domestic tourism. As tourism generates high 
multiplier effects across many sectors, it will provide a wider platform for 
greater inter and intra-sector linkages. Hence more coordinated  efforts 
will be undertaken to mobilise and channel resources to upgrade the 
requisite tourism infrastructure and facilities as well as develop more 
innovative tourism products and services. High priority will continue to 
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be accorded to achieve more sustainable tourism development in 
Malaysia.  

The Ministry of Tourism will take the lead in developing the tourism 
industry through greater marketing and promoting the country’s diverse 
tourism products and services. These efforts will be supported by other 
entities, including Tourism Malaysia, state governments and local 
authorities. The development allocation for the tourism industry under the 
Ninth Malaysia Plan amounts to RM1.8 billion, as shown in Figure 1. 
Besides that, efforts to ensure sustainable tourism development will 
include the utilization of a more integrated approach in project planning 
and implementation in the Ninth Malaysia Plan period. In addition, 
Tourism Satellite Account (TSA) will be fully developed. The TSA 
mechanism will be able to quantify the contribution of the tourism sector 
to economic growth, incomes and investments in order to support 
subsequent policy making and readjustment of strategies and programmes 
for the tourism industry in Malaysia.  
 

Figure 1. Development Expenditure and Allocation for Tourism, 
2001-2010 (RM Million) 

 

Source: Ninth Malaysia Plan, 2006 
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Policies towards the enhancement of the malaysian tourism 
environment 
 

The tourism industry has contributed to economic growth through 
foreign currency exchange, labour and employment as well as wages, 
especially during the Seventh Malaysia Plan. Even though tourism 
industry has been little impact  during the economic turmoil in 1997 till 
1999, but actions has been taken and recovered by this industry    
instantly to enhancing economic growth because of the aggressive 
involvement by the public and private sectors. Furthermore, the 
successful strategies implemented by the Malaysian government through 
the National Re-covered Economic Plan help to re-activate the tourism 
industry in Malaysia. 

Generally, in the Eight Malaysia Plan, investment has played an 
important role in this particular industry because the private sector 
aggressively invested in hotels and the relevant tourism and recreation 
projects. The investment increased RM8.8 billion on Sixth Malaysian 
Plan to RM 18.2 billion in the duration Seventh Malaysian Plan. Besides 
that, the number of hotels also increased from 1,220 on 1995 to 1,492 on 
2000 because of the aggressive actions taken to increase both foreign and 
domestic tourist, the average hotel occupancy increased to 55% in 2000. 
Private sector and individual participation in tourism industry also might 
prove that the Malaysia Plan  was valuable  through the implementation 
of the concept of time sharing which provided  an opportunity for both 
investor   by investing in sharing  property holiday and utilization of the 
time sharing  holiday destination and location which at the end of the 
Seventh Malaysian Plan, it was 18’s times of sharing companies 
participated in this project where it equivalent to 30,000 of members and 
rapidly enhancing of yearly of sale  aggregate with RM88million.  

To realise economic growth as well as tourism, the government 
supported the effort of the by private sector through the implementation 
of various tourism programmes by spending RM484.2 million during the 
Seventh Malaysian Plan. The programmes implemented included the 
conservation of historic venues, enhancing tourism facilities and 
amenities as well as increasing the number of middle cost hotels.  

Currently, the promotion in West Asia is based on travel packages 
coupled with the high standard quality services and products. Key 
segments promoted in the West Asian market include leisure holidays 
such as beaches and islands, shopping, dining, eco-tourism and MICE 
(Meeting, International Conference and Exhibition) packages.   
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The special interest promotions are; education tourism, medical and 
health tourism, honeymoon, spa and ‘Malaysia My Second Home’. 
Malaysia is among the popular destinations for health tourists from West 
Asia and it is fast emerging as a value for money destination with world 
class health and state-of-the-art medical facilities as Malaysia has over 
200 international standard hospitals and clinics.   

With education tourism, it is another growth area. Twinning 
programs with foreign universities have made it affordable for students in 
the West Asia region to pursue their tertiary education in Malaysia.  

Finally, the Tourism Ministry’s plan to promote Malaysia as a 
tourism hub among the Islamic states has made the country a main tourist 
destination for Muslim tourists. Malaysia could become as Islamic 
tourism hub because of religious similarities and its capability and ability 
to understand the needs and wants of tourists from Islamic countries. 
Hence, the ministry would strengthen its strategies and preparations to 
welcome the influx of visitors to Malaysia for the Visit Malaysia Year 
2007 as well as for the Malaysia’s National Day Celebrations. Inline with 
these, various programs such as providing tourism packages affordable to 
all categories of tourists would be carried out through National Day 
Celebration which will be celebrated throughout 2007. Visit Malaysia 
Year 2007 aims to attract 20.1 million foreign to Malaysia, especially 
from the Middle East, India, Pakistan, Russia, Europe and also from the 
Southeast Asian region. 

The biggest contributors to the country’s tourism are ASEAN 
nations. For instance, they constituted more than 60% of all tourist 
arrivals to Malaysia in 2005. On the other hand, in the year 2005 a total of 
1,107,919 arrivals were registered from eastern Asia, such as Japan, South 
Korea, China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and the arrivals was actually 
decreased 9.6% compared to 1,226,125 arrivals in 2004. This was partly 
due to the bird flu in Asia and the haze problem in most places in 
Malaysia in 2004 and 2005. 
   
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

Many studies have shown the importance of tourism to trade 
performance and economic development. Basically, most of previous 
studies employed methodology based on economic theory, and 
cointegration analysis which has become popular in applied econometric 
studies. It is difficult to measure and account for all the reasons of 
international tourist travels which are needed to set up an exact model. 
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There are three specific determinant variables for tourism demands 
modelling, namely real per capita income of tourist generating countries, 
exchange rate and relative prices (Sheldon, 1993). These variables are 
generally thought to be significant in explaining tourism demand for 
various countries. But, much of the policy debate in Europe concerning 
tourism has focused on its possible contribution to solving the increasing 
unemployment problem, not least because of its potential for creating jobs 
for manual workers displaced from manufacturing or the primary sector.  

Until the late 1980s, few comparative studies of tourism forecasting 
accuracy were published which examined outside sample forecasting 
performance. However, most of them include least squares regression 
models in the comparator set. Since tourism is the most important 
economic activity in many countries, the forecast of tourism is the key to 
predicting overall macroeconomic performance. Greenidge (2001) 
explored the utilized Structural Time Series Modelling (STM) to explain 
and forecast tourist arrivals to Barbados from its major generating 
markets. The procedure allows one to extract the maximum amount of 
information contained in the series on tourist arrivals while at the same 
time include any other information relevant to forecasting arrivals. 
Greenidge found that those models offered valuable insights into the 
stylized facts of tourism behaviour and provided reliable out-of the 
sample forecasts. In another study on tourism demand by Uysal and 
Crompton (1984), real per capita income in countries that receive many 
tourists, relative exchange rates, transportation costs and promotional 
expenses were found to be significant for international tourist arrivals to 
Turkey. The economic multivariate cause-effect model explains 
international tourism demands and tourism receipts with a high degree of 
accuracy.  

Meanwhile, Oh (2005) investigated the causal relations between 
growth and economic expansion for the Korean economy by using Engel 
and Granger two-stage approach and a bivariate vector autoregressive 
(VAR) model. Two principle results emerge from the study. First, the 
results of a cointegration test indicate that there is no long-run equilibrium 
relation between the two series. Second, the outcomes of Granger-
causality test imply the one-way causal relationship of economic-drive 
tourism growth. The hypothesis of tourism-led economic growth is not 
held in the Korean economy. This consequence is supported by testing the 
sensitivity of causality test under different lag selection along with the 
optimal lag.  

Chan et al. (2005) models the conditional mean and conditional 
variance of the logarithm of the monthly tourist arrival rate from the 
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leading tourism source countries to Australia, namely Japan, New 
Zealand, United Kingdom and USA, using three multivariate static or 
constant conditional correlation (CCC) volatility models, specifically the 
symmetric CCC-MGARCH model, symmetric vector ARMA-GARCH 
model, and symmetric vector ARMA-AGARCH model. Monthly data 
from July 1975 to 2000 was used in the empirical analysis. The results 
suggest the presence of interdependent effects in the conditional variances 
between four leading countries, and asymmetric effects of shocks in two 
of the four countries. This is an important result as it emphasizes 
interdependencies between major tourism source countries, as well as the 
asymmetric effects of positive and negative shocks in tourism demand. 
The estimated CCC matrices for the three models are not substantially 
different from each other which confirm the robustness of the estimates to 
alternative specifications of the multivariate conditional variance.  

The implications of tourism in the long run will always reflect on the 
economic growth in most countries. Lanza et al. (2003) have illumined 
the long run impact of specialization in tourism. It has shown that 
specialization in tourism may not be deleterious for economic welfare 
once the terms of trade are considered. Conditions for an improvement in 
welfare are laid out and their existence tested by econometric methods 
within an almost ideal demand system formulation of tourist expenditure 
for 13 OECD economies. The analysis used cointegration techniques and 
novel sequential break dating procedures evaluated where the time 
dimension is small. The values of the estimated parameters suggest that 
long run growth may not be harmed by tourism specification. 

Known as the ‘City of Life’ and ‘Asia’s Most Popular Travel 
Destination’ Hong Kong has a unique culture that combines western life 
style with Chinese traditions. In the year 2000,Hong Kong was ranked 
14th in the World Tourism Organization’s top destinations, and the growth 
rate of tourist arrivals in Hong Kong reached 15.3%, while the world and 
regional average rates of growth in the same year were 74% and 14.5% 
respectively. Haiyan Song et al. (2003) identified the factors which 
contributed to the demand for Hong Kong tourism with the aid of 
econometric models and also generated forecast of international tourism 
arrivals to Hong Kong for the period 2001-2008. The general to specific 
modelling approach is followed to forecast the demand for Hong Kong 
tourism by residents from the 16 major origin countries and the empirical 
results reveal that the most important factors that determine the demand 
for Hong Kong tourism are the costs of tourism in Hong Kong. Finally, 
the demand elasticity’s and forecasts of tourism arrivals were obtained 
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from the demand model from the basic of policy formulations for the 
tourism industry in Hong Kong. 

Seddighi and Shearing (1997) has examined the trends of tourism in 
North East England. In particular, the study focuses on the area of 
Northumbria to show the potential of tourism for economic development. 
This study concentrates on the long-run relationship between domestic 
tourism demand, and a number of economic factors affecting the demand 
for tourism by using the Johansen and Juselius cointegration test and 
multivariate cointegration analysis. Finally, an error-correction model was 
proposed for short-run forecasting of domestic demand for tourism in 
Northumbria. Mustafa Akal (2004) applied Auto Regression Moving 
Average Cause Effect (ARMAX) model to forecast international tourism 
revenue for Turkey for the post-2001 economic crisis. International tourist 
arrivals were seasonally dependable on earlier arrivals at lagged period 
one, two and four. Through the ARMAX model, the future international 
tourist’s arrivals are forecast for the 2002-2007 period to determine 
possible revenues for that same period. The estimated models and their 
forecasts may be important for the economy of Turkey which is currently 
recovering from economic crisis. Once US dollar expenditure per tourist 
is forecasted the gap between forecasts and needs can be defined more 
rationally to overcome economic crises. In short, discrepancy analysis 
may aid marketing promotion to increase arrivals and tourist 
expenditures. 
 
 
DATA AND VARIABLES 
 

Data’s was collected from the Immigration Department of Malaysia 
and Tourism Development Corporation (TDC) under the Ministry of 
Tourism Malaysia. The data used in this study are yearly observations and 
the estimation period is 1980-2007. The variables used in this study are 
symbolized and described as follows: 
 
Tour :  Total tourist arrivals to Malaysia  
GDP :  Real domestic product  
CPI   :  Consumer price index 
 

The variables are then transformed through the use of natural 
logarithm to ease interpretation of coefficient. Coefficients in log function 
are interpreted elasticity which is a percentage change in a dependent 
variable given a 1% change in an independent variable.  
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METHODOLOGY AND EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
 
Unit root tests 
 

As usual, before estimating the co-integration and VAR, it is required 
to examine the stationarity of the variables. In brief, stationarity means 
that the mean and the variance of the series are constant through time, and 
the auto-covariance of the series is not time varying (Gujarati, 1999). The 
stationarity test is important to set up the specification and estimation of 
the correct model. Therefore, the first step is to test the order of 
integration (I) of the variables. Integration means that past shocks 
remaining undiluted affects the realizations of the series forever and a 
series has theoretically infinite variance and a time-dependent mean. For 
the purpose of testing the stationarity, Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) 
and Phillip-Perrons (PP) tests were employed in this paper. All of the 
series are non-stationary in levels, and were stationary in first difference 
with same level of lags. Results of the unit root tests are presented in 
Table 3: 
 

Table 3. Unit Root Tests 
 

 
Variables 

ADF Test ( )τ  PP Test ( )
τ

Z  
Level First 

Differences 
Level First 

Differences 
   Tour 
   GDP 
   CPI 

-1.90(0) 
-1.41(6) 
-1.51(0) 

-3.49(0)** 
-3.15(6)** 

     -5.33(0)* 

-1.71[1] 
-2.56[0] 
-1.64[2] 

 -3.49[1]** 
   -5.01[0]* 

-5.33[2]* 
Note: Lag length in ( ) and Newey-West value using Bartlett kernel in [ ] 
          Asterisks (*) and (**) denote statistically significant at 1% and 5% 

significance levels 
 
Cointegration tests 
 

The cointegration tests were examined between tourist receipts, GDP 
and CPI. Basically, cointegration means that the non-stationary variables 
are integrated in the same order with the residuals stationary. If there is 
cointegration between the variables, it means that there is a long-run 
effect that prevents the time series from drifting away from each other and 
there exists a force to converge into long-run equilibrium. Besides that, 
cointegration  also can be defined as long term equilibrium or movement 
together between time series data set in the equation system. 
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Nevertheless, in the short term, these variables may scatter from one 
another, which is why our system may destabilize. 

The results for the cointegration test are presented in Table 4 with 
significant level at 1% and 5% for Traceλ  and  EigenMax−λ   value tests for lag 1.  
The cointegration results in Table 4 are obtained using a VAR 
specification where the variables and the cointegration space contain 
linear trends and the results do not indicates any co-integrating vectors 
either by using Traceλ  or EigenMax−λ   test at both the 5% and 1% significance 
levels. In order to examine the long-run causal relationship, we test for 
Granger-causality using block exogeneity Wald test.  

 
Table 4. Johansen’s Cointegration Tests 

 
Null 

Hypotheses 
Maximum 
Eigenvalue 

Traceλ  
[k=0,r=0] 

Critical Value 
(5%) 

Critical Value 
(1%) 

r=0 0.54 28.23 29.68 35.65 
r≤1 0.19   8.78 15.41 20.04 
r≤2 0.12   3.45   3.76   6.65 
Null 

Hypotheses 
Maximum 
Eigenvalue 

EigenMax−λ  
[k=0,r=0] 

Critical Value 
(5%) 

Critical Value 
(1%) 

r=0 0.54 19.45 20.97 25.52 
r≤1 0.19   5.33 14.07 18.63 
r≤2 0.12    3.45    3.76   6.65 

 Note: Asterisks (*) and (**) denote statistically significant at 1% and 5%     
significance levels 

 
Granger-causality tests 
 

The Granger-causality tests are conducted using a joint F-statistic for 
the exclusion of variable from one equation as illustrated above in a 
simple matrix form. The results of these tests indicate that Granger-
causality is running in both directions between CPI and tourist arrivals, 
and between CPI and GDP in Malaysia. The results are also in line with 
findings by Song et al. (2003), Crouch (1992) and Sheldon (1993) who 
obtained similar results on their studies, especially when discussing the 
importance of economic-driven tourism. Table 5 clearly shows the 
Granger-causality directions between the specified variables:  
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Table 5. VAR Granger-Causality 
  

 Tour GDP CPI 
 Tour _ 3.83 

[0.05] 
2.43 

[0.11] 
 GDP 0.16 

[0.68] 
_ 0.53 

[0.46] 
 CPI 
 

    6.13** 
[0.01] 

 8.32* 
[0.00] 

_ 

      Note: Asterisks (*) and (**) denote statistical significance at the 1% and 5%   
                 Figure in [ ] stands for probability value 
 
Variance decomposition results 

 
 The variance decomposition for 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 years, 
forecast variances for Tour, GDP and CPI are reported in Table 6. The 
entries in the table are percentages of return forecast variances and it can 
be explained by random innovations1.  

 
Table 6. Variance Decomposition Analysis Results 

 
Variance Decomposition of Tour 

Period S.E. ∆Tour ∆GDP ∆CPI 
 1  0.1402  100.000  0.00000  0.00000 
 5  0.6813  11.5299  84.7781  3.69190 
 10  2.7769  1.75668  93.5513  4.69196 
 15  9.5898  0.95612  94.1712  4.87259 
 20  32.353  0.86968  94.2287  4.90155 
 25  108.81  0.86007  94.2343  4.90558 
 30  365.82  0.85901  94.2348  4.90609 

Average  9.19760   
Variance Decomposition of GDP 

Period S.E. ∆Tour ∆GDP ∆CPI 
 1  0.4333  0.18083  99.8191  0.00000 
 5  1.3359  2.23059  95.3615  2.40790 
 10  4.7053  1.23150  94.2812  4.48722 
 15  16.077  0.91860  94.2324  4.84900 
 20  54.206  0.86708  94.2339  4.89892 
 25  182.30  0.85992  94.2347  4.90529 
 30  612.92  0.85901  94.2349  4.90606 

Average   94.8114  
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Variance Decomposition of CPI 
Period S.E. ∆Tour ∆GDP ∆CPI 

 1  0.0880  19.7637  0.57725  79.6590 
 5  0.4930  0.68588  85.1721  14.1419 
 10  1.6710  0.45337  93.3473  6.19928 
 15  5.4749  0.76318  94.1635  5.07326 
 20  18.301  0.84386  94.2301  4.92598 
 25  61.473  0.85686  94.2347  4.90843 
 30  206.63  0.85863  94.2349  4.90642 

Average    11.1372 
 
 Basically, the variance caused by dependent and independent 
variables due to the historical innovation is becoming less and less 
important. Overall, the variance decomposition confirms our findings 
regarding the contribution of GDP and CPI toward tourist arrivals to 
Malaysia for the period of 30 years. From the reported results in Table 6, 
the average 9.19% is explained by its own forecast error variances. 
Meanwhile, the average variance explained by other variables falls from 
94.81% for GDP and 11.13% for CPI. Overall, the variance 
decomposition of all variables remaining decreased percentage, especially 
the tourist arrivals variable. The results of the variance decomposition 
results are not surprising because the economic indicators, such as GDP 
and CPI have become important factors determining tourist arrivals in 
most of the countries in the Asian region lately. 

 
 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 

This study was motivated by the need for an empirical analysis of the 
contribution of tourism development, policy and strategic alliances to 
economic growth for Malaysia. The empirical findings of this study 
suggest that the economic factor has become a main factor driven the 
Malaysia’s tourism sector; and therefore policies and strategies should 
concentrate on those factors to increase tourist arrivals to Malaysia in the 
future. Furthermore, the results of this study are not consistent with Oh 
(2005) and Mustafa Akal (2004) who found bivariate causality running 
between GDP to tourist arrivals. But, in this study the causality is more 
dominant on the CPI, which indicates the domestic price level in 
Malaysia.  
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THE POLITICS OF TOURISM: A PERSPECTIVE 
FROM THE MALDIVES 

 
 

Joan C. Henderson1

 
The nature of the relationship between politics and tourism, 
encompassing the politics of religion, is examined in this paper with 
particular reference to the case of the Maldives. Although marketed as a 
tropical island paradise, the country is experiencing political uncertainty 
due to challenges to the long standing government from a democratic 
movement and religious radicalism. These trends and their impacts on 
tourism, which itself is a topic of political debate, are explained and the 
tourism industry is seen to overlook discordant political and religious 
realities in its promotion. However, it is argued that a destination’s 
politics cannot be ignored and that there must be awareness amongst all 
stakeholders and appropriate responses to political events if tourism is to 
deal successfully with turbulent times. 

 
Nanyang Technological University 

 

 
Keywords:  crisis management, destination marketing, politics, religion, 

The Maldives 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 

 
The Maldives is a popular tourist destination which is advertised as a 

tropical island paradise, but where the realities are somewhat at odds with 
the idyllic images perpetrated. Disconnections have been illuminated by 
recent events in the political environment which reveal how politics can 
impinge on tourism and tourism assume a political role in ways which it 
is difficult for tourists and the tourism industry to ignore, even if they 
might prefer to do so. Close ties bind politics and tourism and 
understanding of the latter and its management demands an appreciation 
of the former. 
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After a review of the literature and summary of tourism in the 
Maldives, attention is given to wider conditions and their presentation in 
tourism promotion. The politicisation of tourism is then discussed, 
incorporating debate about tourism impacts. A bomb explosion in which 
tourists were injured and its implications is considered before a final 
conclusion which reflects on the lessons to be learnt from the experience 
of the Maldives. A case study approach was chosen as suitable for the 
purpose (Yin, 2003) and findings are derived from materials in the public 
domain gathered from a range of print and electronic sources. 

 
 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

The multiple interactions between tourism and politics are examined 
in an expanding literature which embraces a variety of themes (Cheong 
and Miller, 2000). While the focus is commonly on the machinery and 
decisions of government, politics can be conceived as power relations in 
general and such a definition means that issues of the politics of tourism 
are addressed in much tourism research outside the strand dedicated to it 
specifically. Whether the broader or narrower concept is applied, an 
appreciation of politics emerges as central to comprehending the place of 
tourism in the world and the underlying dynamics of the industry. 

In terms of formal policy and planning, tourism is seen as an 
industrial sector of appeal to governments. They are usually eager to 
maximise economic returns, although approaches differ depending on 
political systems and cultures (Williams and Shaw, 1998). Tourism also 
constitutes social and political capital which can be garnered and 
expended by ruling elites in nation building, often connected to 
hegemonic agendas (Palmer, 1999; Peleggi, 1996). Stability and security 
are shown to be critical and their absence will deter tourists and the 
tourism industry which are very averse to risk (Richter, 1999), yet there 
are exceptions in which tourists are drawn by trouble and volatility (Brin, 
2006).  

The adverse consequences of instability and insecurity has acquired 
greater pertinence due to mounting alarm over terrorism (Richter, 1992; 
Pizam and Mansfeld, 1996; Sonmez, 1998), but tourists have 
demonstrated a willingness to return to stricken destinations as long as 
there is no regular recurrence of agitation (Pizam and Fleischer, 2002). 
Stability is not the preserve of liberal democracies and can be provided by 
autocratic regimes of the political right and left (Hall and Oehlers, 2000). 
Brutal military dictatorships may, however, be unpalatable to 
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international visitors and pose practical problems for companies 
attempting to do business as evidenced by the situation in 
Myanmar/Burma (Henderson, 2003a).  

The religion of destination populations has possible ramifications for 
politics and tourism independently and at their points of intersection. It 
can be tapped by governments to foster unity while also serving as a 
motivation for travel and a tourist attraction of miscellaneous types 
(Rinschede, 1992; Vukonik, 1996). At the same time, religion can cause 
internal and external strife and extremism and discord discourage visitors, 
especially when it finds political expression. Locations prone to religious 
fractures which erupt into social and political contention are likely to 
perform poorly as tourist destinations.  

Recently, international tourist flows have been impacted on by the 
actions of a small minority of Muslim radicals who have abused their 
religion as a justification for aggression, leading to Islam’s association 
with terrorist groupings such as Al-Qaeda (Al-Hamarneh and Steiner, 
2004). Mutual suspicions between Muslims and non-Muslims have 
intensified and these sentiments, reinforced by incidents of confrontation, 
have prompted doubts about visitor safety (Henderson, 2003b). Islamic 
countries once regarded as more moderate and tolerant such as Indonesia, 
Malaysia, Tunisia and Turkey have been mentioned in Western 
government travel advisories warning that citizens are possible terrorist 
targets (FCO, 2007a), eroding tourist confidence.  

These trends also affect Middle East states with a history of shunning 
Western style tourism for reasons of its perceived incompatibility with 
Islam. Several have been re-evaluating this stance (Daher, 2006) and are 
looking to develop tourism and diversify economies over-dependent on 
oil, hailing Dubai as an example of what can be achieved (DCTM, 2007). 
Any government presiding over a predominantly Muslim population in a 
country aspiring to have a sizeable international tourism industry must 
strive to reconcile the dictates of a religion crucial to citizens and their 
everyday lives with the expectations of tourists and the tourism industry 
which are sometimes competing and conflicting (Din, 1989; Timothy and 
Iverson, 2006). The task is more compelling if tourism revenues are of 
such a magnitude that there are serious financial penalties from a 
downturn in arrivals and sullied image when the two cultures clash 
violently (Aziz, 1995). Options are to ignore or downplay Islam in 
marketing or concentrate on its more colourful and non-threatening 
representations (Hashim et al., 2007; Schneider and Sonmez, 1999; 
Wood, 1984), but the interpretations may be contradicted by obvious 
harsher realities. The dilemmas and attempts at resolution are illuminated 
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by the case of the Maldives which also affords insights into other facets of 
the relationship between politics and tourism. 

 
TOURISM IN THE MALDIVES 

 
The Maldives consists of a chain of 26 coral atolls straddling the 

equator south west of Sri Lanka in the Indian Ocean. The country 
occupies an area of sea measuring 754 kilometres in length and 118 
kilometres wide where there are 1192 islands, only a small proportion of 
which are inhabited, and almost 80% of land is a metre or less in height 
(Domroes, 2001). Its distinctive geography and tropical climate are 
valuable tourism resources and the industry has grown rapidly since the 
1970s when the first resorts were constructed on two islands. By 2007, 
there were 89 resort islands with over 17,000 beds and a further 35 
islands were available for development (MTCA, 2007a).  

Arrivals expanded correspondingly from 42,000 in 1980 to over 
600,000 in 2004, but the Indian Ocean tsunami at the end of that year 
interrupted the pattern and tourism losses were estimated to be US$300 
million (Carlsen, 2006). Recovery was well underway by 2006 when 
international tourist numbers reached nearly 602,000 (MTCA, 2007a) and 
there are projections of over a million by 2012 (MTCA, 2007b). Formal 
responsibility for the industry rests with the Ministry of Tourism and 
Civil Aviation (MTCA) and the Maldives Tourism Promotion Board 
(MTPB) and the government also has a 45% share in the Maldives 
Tourism Development Corporation which was formed in 2006 (MTCA, 
2007a).   

Authorities have sought to exercise strict control over tourism which 
has been directed by a series of master plans dating from 1980. All 
islands are government owned and leased to private parties for resort 
development, 47% operated by local companies and the remainder by 
either foreign or joint ventures (MTCA, 2007a). The third plan runs from 
2007 until 2011 and, like its forerunners, aims at “developing tourism in 
harmony with nature; facilitating private sector investment; developing 
human resources; increasing employment opportunities; diversifying 
markets and products”. New to the current plan is “spreading the 
economic benefits of tourism across the archipelago more equitably”. Its 
stated vision is one of “expanding and strengthening the Maldives tourism 
industry as an instrument of economic and social development in a 
manner that benefits all Maldivians in all parts of the country” (MTCA, 
2007b: 11).  
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Expensive and exclusive vacations are offered, some in luxury 
private villa complexes, although the intention is that 10 resorts will be 
built to cater to the middle market. Western Europeans, led by the Italians 
and British, comprise more than 76% of visitors and Japan is the primary 
Asian generator ahead of rapidly growing China and India (MTCA, 
2007a). Most visitors travel on organised packages purchased from tour 
operators in their country of residence and the main purposes of visits are 
relaxation (53%), honeymoons (30%) and diving (15%) (MTCA, 2007b). 
Resort islands are reserved for foreign tourists who can only travel to 
those inhabited by Maldivians on escorted tours in a bid to limit contact 
and socio-cultural disruption. Selling points seem set to remain the natural 
environment, resort facilities and leisure pursuits, but the third master 
plan does propose enhancement and promotion of culture and heritage 
tourism (MTCA, 2007b). 
 
 
THE WIDER FRAMEWORK 

 
Formerly a British Protectorate, the islands of the Maldives attained 

independence in 1968. Ruled by President Gayoom since 1978, the 
republic has been comparatively stable with the exception of failed 
military coups in the 1980s. However, the regime has come under 
escalating criticism for the suppression of freedom of speech and political 
repression. Questions of the extent of presidential power, independence of 
the judiciary, police brutality and other human rights violations are 
pressing and there have been allegations of torture, arbitrary arrest and 
detention without proper trial (Amnesty International, 2007; BBC, 2007a; 
FOM, 2006; Raman, 2004; Ramachandran, 2005). A movement is calling 
for greater democracy and there have been some steps, albeit tentative, in 
this direction. Restrictions on political parties have been relaxed and 
constitutional revisions, a bill of rights and multi-party elections are 
planned (Goldsmith, 2007; UNDP, 2007a; UNDP, 2007b). 

The economy relies heavily on fishing and tourism (ADB, 2006; 
Sathiendrakumar and Tisdell, 1989; Shareef and McAleer, 2007) and the 
latter contributed over 30% of GDP, 27% of government revenue and 
70% of foreign exchange earnings in 2006 (MTCA, 2007a). It also 
accounts for about 20% of employment (Euromonitor, 2007) and is 
recognised in the seventh national plan as an engine of future growth 
(MPND, 2007). These statistics highlight the economic gains from global 
tourism, but prompt concerns about dependency and consequent 
vulnerability to external shocks. There are leakages to add to the equation 
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and items such as foodstuffs, building materials, furnishings and 
souvenirs sold in hotel shops are imported. Only 54% of tourism 
employees are locals (MPND, 2007) so that substantial amounts of 
foreign worker wages are repatriated alongside profits of companies 
headquartered overseas. 

The incumbent regime has claimed credit for economic advances, but 
the 2004 tsunami was a devastating socio-economic as well as 
environmental blow and described as a 20 year setback for the country by 
the United Nations (UNDP, 2005). It was also a test of government 
competence and integrity and there has been some dissatisfaction about 
the slow pace of recovery across the stricken region (IPS, 2006). 

Maldive citizens number about 400,000 and inhabit 194 islands. Most 
of these have a population below 1,000 (FCO, 2007b) while the capital 
island of Malé accommodates about one third of residents and is 
becoming overcrowded. The country has some of the best economic, 
social and health indicators in South Asia and the UN places it 98 out of 
177 in its Human Development Index and 36 out of 102 in its Human 
Poverty Index (UNDP, 2006). Another report calculates that poverty, 
measured by those living on less than a dollar daily, fell from 3% in 1997 
to 1% in 2004 when per capita income averaged US$2,510 (SAARC, 
2006).  

However, income disparities are notable between the richer and 
better resourced Malé and less prosperous outer atolls. Demographically, 
the proportion of young unemployed males is growing and there are fears 
of their disaffection which is made worse by the lack of tertiary education 
facilities. There is also a gender imbalance in the labour force and 
Maldivian women are heavily under-represented because many jobs 
undertaken by men necessitate living away from home and females are 
left to look after the household. Drug abuse, child malnourishment and 
access to public health care are all urgent matters to be tackled by the 
authorities (ADB, 2007; Pardasani, 2006; UNDP, 2007a).  

Islam has been followed on the islands since the twelfth century and 
is the official religion of all the population who are Sunni Muslims. 
Public worship of other faiths is illegal as is the importation of materials 
deemed contrary to Islam (FCO, 2007a). President Gayoom’s government 
professes to be the custodian of the religion which is under the 
supervision of the moderate leaning Supreme Council. Religious 
regulations are less strict in the Maldives than parts of the Middle East, 
but media reports observe greater “Islamicisation” of society and politics 
(BBC, 2007b and 2007c; The Independent, 2006). Adhaalath, a registered 
political party, is urging the enactment of full Islamic or Shariah law and 
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individual preachers, who have considerable sway amongst poorer 
citizens, are espousing a radical ideology. Such moves are resisted by the 
government and religious dissent is regarded as a dangerous conduit for 
political opposition. 

There is some evidence linking radicalism with terrorism and the 
Head of the International Centre for Political Violence and Terrorism 
Research (personal communication, 2007) believes that a few Maldivians 
formed cells on returning home after studying at religious schools 
overseas. These share a similar philosophy to that of Al-Qaeda which 
advocates assaults on Westerners and Western interests. They also object 
to state mosques on the grounds that these have been built with money 
from tourism which sanctions un-Islamic behaviour, preferring to worship 
underground and thereby provoking confrontations with security 
personnel (BBC, 2007b). Officials are attempting to foster less extreme 
versions of Islam and contain the spread of radicalism, but progress is 
difficult to measure. 

Dress is an outward manifestation of religious conservatism and more 
women are covering themselves fully in the black boda buruga, in 
defiance of its formal proscription (Ramachandran, 2005). The beards and 
attire which are markers of what is often called Wahhabism, a branch of 
Islam synonymous with Saudi Arabia and judged to be ultra conservative, 
are growing in popularity amongst men (BBC, 2007b; Independent, 2006; 
Minivan News, 2007b). However, there are contrasts between lifestyles in 
the capital and remoter island settlements where conservative Khatibs or 
chiefs remain powerful figures (BBC, 2007d).  

The Maldives has thus entered a stage of political change and 
possible transition (ADB, 2007; FCO, 2007b; UNDP, 2007a) in which 
there is scope for clashes of a political, religious, social and economic 
origin either separately or in combination. The government is under 
challenge from democratic and religious movements whilst embarking on 
ambitious programmes of economic development, poverty reduction and 
political reform. An additional preoccupation is rising sea levels and the 
need for response strategies (ADB, 2007). Such conditions form the 
backdrop against which tourism policies are formulated and the tourism 
industry operates, shaping aspects of the visitor experience. Any 
instability or outbreaks of violence would threaten the regime and 
tourism, the latter dependant upon the preservation of stability in 
appearance if not actuality.  

The desire to communicate messages about peace and tranquillity is 
evident in the principal 2007 English language guide produced in print 
and electronic format (MTPB, 2007a). Notwithstanding ongoing 
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uncertainties which predate the publication, politics rarely intrudes. 
Allusions to Islam are scarce and deal with selected and uncontentious 
facets while society at large is reduced to appealing cultural and heritage 
attributes. In conformity with most destination marketing, anything 
hinting at dubious visitor safety is sidestepped. The presentation is 
indicative of commercial imperatives, but also of attempts to depoliticise 
the country, its people and religion which are noticeable too in the sales 
and marketing of private industry at home and overseas.  Whether such a 
stance is entirely appropriate is debatable given the ways in which 
conditions at the destination impinge on tourism and are leading to its 
politicisation in a manner outlined in the next section 
 
 
THE POLITICISATION OF TOURISM 

 
Tourism in the Maldives has had a political dimension since its 

inception due to the tight control exercised by government and the 
financial interest in resorts of its members and their allies. A thriving 
tourism industry can be harnessed to hegemonic ambitions and it seems 
probable that success as a destination has been exploited to consolidate 
the power and standing of the regime. Various other stakeholders within 
and outside of government have utilised tourism as a tool to further their 
own political agendas. The aftermath of the tsunami also raised political 
questions about tourism and there was a feeling in some quarters that the 
needs of the tourism industry had priority over those of nationals, some of 
whom were without adequate housing or drinking water for an extended 
period while resorts were quickly repaired or rebuilt (Action Aid, 2006; 
Tourism Concern, 2005). 

The government and its supporters maintain that President Gayoom’s 
almost 30 years of uninterrupted rule has averted the political instability 
which has blighted the region. Tourism strategies in particular have 
transformed the economy so that incomes are substantially above those in 
much of South Asia. Revenue from tourism has been spent on education 
and health services, improving standards of living and the quality of life 
(BBC, 2007c). Government opponents reply that average incomes conceal 
an uneven distribution of wealth and that a majority of the population are 
still poor and denied fundamental rights. They contend that tourism 
earnings have not been fairly allocated, one local critic pointing out that 
“after 30 years as an exclusive tourist destination, Maldives has not 
produced a top rated chef and many positions in the industry are still 
dominated by expatriate staff” (O’Shea, 2006).  
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There is also disquiet about the inequities and sustainability of an 
industry in which affluent tourists are pampered in luxurious surroundings 
while impoverished Maldivians struggle to eke out an existence (The 
Times, 2007). Officials and their cronies are chastised for accruing 
inappropriate individual gains (Himal South Asian, 2003), independent 
observers concurring that there is a ‘prevalent conflict of interest’ in 
which “tourism policy is formulated by officials with substantial personal 
ownership stakes” (ADB, 2007: 5).  

Political discussion of impacts encompasses cultural conflicts (Faizal 
et al., 2005) and international tourists display attitudes and behaviour 
which may defy Islamic principles. Scanty dress, public displays of 
physical affection between members of the opposite sex and sexual 
permissiveness, drinking alcohol and eating non-halal foodstuffs are all 
vetoed in Muslim teachings. Nudism and topless sunbathing at resorts 
have always been forbidden (FCO, 2007a) and Islamic groups have 
criticised tourists for bringing Western standards to the country and 
weakening Islamic culture (The Telegraph, 2007). Finally and despite the 
endeavours of planners, tourism has been responsible for environmental 
damage which includes beach erosion, reef destruction and pollution 
(Domroes, 2001).  

The industry was drawn directly into a political debate when Friends 
of the Maldives (FOM), an organisation based in the UK and dedicated to 
increasing awareness of human rights abuses in the country, called for a 
boycott in 2005 of those resorts owned by past and present members of 
the government or their families and close associates. A total of 21 resorts 
were thus categorised in 2006 (SusTravel.co.uk, 2006). Visitors and tour 
operators and travel agents from overseas were asked to make an ethical 
and informed choice by rejecting accommodation with links to the 
regime. Organisers emphasised that the boycott was partial and not 
designed to stop tourists coming or destroy the industry, although they 
were rebuked for trying to do so and ultimately overturn the government. 
The campaign met with little apparent enthusiasm, any support obscured 
by a sharp fall in arrivals resulting from the tsunami, but it was backed by 
the 2006 Lonely Planet Maldives guidebook (FOM, 2007a) and Tourism 
Concern, a UK pressure group (Tourism Concern, 2007). There was a 
reappraisal of the boycott strategy after a bomb explosion in 2007 which 
put issues of the politics of tourism in the spotlight as explained in the 
final section.  
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THE SULTAN PARK BOMB  
 
The devise which exploded in the early afternoon of 29 September 

2007 in the Sultan Park, one of the capital’s main attractions, was 
reported to have been handmade and packed with nails. Two tourists from 
Japan and eight from China sustained minor injuries, but a British couple 
on honeymoon were seriously burnt and hospitalised before being 
repatriated for further treatment (BBC, 2007e; CNA, 2007; The 
Independent, 2007a). Suspects had been arrested by 30 September and 
there were 11 men in custody four days after the blast (Haveeru Daily, 
2007a). A focus of initial investigations was Islamic organisations and 
there was fighting when a mosque was raided in early October on an 
island with a reputation for sheltering extremists, amongst them a Muslim 
militia, and 60 men were imprisoned (Minivan News, 2007c).  

The MTPB acknowledged the bombing on its website, describing the 
affair and progress made in bringing the culprits to justice. Reassurances 
were offered that the blast was an “isolated incident”, the first of its kind 
in the history of the Maldives’ which was known for the friendliness of its 
populace. There were assertions that it was “business as usual” and that 
calm and normality prevailed (MTPB, 2007b), the injured couple reputed 
to have “assured bravely that they would return to the Maldives after 
recovery” (MTPB, 2007c). The MTPB, MTCA and industry 
representatives from the Maldives and overseas assembled the day after 
the bombing and concluded that any damage would be short lived, but 
worldwide transmission of messages about visitor security was deemed 
paramount (MTPB, 2007d) 

A political as well as police and commercial response was required 
and a government spokesperson stressed that the bombing would be taken 
“very seriously because tourism is our life blood” (The Independent, 
2007b). The Tourism Minister spoke of a “sense of embarrassment among 
Maldivian people” who he said had positive attitudes towards tourism 
except for a “small circle” of hostile dissenters. The President visited the 
victims in hospital to express his sympathy, deplored the attack and 
vowed that the perpetrators would be caught (MTPB, 2007d). He also 
blamed those supporting a tourism boycott and his political opponents for 
destabilising the country and inciting disobedience (CNA, 2007). The 
government and industry funded the medical emergency flight home of 
the two Britons who were bid farewell by a gathering of officials 
(Haveeru Daily, 2007b).  

The political opposition reacted to the bombing with statements of 
condemnation. Members of Adhaalath, FOM and the MDP echoed 
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official denunciations and the FOM denied implications that it was partly 
responsible. It announced a temporary suspension of the resort boycott, to 
be reviewed at the end of October, in a decision attributed to 
understanding the “potentially significant ramifications for the Maldives 
tourism industry and in solidarity with the people” (FOM, 2007b). The 
Adhaalath chairman argued that religious differences did not warrant 
assaults on non-Islamic visitors who must welcomed (Minivan News, 
2007a). 

News of an official plan to counter political agitation and stem 
religious radicalism was broadcast in the weeks which followed. Mooted 
measures included steps against extremist preachers, encouragement of 
moderate Islamic scholars, updating of the religious curriculum and 
rigorous enforcement of the law prohibiting women from wearing the full 
veil. While the government was censured for delayed intervention and 
ignoring earlier warnings about the emergence of extremism (Haveeru 
Daily, 2007c), conspiracy theories also started circulating which implied 
that the security services had a hand in the bombing with a view to 
providing an excuse for an offensive against the regime’s opponents (The 
Independent, 2007a). Discovery of the truth and final resolution may be 
some way off and the various positions adopted and degree of political 
posturing confirm how the bombing has become an event of political and 
religious import and introduced a new dimension to the politics of tourism 
in the Maldives. 

The bombing alone was not as destructive in its immediate effects on 
tourism as some of the terrorist outrages which have marred the opening 
years of the twenty first century. The fact that there were no fatalities 
restrained the degree and tone of international media coverage, 
minimising cancellations and facilitating restoration of the status quo 
(Haveeru Daily, 2007d). However, the image of the Maldives has been 
sullied and any further strikes or adverse political happenings could be 
more harmful. Marketers can no longer boast with absolute confidence of 
the seemingly “permanent and sustainable” appeal of “unique, clean, 
peaceful, beautiful tropical islands” (MTCA, 2007b: 49). The destination 
has proven itself as exposed as the rest of the world to terrorism, reflected 
in a formal travel advisory issued by Australia which warns of the risk 
and urges visitors to be diligent when in the capital (ADFAT, 2007).  
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CONCLUSION 
 

Politics in the Maldives is evolving and final outcomes of the 
developments outlined in this paper are unknown. Nevertheless, it can be 
concluded that the country’s political circumstances have determined key 
features of its tourism industry in the past and present and will continue to 
do so in the future. Political debate about tourism is taking place against a 
backdrop of more profound tensions, encompassing religious radicalism, 
which could presage upheaval. Serious disturbance would weaken the 
foundation of stability which is a prerequisite if tourism is to prosper, but 
tourism itself could fuel dissension and increasingly be seen as one 
element of or a separate political problem demanding a political solution. 
At the same time, an appreciation of tourism’s importance and its reliance 
upon a stable and ordered environment may help to resist disruptive 
tendencies and avert a political crisis; this notion can, however, be cited 
by the incumbent government to justify maintenance of the status quo and 
end in perpetuation of its deficiencies. 

These observations have a wider relevance beyond the particular 
case, despite its many distinctive qualities, and the close ties which bind 
tourism and politics in these and other ways are evident around the world. 
The 2007 bombing in the Maldives within its wider context suggests that 
tropical paradises exist only in the imagination and that the tourism 
industry and tourists must come to terms with unpleasant and discordant 
realities if tourism is to survive turbulent times. This involves anticipating 
and preparing for the unexpected, striving for transparency and integrity 
in the relationship between government and business, being open and 
honest about hazards at destinations and endeavouring to involve 
residents in the development process and allocate them an equitable share 
of its rewards.  

Tourists have become more wary so that the industry will have to try 
to secure an acceptable balance in its communications between 
reassurance and the conveying of accurate information about destination 
conditions, some of which might be disturbing, if it is to retain credibility 
and market confidence. Due respect must also be given to religious 
sensitivities and sensibilities based upon a proper knowledge of 
unfamiliar and perhaps alien faiths. Tourism can thereby be a benign 
influence and force for the positive changes which are to be especially 
welcomed in the developing world as well as a channel for cross-cultural 
understanding. 
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The tourist carrying capacity commands a growing interest given that it is closely 
linked with sustainable tourist development. The justification of the utility of this 
concept is given by means of a simple and efficient methodological proposal, by 
analysing the social carrying capacity. To this end, an empirical application is 
carried out in the Western Andalusia. In some of the cases analysed, the 
satisfaction of the tourist is found to decline when the levels of the tourist use are 
higher with respect to those attributes of the tourist destination supply. This 
mechanism can constitute a useful alarm signal for tourism planners.   
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INTRODUCTION 
 

In the application of the sustainable tourism indicators, the concept of 
carrying capacity is frequently used. This implies that the tourism 
destinations possess some limits in the volume and intensity that a 
specific geographic zone can bear without provoking any irreparable 
damage. Nevertheless, as Saveriades (2000) confirms, there is still neither 
a generally accepted definition nor a standard systematic procedure to 
assess this concept. One of the most renowned definitions was given by 
the World Tourism Organisation (1981), which signalled that carrying 
capacity represents the maximum number of visitors that a geographic or 
physical entity can receive without provoking an unacceptable alteration 
in the physical and social medium nor an unacceptable reduction in the 
quality of the visitors’ experiences. In this definition, the two fundamental 
points can be distinguished as those based on the limits or thresholds are 
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established by the carrying capacity. In the words of Liu (2003), the 
concept is generally defined as the maximum number of visitors an area 
could accommodate without there being excessive deterioration of the 
environment or declining visitor satisfaction. In other words and in a 
more active sense, as Papageorgiou and Brotherton (1999) suggest, to 
maintain the integrity of the basic resources and provide a tourist 
experience of high quality.  

Carrying capacity can have different partial definitions depending 
especially on the economic, social and environmental dimensions. The set 
of these types of capacity can constitute that which can be denoted as 
tourist carrying capacity. This could encompass the inter-relationship 
between all those aspects which affect the tourist destination and which 
show their “holistic” character. However, several authors declared that 
this concept is useful but it is also problematic to use it in practice to help 
the development of sustainable tourism (viz. Butler, 1997; Swarbrooke, 
2001; Manning et al., 2002; Liu, 2003). The tourist carrying capacity is a 
concept handled in the academic literature from, above all, a theoretic 
view, since empirical studies on this concept are few and far between in 
the twentieth century. This is shown by a revision of the literature carried 
out by Coccossis et al. (2001), which detects an absence of specific 
methods in the carrying capacity research which come near to identifying 
the number of tourists, not to discover a “magic number” but as a rigorous 
and scientific approximation to measure it.  

However, as Vera and Baños (2004) state, despite the limitations of 
practical application and its scarce acceptance, the concept of carrying 
capacity recovers a predominant role with the rise in the paradigm of 
sustainability. This academic interest in recent years triggered by the 
boost in sustainable tourism is reflected in the growing number of 
empirical studies (Morgan and Lok 2000; Saveriades 2000; López and 
Andrés 2000; Roig 2003; Eugenio-Martin 2004; Urtasun and Gutiérrez 
2005; Navarro 2005; Hunter and Shaw 2007; López-Bonilla & López-
Bonilla, 2007). 

The article is organized as follows. The concept of social carrying 
capacity in tourism is first explained. This is followed by the contribution 
of a measuring methodology for social carrying capacity by means of an 
empirical application in the context of tourists. This application is 
initiated by a previous theoretical approach, where the objectives pursued 
are established, and it is completed with the collection of the results 
obtained from the analysis proposed. The work is finalized by the most 
outstanding conclusions as an effort to provide a tool valid for the 
sustainable planning of a tourist destination.  
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SOCIAL CARRYING CAPACITY 
 

This work is centred on the social (or psychological) carrying 
capacity, which includes the typologies of the carrying capacity of the 
residents and of the tourists. Saveriades (2000) defines the social carrying 
capacity as the maximum level of use that can be absorbed by an area 
without an unacceptable decline in the quality of experience of visitors 
and without unacceptable adverse impact on the area’s society. The two 
components of social carrying capacity are (1) the quality of experience 
that visitors will accept before seeking alternative destinations (that is to 
say, the tourists’ psychological carrying capacity), and (2) the degree of 
tolerance of the host population to the presence of tourists (that is to say, 
the residents’ psychological carrying capacity). This author warns that 
social capacity thresholds are perhaps the most difficult to evaluate (as 
opposed to environmental, economic and cultural), since they rely entirely 
on value judgements, and, furthermore, that the effects of tourism on host 
populations and on the attitudes or tolerance of residents to the 
development of tourism and the tourists themselves, have been more 
systematically studied.  

Shelby and Heberlain (1984) developed a social carrying capacity 
model which focused on descriptive and prescriptive points. The former is 
centred on the facts and the latter on the more subjective aspects, in such 
a way that its descriptive focus detects a specific carrying situation and 
the prescriptive focus is fixed on the alarm signal. This signal is going to 
indicate the necessity of intervention by those responsible for the tourist 
destination in order to attempt to reduce the negative impacts that a tourist 
overload provokes.    

This work attempts to contribute a methodological proposal to 
measure the social carrying capacity for which the least studied 
perspective is analysed: that of the perceptions of the tourists during their 
visit. Indeed, the empirical study of the focuses on psychological carrying 
capacity of the tourist, although a methodological approach can be used 
which is similar with respect to the psychological capacity of the 
residents. This proposal of a social carrying capacity measure is based on 
the level of the tourist satisfaction. As many authors affirm (viz Getz 
1983; Coccossis et al. 2001; Choi and Sirakaya 2006), tourist satisfaction 
is considered as one of the principal indicators in the measurement of 
sustainable tourism and of carrying capacity. This indicator is normally 
based on the number of satisfied or unsatisfied tourists, proposing a ratio 
between the two types of tourists. However, the levels of the tourist 
satisfaction and service quality are wide-ranging. Therefore, a more exact 
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indicator which explains when the tourist satisfaction declines excessively 
should take into account comparisons of distinct perceptions of the 
tourists with respect to the tourist destination in different seasons of the 
year in order to test if a significant variation in tourist satisfaction exists.  

Alldredge (1972) affirms that the satisfaction of the visitor declines 
as the level of use rises. This is confirmed in recent studies (Morgan and 
Lok 2000; Roig 2003; Eugenio-Martin 2004). Nevertheless there are 
other authors who have rejected this hypothesis (Shelby, Vaske and 
Heberlain 1989; Kuss, Gaefe and Vaske 1990; Lindberg, McCool and 
Stankey 1997; Manning 1999). Moreover, Lindberg, McCool and Stankey 
(1997) conclude that the level of use (expressed as the total number of 
visitors or density of tourists per area of use) has little or no effect on the 
resulting satisfaction expressions. In this paper, the ambivalence of these 
results is reduced by offering a methodological proposal of the evaluation 
of the social carrying capacity as a valid tool for the planning of 
sustainable tourism in the tourist destination as an attempt to overcome 
the qualitative and quantitative limitations which this concept of carrying 
capacity generates. 
 
 
EMPIRICAL APPLICATION 
 
Methodology and objectives 
 

As mentioned earlier, this work is centred on the study of the 
psychological carrying capacity of the tourist which we try to analyse by 
means of the relationship between the level of use of the tourist 
destination and the tourist satisfaction with the place visited. The level of 
tourist use is going to be measured using the temporary concentration of 
visitors in a tourist destination while the satisfaction of the tourist is going 
to be assessed by means of the scores awarded to a series of basic 
components of the tourist supply of the destination, such as natural 
attractions, tourist goods and services and the infrastructure and public 
services. 

The relationship considered earlier is studied by means of the tourist 
satisfaction expressed in relative values, that is to say, comparing the 
satisfaction of the visitors of the tourist destination at certain periods of 
the year when there are higher and lower levels of tourist use. To 
determine these periods we use the concept of tourist season in such a 
way that the high season is identified with a higher level of use than the 
low season or than the normal season. What can be denoted as relative 
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satisfaction is an indirect way of assessing the tourist satisfaction at 
different times. This can be useful to correct the slant in the interpretation 
in the concept of satisfaction in work carried out on this study material. In 
accordance with the original concept of carrying capacity, the decrease in 
the tourist satisfaction is under observation more than the discovery of the 
existence of dissatisfaction with the increase in the density of the 
destination visited. Hence, the principal objective is to detect the possible 
negative impact provoked by the high proportion of tourists occurring in 
certain times of the year. To a certain extent, the study of relative 
satisfaction of the tourist can lead to the degree of saturation of the tourist 
destination in specific seasons of the year. In any case, it constitutes an 
indicator of the psychological carrying capacity of the tourist inasmuch as 
it takes into account a change in the usual level of satisfaction of the 
visitor: the critical level or alarm signal is activated when the satisfaction 
of the tourist with the place visited falls significantly. 

Data sourced from the Andalusian Tourist Board Survey, which is 
periodically carried out by the Institute of Statistics of Andalusia (Spain). 
This provides information about the assessments that the visitors carry out 
with respect to a series of supply attributes of the tourist destination 
visited. These components include a wide set of characteristics of the 
tourist product, thereby yielding an approximation to the knowledge of 
the whole experience of the visitor to the tourist destination. In this way, 
the responses to the satisfaction resulting from the basic tourist goods and 
services, the tourist resources, the infrastructure and equipment and the 
public services are contemplated. 

Hence, in the empirical study, the levels of tourist satisfaction are 
considered with respect to the distinct components of the supply of the 
tourist destination. For its part, the tourist destination is represented by the 
Autonomous Community of Andalusia in Spain. Specifically, the data 
used refers to the tourists who visit Western Andalusia which is made up 
of the provinces of Cadiz, Cordoba, Huelva and Seville. We analyse these 
four Andalusian provinces to make a major degree of information 
available by comparing the types of tourism which predominate in each 
province. These are divided with broad strokes into the “sand and sun” 
tourism of Cadiz and Huelva and the inland tourism of the provinces of 
Cordoba and Seville. Therefore the sample elements of Cadiz and Huelva 
have been considered by exclusively referring to the coastal 
municipalities. The “sand and sun” tourism is based on a major 
concentration of visitors during the summer period.                        

In this way, the influence which the tourist season can exert is 
ascertained and is identified by means of the quarterly periods. The 
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principal objective of research, described earlier, can be first specified as 
the hypotheses which are given in detail. 
H1. The tourist season significantly influences the satisfaction with the 

accommodation of the tourist destination.  
H2. The tourist season significantly influences the satisfaction with the 

restaurants of the tourist destination.  
H3. The tourist season significantly influences the satisfaction with the 

leisure and entertainment of the tourist destination. 
H4. The tourist season significantly influences the satisfaction with the 

bus services of the tourist destination. 
H5. The tourist season significantly influences the satisfaction with the 

taxi services of the tourist destination. 
H6. The tourist season significantly influences the satisfaction with the 

overall quality of the tourist destination. 
H7. The tourist season significantly influences the satisfaction with the 

beaches of the tourist destination. 
H8. The tourist season significantly influences the satisfaction with the 

scenery of the tourist destination. 
H9. The tourist season significantly influences the satisfaction with the 

urban surroundings of the tourist destination. 
H10. The tourist season significantly influences the satisfaction with the 

courtesy and care in the tourist destination. 
H11. The tourist season significantly influences the satisfaction with the 

value-for-money of the tourist destination. 
The statistical procedure to contrast the hypotheses under 

consideration is based on the analysis of the variance. In the second stage 
of the study, from the possible verification of the existence of significant 
differences satisfaction in the indicators with respect to the quarterly 
periods, we endeavour to find out which those periods of the year are 
which affect the tourist assessment the tourist. We do this observing if 
they coincide with the zones of highest density of level of tourist use. 
 
The level of tourist use 
 

The Autonomous Community of Andalusia is the Spanish region 
which receives the most Spanish tourists and the second most popular 
region for foreign tourists. The model of tourist development in Spain, in 
general, is based on “sand and sun” tourism and, therefore, a high 
concentration of tourists exists during the summer months. However, 
there are other Spanish regions and provinces which though not situated 
near the sea, also receive an important number of tourists in other seasons 
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of the year. In Andalusia both situations exist simultaneously, that is to 
say, there is a type of “sand and sun” tourism predominant in Andalusian 
provinces and there are other types of tourism distinct from that of “sand 
and sun” in other provinces which can be grouped under the term of 
inland tourism in general. 

The levels of tourist use are measured using the number of tourists 
who visit each tourist destination during the four quarterly periods of the 
year, and we denote this as the tourist density. Social density is identified 
through the relationship of this number of tourists and the number of 
residents of the tourist destination. In the first place, the levels of tourist 
use of the Andalusian provinces are observed using quarterly data. Table 
1 shows a first impression of these levels of use, where the numbers of 
tourists who have visited Western Andalusia during 2005 can be 
appreciated. The data of Cadiz and Huelva refer to the total number of the 
tourists who is received by this province, since information broken down 
into municipalities, though desirable, is not available in order to 
differentiate those coastal municipalities. 

 
Table 1. Tourist density in Western Andalusia 2005 

 

Destinations 
First quarter Second quarter     Third quarter      Fourth quarter Year 

Tourists % Tourists % Tourists % Tourists % Tourists 

Cadiz 507,849 14.60 935,136 26.88 1,390,274 39.96 645,500 18.56 3,478,759 

Cordoba 176,456 16.53 326,027 30.77 315,584 29.78 241,482 22.79 1,059,589 

Huelva 344,304 19.14 504,481 28.05 597,050 33.19 352,935 19.62 1,798,771 

Seville 438,988 20.92 645,982 30.79 460,581 21.95 552,622 26.34 2,098,174 

Western 
Andalusia  1,467,597 17.40 2,411,626 28.59 2,763,489 32.76 1,792,539 21.25 8,435,293 

 
Likewise, Table 1 reflects the current situations of the levels of 

tourist use in the four Andalusian provinces in relative values. The levels 
of tourist use in Western Andalusia are widely dispersed. The provinces 
of Cadiz and Huelva possess a high proportion of tourists in the third 
quarter of the year (July, August and September): a common occurrence 
for the “sand and sun” tourism model. Thus, there is a concentration of 
39.96% of visitors to Cadiz and 33.19% to Huelva during the summer 
season. This percentage would be even higher if the tourist demand of 
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only coastal municipalities were considered. On the other hand, the 
provinces of Cordoba and Seville have a high number of visits during the 
second quarterly period of the year (April, May and June), reaching 
figures practically the same, around 31% of tourists in the year. In these 
two provinces of inland tourism, the number of visitors is distributed 
more equitably over the four quarterly periods of the year.  
 

Table 2. Social density in Western Andalusia 2005 
 

Destinations 
Tourist Ratios per 100 Residents 

First quarter    Second 
quarter Third quarter   Fourth quarter 

Cadiz 43.62 80.31 119.40 55.44 

Cordoba 15.15 28.00 27.10 20.74 

Huelva 29.57 43.33 51.28 30.31 

Seville 37.70 55.48 39.56 47.46 

Western 
Andalusia  126.04 207.12 237.34 153.95 

 
In Table 2, the social density is shown, that is to say, the number of 

tourists per 100 residents in the tourist destination. It can be observed that 
Cadiz also presents the most pronounced data, whereby the tourists 
outnumber the residents during the third quarter. This is followed by 
Huelva, whose number of tourists surpasses half of the number of 
residents during the summer period. This last situation also appears in 
Seville during the second quarter and is almost reached in the fourth 
quarter. On the other hand, the lowest social density is found in Cordoba, 
where only 28 tourists are counted for each 100 residents. 
 
Levels of tourist satisfaction 
 

The analysis of tourist satisfaction is carried out using the four 
samples which represent the tourists who visited each Andalusian 
province. These samples are composed of 197 tourists in Cadiz, 103 
tourists in Cordoba, 138 tourists in Huelva and 172 tourists in Seville. As 
mentioned earlier, these samples are extracted from the Andalusian 
Tourist Board Survey 2005. Tourists who visited these geographic places 
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for holiday and leisure reasons are selected. Furthermore, the selected 
sample elements are those who only visited one province in order to 
prevent confusion in the assessment awarded by the tourists. The 
satisfaction levels of the tourists are measured on a ten-point scale, 
according to their low or high degree of satisfaction of the visit to the 
tourist destination.  

These levels of tourist satisfaction are analysed at both a general and 
specific level. On the one hand, the satisfaction indicators are considered 
at a general level through the denoted simplified index of perception of 
the Andalusian Tourist Board Survey, represented by the geometric mean 
of all the attributes of supply of the tourist destinations which are 
considered in the study. On the other hand, the satisfaction indicators are 
observed at a specific level, relative to each one of these tourist supply 
attributes.  The greatest mean scores of general satisfaction stand out in 
the first quarter in Cadiz (8.14), Huelva (7.14), and Seville (8.37) and in 
the third quarter in Cordoba (7.94). However, the lowest scores were 
attained in the second quarter in Huelva (6.67) and in the first quarter in 
Cadiz (7.24) and Seville (7.87) and in the fourth quarter in Cordoba 
(7.62). The specific satisfaction indicators are separately based on each 
one of the components of the tourist supply in the Western Andalusian 
provinces. They are obtained by calculating the arithmetic means of each 
supply component. The data is given in Table 3. 

With respect to those specific satisfaction indicators, the highest 
average scores of the four Andalusian zones are received by scenery 
(8.29), courtesy and care (8.05) and restaurants (7.99), while the lowest 
average scores go to the taxi services (7.31), bus services (7.31) and the 
urban surroundings (7.17). 
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Table 3. Tourist Satisfaction in Western Andalusia 2005 
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However, in each province, the high individual assessment of the 
beaches in Cadiz (8.17) and the leisure activities in Seville (8.89) are 
particularly outstanding. On the other hand, the lowest single assessments 
were awarded to the leisure activities in Cordoba (7.38) and Huelva 
(6.59). By observing the yearly quarters it can be determined that it is in 
Cadiz where the set of attributes (except accommodation) most clearly 
follows its seasonal pattern and receives the highest average scores in the 
third quarter and the lowest average scores in the first quarter. This fact 
triggers the possibility of establishing a relationship between the levels of 
tourist use or tourist density of the destinations visited and the satisfaction 
experienced by the tourists who visit the tourist destination. In the 
following unit we test the levels of significance which can exist in the 
differences between the distinct yearly quarters with respect to all those 
components of tourist supply in each geographic zone. 
 
 
RESULTS  

 
The analysis of the variance is carried out with respect to the supply 

attributes of the tourist destination and relative to the four Andalusian 
provinces. The validity of the data to be used is first tested. To this end, a 
test of homogeneity of variances is carried out by means of Levene’s test. 
The robustness of the statistical procedure is considered to be sufficiently 
reliable. However, the Kruskal-Wallis test has been also applied as a non-
parametric alternative to the variance analysis and it has been observed 
that the analysis results are very similar for the robustness test. The 
variance analysis results are given in Table 4. 

Table 4 shows that the overall quality and the urban surroundings are 
the only attributes upon which the distinct seasons exert a significant 
influence. It is observed, however, that is a great influence of the distinct 
seasons on the Andalusian coastal provinces, especially on Cadiz, where a 
predominance of “sand and sun” tourism exists. These areas have a high 
saturation of tourists during the summer period, which is defined as the 
third quarter of the year. Thus, it can be appreciated that the seasons 
significantly influence the tourist satisfaction in all the attributes in Cadiz 
(except for accommodation) with a significance level of 1%. This also 
occurs in seven of the eleven components of the tourist supply in Huelva, 
especially in those attributes of accommodation, overall quality, scenery 
and urban surroundings, also with a significance level of 1%.  
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Table 4. Variance analysis results 
 

ATTRIBUTES CADIZ     CORDOBA HUELVA SEVILLE 
P-value P-value P-value P-value 

Accommodation 0.1739 0.2924 0.0000** 0.0081** 

Restaurants 0.0000** 0.3817 0.0357* 0.0459** 

Leisure 0.0000** 0.8996 0.0657 0.0625 

Buses 0.0027** 0.4500 0.0042* 0.2236 

Taxis 0.0024** 0.6903 0.0884 0.0609 

Overall Quality 0.0000** 0.0012** 0.0000** 0.0000** 

Beaches 0.0000** -- 0.2948 -- 

Scenery 0.0000** 0.0000** 0.0000** 0.1782 

Urban 

Surroundings 0.0000** 0.0037** 0.0008** 0.0006** 

Courtesy/care 0.0000** 0.5603 0.0396* 0.0087** 

Value-for-

money 0.0000** 0.0790 0.1293 0.0001** 

Index 0.0041** 0.0051** 0.1004 0.1004 

*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01  

 
The hypotheses which corroborate in the coastal provinces are H2, 

H4, H6, H8, H9 and H10, while in the inland provinces only hypotheses 
H6 and H9 are confirmed. The inland provinces possess a more evenly-
distributed level of tourist use throughout the whole year, with a higher 
concentration of tourists in the second quarter. It is necessary to test if this 
influence is related to the excess of the level of use of the different areas. 
To this end, we analyse which those quarters are where this influence 
appears, by carrying out multiple comparisons between the distinct 
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quarters using the Bonferroni and Tamhane tests in accordance with the 
existence or not of homogeneity in the variances, respectively. The results 
are shown in Table 5. 

 
Table 5. Multiple comparisons between quarterly periods 

 

ATTRIBUTES 
CADIZ     CORDOBA HUELVA SEVILLE 

Quarter P-value Quarter P-value Quarter P-value Quarter P-value 

Accomodation -- -- -- -- 
T1-T2 
T2-T3 
T3-T4 

0.0050*
* 

0.0000*
* 

0.0010*
* 

T1-T4 0.0330* 

Restaurants 
T1-T3 
T2-T3 
T3-T4 

0.0000*
* 

0.0000*
* 

0.0000*
* 

-- -- T1-T3 

 
0.0500* 

-- 

 
-- 

Leisure 
T1-T3 
T1-T4 
T2-T3 

0.0000*
* 

0.0000*
* 

0.0000*
* 

-- -- -- -- -- -- 

Buses T1-T3 
T2-T3 

0.0060*
* 

0.0170* 
-- -- T1-T3 0.0030*

* -- -- 

Taxis T1-T3 
T2-T3 

0.0050*
* 

0.0040* 
-- -- -- -- -- -- 

Overall Quality 

T1-T3 
T1-T4 
T2-T3 
T2-T4 

0.0000*
* 

0.0000*
* 

0.0000*
* 

0.0120* 

 
T1-T3 
T2-T3 

 

 
0.0010*

* 
0.0270* 

 

T1-T3 
T2-T3 
T3-T4 

0.0010*
* 

0.0000*
* 

0.0260* 

T1-T2 
T2-T3 
T2-T4 

0.0180* 
0.0000*

* 
0.0000*

* 

Beaches 
T1-T3 
T2-T3 
T3-T4 

0.0000*
* 

0.0000*
* 

0.0020*
* 

-- -- -- -- -- -- 
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Scenery 
T1-T3 
T1-T4 
T2-T3 

0.0000*
* 

0.0010*
* 

0.0000*
* 

T1-T3 
T1-T4 
T2-T3 

0.0000*
* 

0.0020*
* 

0.0000*
* 

T1-T3 
T3-T4 

0.0010*
* 

0.0030*
* 

-- -- 

Urban 
Surroundings 

T1-T3 
T1-T4 
T2-T3 
T2-T4 

0.0000*
* 

0.0000*
* 

0.0160* 
0.0140* 

T1-T4 0.0010*
* T2-T3 

 
0.0250* 

 

T1-T4 
T2-T4 

 
0.0040*

* 
0.0010*

* 

Courtesy/care 

T1-T2 
T1-T3 
T1-T4 
T2-T3 
T3-T4 

0.0050*
* 

0.0000*
* 

0.0000*
* 

0.0000*
* 

0.0400* 

-- -- T1-T2 

 
 

0.0370* 

-- -- 

Value-for-money 

T1-T3 
T1-T4 
T2-T3 
T2-T4 

0.0010*
* 

0.0220* 
0.0010*

* 
0.0140* 

-- -- -- -- T1-T3 
T2-T3 

 
0.0040*

* 
0.0050*

* 

*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01  

 
In Table 5 it can be clearly seen that the third quarterly period of the 

year in the Andalusian coastal provinces is what differs significantly with 
respect to the other periods of the year. The attributes of restaurants and 
beaches in Cadiz are especially noticeable, with a significance level of 
1%, as is the attribute of the overall quality in Huelva. In these three 
components, the third quarter is the only one which establishes its 
differences with the other three quarterly periods of the year. 

Nevertheless, in the inland provinces, the third quarter in Cordoba 
and the second quarter in Seville are those prominent, although in a less 
obvious way. In this latter case, the attribute of overall quality stands out, 
where the second quarter is the only one which differs from the other 
quarters of the year. Apart from the aforementioned quarters, which exert 
a major influence, there are significant differences in various attributes of 
the four Andalusian provinces which are produced in the first quarter. To 
be exact, the first quarter is that which has the least volume of tourists of 
the year in the four Andalusian provinces. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 

Beyond criticism, tourism carrying capacity, remains a powerful 
concept and as such can serve planning and management towards 
sustainable tourism (Mexa and Coccossis, 2004). In recent years, 
academic and professional interest has increased in this measure which is 
now considered as a key aspect of sustainable tourist development. 
However, the utility of its application has been questioned in the 
academic literature owing to the difficulties encountered of putting it into 
practice. Nevertheless, this in turn could be due to the scarce scientific 
treatment it has received. In this study, this tendency is refuted by 
considering a methodological proposal in which the possibilities of 
measuring the social carrying capacity of a tourist destination are verified. 

The empirical application considered is based on studying the 
psychological carrying capacity of the tourist, that is to say, we verify the 
tolerance levels of the visitors to the tourist destination with respect to its 
highest levels of use, which are identified with the tourist season. To this 
end, the degree of satisfaction that the tourists have according to the set of 
tourist supply components of the destination is taken into account during 
distinct times of the year. The opinions are analysed of those tourists who 
visit four Western Andalusian provinces during 2005. This same 
methodology can be adapted to the psychological carrying capacity of the 
resident in the tourist destination. 

It is observed that the tourist season exerts a significant influence on 
the coastal provinces, based on “sand and sun” tourism, which is where 
major tourist density normally exists. Specifically, the tourist season 
significantly influences the tourist satisfaction with respect to restaurant 
services, overall quality, scenery, urban surroundings and courtesy and 
care in Cadiz and Huelva. On the other hand, it only exerts its influence 
on the overall quality and urban surroundings in Cordoba and Seville. 
Furthermore it can be clearly observed that the third quarter of the year in 
the coastal provinces establishes some significant differences with respect 
to the other quarterly periods of the year: notably the restaurant services 
and beaches in Cadiz and the overall quality in Huelva. However, this 
same clarity is not present in the results of the other two provinces since 
the significant differences between quarters are sustained only in Seville 
and only in the second quarter. Hence, in those provinces with a 
predominance of “sand and sun” tourism there is major evidence of 
seasonal differences in the tourism supply. Nevertheless, it would be 
necessary to know how these variations in the quarterly periods of the 
year are related to the levels of tourist satisfaction. It can be seen that in 
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Huelva, the tourist satisfaction significantly decreases in relation to only 
the restaurant and bus services during the peak season, by comparing the 
first and third quarters. 

In contrast, nearly all the attributes experience a significant drop in 
tourist satisfaction in the peak season in Cadiz. In this case, although 
significant reductions are produced in other yearly quarters, it is the third 
quarter which predominates in the multiple comparisons between 
quarters. In particular, the methodology used is an indirect approximation 
to the measurement of the social carrying capacity, since it is based on the 
detection of a change in the usual level of satisfaction of the visitor by 
comparing distinct seasons of the year. This may constitute an alarm 
signal which is activated at the moment when the satisfaction with the 
destination declines significantly, with respect to a determined number of 
attributes in the tourist supply. This alarm signal could indicate the 
necessity of intervention by tourism planners in order to correct any 
negative impacts. With this proposal, Shelby and Heberlein’s model 
(1984) is completed, by carrying out the study with a combination of both 
the descriptive focus and the prescriptive focus. With this methodology, it 
can be observed that, apart from being unadvisable, it is also unnecessary 
to calculate a determined number of tourists as a tolerance threshold of 
the tourist destination. Following the suggestions of Coccossis et al. 
(2001), we present a straightforward and efficient methodology which can 
meet the requirements of a measurement indicator of sustainable tourism, 
although it should be complemented with an estimation of the carrying 
capacity of other economic, social and environmental areas. All this could 
make up the tourist carrying capacity. The planners of the tourist 
destinations could make use of this tool to detect negative impacts of 
excesses in the levels of use in the tourist destination and, therefore, take 
consequent action. Finally, it should be mentioned that quarterly periods 
and provinces are studied in this paper, and the results could be improved 
by means of using other more reduced periods of time, such as months or 
weeks, and other more specific geographic zones, such as towns which 
receive a great number of tourists in determined periods. 

In this way, this methodology would be more feasible for tourist 
destinations where some acceptable levels of satisfaction are reached, as 
in the case considered here, since all the attributes of all the Andalusian 
provinces greatly exceed an average score of five. 

Furthermore, it is common knowledge that the decrease in tourist 
satisfaction is not provoked solely by the high levels of tourist use, but 
other factors of influence also exist. Hence, it is necessary to carry out 
other studies on those factors for which one can directly ascertain the 
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degree of rejection by the visitors facing these situations of possible 
saturation, and in the same way, the relationships which may exist with 
these other factors can be interpreted. 
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THE ROLE OF INNOVATION ACTIVITIES IN 
TOURISM AND REGIONAL GROWTH IN EUROPE 

 
 

George M. Korres1

 
Tourism plays a crucial role for national economies throughout the world. In 
Europe, international tourism receipts were almost three times higher in the late 
1990s than they were in the late 1980s. Tourism has great potential as regards 
contributing to the achievements of several major EU objectives, such as 
economic growth, employment, sustainable development and economic and social 
cohesion. The importance of innovation was long underestimated in service and 
tourism activities. Successful innovation, as for instance innovation that is also 
profitable to the tourism firm in a competitive market, must increase the value of 
the whole tourism product. The production and the dissemination of new 
technologies has been the subject of much research. This paper illustrates why 
technological innovation is considered as a major force in tourism industry. It 
also attempts to analyze the impact of technological innovation and the 
implications on regional growth of member states.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Tourism is one of the most important factors affecting directly the 

competitiveness and regional growth. International tourism is considered 
as one of the few economic sectors through which developing and less 
favoured regions have managed to increase their participation in the 
global economy. Tourism can be seen as the «engine» of employment 
creation, poverty eradication, ensuring gender equality, and protection of 
the natural and cultural heritage. These facts principally result from the 
existence, in most developing and less favoured regions, of significant 
comparative advantages that are conducive to viable tourism 
specialization.  
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Tourism is defined as «those activities of persons travelling to and 
staying in places outside their usual environment for not more than one 
consecutive year for leisure, business and other purposes not related to the 
exercise of an activity remunerated from within the place visited» (WTO). 

Tourism is an important economic activity in the European Union. It 
comprises a wide variety of products and destinations and many different 
stakeholders are involved (both public and private) with very 
decentralised areas of competence, often at regional and local levels. 
Europe, with the greatest diversity and density of tourist attractions, is one 
of the most visited tourist region in the world. The main effects of tourism 
industry for European member states are threefold, as follows (CEC, 
2000):  

• capacity: refers to the accommodation infrastructure that is 
available to the tourist in the region concerned. 

• occupancy: provides statistics on the number of nights spent in 
hired accommodation in a particular region and 

• demand: refers to domestic and outbound tourism: outbound 
tourism shall mean residents of a country traveling in another country. 

Innovation research explains growth and productivity gains with the 
help of the long waves of the business cycles. Innovation activities and 
the new technologies are closely related with market competitiveness and 
the productivity level. Innovative activity has been one of the most 
important components for the long-term economic growth. Economists 
use to consider innovations as «accidental events». As an exogenous 
factor, i.e. from the outside, innovations changed the direction of 
economic growth. This view assumed that innovations cannot be planned 
and produced at will. Innovation was regarded as the province of the 
creative entrepreneur who was prepared to take risks, and to devote much 
of his own time and money to the development of new business ideas. It 
is true, of course, that innovation and the new technologies those pioneers 
did play a leading role in the early development of tourism business and 
consequently for regional growth (Weiermair and Peters, 2002).  

 Tourism makes an important and increasing contribution to economic 
growth and accounts for about 30% of international trade in services in 
the European area. It also represents one of the best opportunities to 
create income and employment for less developed countries and regions.  

 This paper will start by drawing upon the findings of innovation 
activities on tourism and regional growth for European member states. In 
particular, this paper examines the effects of innovation activities on 
tourism and regional growth in Europe. 
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REGIONAL DISPARITIES, TOURISM CAPACITY AND 
REGIONAL GROWTH IN EUROPE  

 
The major sectors driving developments in the rural regions of 

European Union are:  
 energy,  
 tourism 
 transport,  
 industry, and 
 agriculture 
Many rural areas are among the most dynamic territories in the 

European Union, whereas many others suffer due to low population 
density a lack of basic services and an inadequate labour market and low 
basic infrastructure. Innovation activities and new technologies contribute 
substantially towards the modernisation process and the competitiveness 
level. It is quite important to develop the countryside as a space for 
recreation and «green tourism», in order to support the renovation of the 
villages, encourage agriculture and forestry in their function of 
maintaining landscapes and respect the environment and natural 
resources.   

In order to be able to estimate, present and furthermore to analyse the 
level of innovation, tourism activities and regional disparities, we may 
use the following main indicators: 

 (a). For regional disparities the main indicator is the regional per 
capita GDP. According to available data, in ten European countries, the 
highest regional per capita GDP is between twice and three times that of the 
lowest. Half of this group of countries is made up of the older member 
states, plus four of the new member states and Romania. In 2001, the 
highest per capita GDP was more than twice the lowest in 12 of the 19 
countries. The largest regional differences are in the United Kingdom, where 
there is a factor of 4.4 between the two extreme values (Inner London: 288 % 
of the EU-25 average; Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly: 65 %), and in 
Belgium, with a factor of 3.1 (Region de Brux-elles-Capitale/Brussels Hfdst. 
Gew.: 238 %; Hain-aut: 76 %). Comparatively marked regional disparities in 
per capita GDP therefore emerge in both the old and the new member states 
(Eurostat, 2005). 

At the same time, the regional distribution of per capita GDP (in PPS) 
ranges from PPS 4,088 per capita in north-east Romania to PPS 61,316 per 
capita in the UK Inner London region. Region de Bruxelles-
Capitale/Brussels Hfdst. Gew. (PPS 50,749) and Luxembourg (PPS 45,310) 
follow in second and third place, with Hamburg (PPS 39,862) and the 
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French capital region Ile-de-France (PPS 38,452) in fourth and fifth place.  
Figure 1 illustrates the Gross Domestic Product per Head for European member 
states. This figure illustrates the existing gap and the regional disparities 
between the European «advanced member states» (namely, Luxembourg, 
Denmark, Netherlands, Austria, United Kingdom, Belgium, France, Sweden, 
Ireland, Finland, Germany and Italy) and those of «developing member states» 
(namely, Spain, Cyprus, Greece, Portugal, Malta, Czech Republic) and 
furthermore with those of «less advanced and new member states» (namely, 
Hungary, Poland, Lithuanian, Romania, Bulgaria). 

In particular, Prague (Czech Republic), is the region with the highest 
GDP per inhabitant in the new Member States, has already risen to 16th 
place with PPS 31,639 (149 % of the EU-25 average) among the 268 
European Union’ regions, (including EU-25 plus Bulgaria and 
Romania). The next regions of those joining the EU in May 2004 follow a 
long way behind: Bratis-lavsky kraj (Slovakia) is in 65th place with PPS 
23,782 (112 %), Kozep-Magyarorszag (Hungary) is 147th with PPS 18,993 
(89 %), Cyprus is 157th with PPS 18,281 (86 %), Malta is 179th with PPS 
16,221 (76 %) and Mazowieckie (Poland) 196th with PPS 15,033 (71 %). 
All other regions of the new Member States are below 70 % of the EU-25 
average as Budapest, Bratislavsky kraj, Sofia and Bucuresti (Eurostat, 2005).  

 
Figure 1. GDP per Head (PPS 2002) (Source: WTO) 
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Upon closer examination, we can see that between 1999 and 2001, 
numerous somewhat peripheral regions of the enlarged European Union 
managed to catch up by comparison with central regions with higher per 
capita GDP. This is particularly true of Ipeiros (+ 9.6 percentage points) and 
Peloponnissos (+ 9.3) in Greece, Regiao Autono-ma da Madeira (+ 6.7) in 
Portugal and Pohjois-Suomi in Finland (+ 5.1), but also of Alentejo (+ 
1.4) in Portugal, Andalucia (+ 1.4) in Spain and South Western Scotland in 
the United Kingdom (+ 1.3). 

Economic growth in most countries therefore continues to be visibly 
concentrated in certain regions. This is particularly true for the new 
member states and Romania. At the same time, the size of the country does 
not appear to have any noticeable bearing on the regional concentration of 
economic dynamics. 

 (b) For measuring of tourism activities and innovation activities, we 
may use the main available indicators of «accommodation density», «tourism 
infrastructure» and also «new accession of new technologies». 

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the regional arrivals in millions through 
1990 to 2003 and also the biggest international tourist arrivals in millions. 
According to these data the «leading member states» of tourism activities 
is France, Spain, USA for the upper level following by China, United 
Kingdom, Austria, Mexico, Germany and Canada ranging in a middle 
level.  

Regarding the tourism industry, we can compare the highlights 
regions according to their «accommodation densities», because of their 
high number of bed places (i.e. Illes Balears (ES); Provincia Autonoma 
Bolzano (IT); Corsica (FR)), while other regions have high 
accommodation densities because of their low populations (Åland (FIN); 
Highlands and Islands (UK); Övre Norrland (SE)). Some classic 
destinations for package holiday flights, such as the Illes Balears in Spain 
and the Algarve in Portugal do indeed have a very high supply of 
accommodation per head of population. To these «traditional 
destinations» in the European Union, one can add the island of Cyprus 
which has a hotel capacity similar to the Algarve.   

A number of regions with an extensive hotel infrastructure lie within 
comfortable driving range of major concentrations of urban population 
(basic infrastructure). Examples include West Wales and the Valleys, 
Dorset and Somerset in the United Kingdom and the Black Forest region 
in Germany. But also Östra and Norra Mellansverige are also quite 
attractive for short holiday breaks. 
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Figure 2. Regional Arrivals (in millions) (Source: WTO) 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 3. The Biggest 10 International Tourist Destinations 
(arrivals in millions) (Source: WTO) 
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However, in other regions as well, particularly in Scotland, in parts of 
England, and in Greece, the number of bed places as a proportion of total 
bed places is equally high. In rural areas, for example in many parts of 
Belgium and the Netherlands, in West and South West France, in 
Denmark, in most parts of Sweden, but also in Poland, the number of bed 
places in hotels and similar establishments as a proportion of total bed 
places can be less than 25 % and does not exceed 40 %. Figure 4 
illustrates the biggest ten tourist international destinations as a percentage 
of the market share. According to these data, France, Spain, Italy and the 
United Kingdom are the leading member states for European destinations, 
following by Austria, Germany, Hungary, Greece, Poland and Turkey. 
This may well be due to economic pressure, forcing people to choose 
closer destinations for holidays, or due to political decisions (such as 
additional taxes imposed in the Illes Balears) or other factors favouring 
new destinations over such traditional tourist destinations as Spain and 
Italy. 

 
Figure 4. The biggest top 10 European destinations in Arrivals (as 

a percentage share of market). (Source: WTO) 
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While tourist infrastructure figures yield an indication of the 
accommodation capacity available in a specific region, it is important to 
know the extent to which this capacity is actually used.   

Moreover, using the available data from World Tourism Organisation 
(Figure 5) we can illustrate the revenues from tourism activities as a 
percentage of the market share. According to these findings Spain, 
France, Italy, Germany and the United Kingdom is far-away from other 
member states, such as Austria, Turley, Switzerland, and Netherlands. 

The European member states and the Mediterranean regions is the 
world’s leading tourist destination, accounting for 30 per cent of 
international tourist arrivals and for one-third of the receipts from 
international tourism. Overall, the annual growth rate for tourism in 
Europe is 3.7 per cent per year, but tourism in the Mediterranean is 
growing by more than 5 per cent per year.   
 

Figure 5. Revenues from Tourism Activities (as a percentage of 
market share) (Source: WTO) 
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industry contribute with 12.4 billions of Euros in the GNP corresponding 
to 35.9% of total exports.   

According to the forecasts of World Tourism Organization there will 
be a general tendency to increase the tourism flows at around 4.5% until 
2014. The economic elements it is forecasted they are shaped as follows: 

 836,239 places of work corresponding to around 19.6% of total 
places of work, 

 44 billions of Euros in the GNP corresponding to 15.7% from the 
total GNP and 

 26.7 billions of Euros corresponding to 33.1% from the total 
exports 

Finally, Figure 6 illustrates the top tourist regions for distribution of 
bed places by type of accommodation. This figure illustrates the regional 
disparities of tourism innovation activities through European member 
states. 
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DEFINING INNOVATION ACTIVITIES IN TOURISM INDUSTRY 
 

There are various definitions of the term «innovation», which derives 
from the Latin «innovation» which means the creation of something new. 
The diversity of definitions lies in the different purposes of examining 
this phenomenon. Innovation can be defined in a multiplicity of ways. 
The leading theoretician of innovation, Joseph Schumpeter (1883-1950), 
already had a broad vision of the concept, encompassing new products, 
new production processes, new markets, new raw materials and new 
forms of organisation. For Schumpeter, the common thread between all 
these changes is that they involve «carrying out new combinations» 
which are qualitatively important and introduced by dynamic business 
leaders, or «entrepreneurs». The definition generally accepted today does 
not necessarily entail a major change linked to a particular individual.  
Today, it is necessary to take account the risk and uncertainty nature of 
the process, and of the need for innovation to lead to the creation of value 
that in the final analysis is judged by consumers, (Schumpeter, 1934).  

Innovation differs from creativity. Creativity refers to the production 
of new ideas, new approaches and inventions, whereas innovation 
corresponds to the application of new and creative ideas and the 
implementation of inventions. Schumpeter described as the creative 
destruction of existing institutional arrangements and patterns of 
exchange in order to create new wealth through innovation.  

Probably the most useable definition is that provided by the late 
Schumpeter who distinguished five areas in which companies can 
introduce innovation (Schumpeter, 1934):  

• Generation of new or improved products.  
• Introduction of new production processes.  
• Development of new sales markets.  
• Development of new supply markets.  
• Reorganisation and/or restructuring of the company.  
The production and marketing of tourism products is distinct from 

industrial products and displays specific characteristics which often pose 
constraints or problems and hence serve as stepping stones for increasing 
the value of products via innovation. The availability of new technologies 
led to the development of new skills, new materials, new services, and 
new forms of organisation. This is especially true for the last two decades 
where the role of technological innovation was crucial. In tourism, 
technology created a new form of business called e-tourism, which today 
is the biggest force in e-commerce.  Figure 7 illustrates the introduction of 
new technologies – internet by service activity for European member 
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states. As we mentioned before, the more «advanced and leading» 
countries are far better that other member states. 

A main area of change and innovation in tourism concerns the use of 
information and communication technologies (ICT). The diffusion of 
information and communication technologies in the tourism industry 
enables consumers to interact directly with tourism providers. Major basic 
innovations, e.g. in transportation, have also largely influenced the growth 
of the tourism industry (Weiermair and Peters, 2002). 

 
Figure 7. Internet penetration by activities for business enterprises, 

2002 
 

 

The tourism industry is largely dominated by small and medium 
sized enterprises (SMEs). To survive in an increasingly competitive and 
global environment, tourism enterprises, small ones in particular, have to 
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operation mechanisms help enterprises to adapt to changes and increase 
their competitiveness. They include horizontal and vertical integration, 
but also many flexible structures that encourage product, marketing and 
organisational innovation (Weiermair, 1998).  
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business that are significantly impacting on the tourism growth. The use 
of information and communications technology adds value to tourism 
services and products and supports the development of industry networks 
and clusters. Information and communication technologies cover the 
whole tourism value chain, (e.g. information on destinations, 
accommodation, transportation, package tours and services), and displays 
the actual process and availability of such services. 

 
 

POLICY INSTRUMENTS FOR TOURISM INNOVATION 
 
To survive in such global competition, tourism firms should try to 

enter into competition that is constructive rather than destructive. Tourism 
entrepreneurs, particularly small ones, are more sensitive to competition 
from their partners than to the benefits of working together. Innovation in 
the tourism industry relies as much on «co-operation and networks» as in 
other service industries.  

Co-operation among policy makers and entrepreneurs is also one of 
the key factors for the constant growth of the tourism industry. The 
primary objective for governments is to ensure that their policy and 
actions support and encourage innovations that contribute to further 
development of the tourism industry. Innovation in tourism brings new 
ideas, services and products to the marketplace. Innovation in tourism is 
to be seen as a permanent, global and dynamic process. Most successful 
innovations were new forms of distribution (online booking), agent 
relationships and reduced costs of product delivery, (Weiermair, 1998).   

Major barriers that firms had to face were lack of time, money or 
know-how, and risk aversion which were all internal factors. Regarding 
the outside forces, particularly in Europe, bureaucracy and politics were 
pointed out as possible obstacles that prevent the realisation of planned 
innovation activities, (Weiermair and Peters, 2002).  

Although many European member states are concerned by the 
innovation process of tourism enterprises, however, rather few have 
launched specific policy instruments. To enhance innovation and 
technological development in the tourism sector, the White Paper 
provides a basis for partnership between the federal, state and territory 
governments and industry, and encourages the latter to improve the 
quality of tourism products as well as environmentally and culturally 
sustainable tourism business practices. Tourism innovation policy should 
be focused on the following main points and tools:  

• Improve the internal dynamics of innovation in tourism by 
pushing firms to adopt a more proactive attitude towards innovation, 
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notably through a shift from simple technology watch to economic 
intelligence.  

• Improve the efficiency of national innovation systems: improve 
the training of operators and staff, develop the role of public and private 
agents, and stimulate research (e.g. create a genuine multidisciplinary 
network).  

• Improve incentive systems for operators and employees. The 
extent to which governments can help the business sector become more 
innovative may be limited. However, they can create favourable 
framework conditions and encourage business to enhance productivity 
through innovation.  

• Maintain the coherence of the tourism industry and its linkage 
with society as a whole. It is not possible to consider innovation in 
tourism without acknowledging the need to mobilise the local population. 

 
 

POLICY IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
Innovation is more often constituted of a series of small steps that 

lead to incremental growth. Innovation is a feedback process. One 
innovation inevitably leads to another one. Innovations improve products 
and reduce the cost of processes. The innovation process has thus become 
an investment process.   

An innovation-oriented tourism policy requires the adjustment of 
certain instruments. Training creates personalised know-how in the form 
of personalised human capital. The impact is mainly over the long term.   

Tourism is a very heterogeneous industry, which is defined at the 
time of visitors’ consumption. The tourism suppliers compete against one 
another. Tourism has developed a dual structure which influences to a 
large degree the level of change and its direction. The international travel 
and tourism industry makes use of global strategies to get the best out of 
local potential. The impact of a technological innovation will generally 
depend not only on its inventors, but also on the creativity of the eventual 
users of the new technology.  

Many of the European member states with a long tradition in tourism 
are suffering from growth and production weaknesses. Tourism 
enterprises and industry branches are under tremendous competitive 
pressures. In a much liberalised world tourism market, they are competing 
with new destinations that can benefit from resources that are intact or in 
any case very little exploited, and from very favourable economic 
conditions including low wages and soft currencies. 
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European tourism and its industries have been undergoing major 
changes for several years. The relevant figures show that tourism 
becomes more and more important for European regions. The tendency of 
more and shorter trips especially encourages regions to promote their 
attractiveness.   

Europe is one of the main tourist destinations in the world. In a 
number of regions, particularly assisted ones in the south and in 
mountainous areas, tourism is a major source of employment and has a 
substantial effect on economic development. It is also an activity 
dominated by small and medium enterprises, some 6.5% of the total 
turnover of firms of this size being generated in this sector.  

In the EU as a whole, tourism accounts for 5.5% of GDP and 6% of 
jobs. In many parts of the EU, the figures are much higher. In Spain, for 
example, tourism accounts for 10.5% of GDP and 9.5% of employment. 
Tourism is likely to be a major source of job creation over the coming 
years, particularly in lagging and peripheral regions, and measures to 
support the sector could have an important effect on the development of 
these.  

According to the WTO there is an opportunity for creating around 3 
million new jobs in tourism in the EU over the next decade. Priorities for 
cross-border cooperation have primarily been investment in infrastructure 
and the environment, but support has also focused on the exchange of 
information and experience across the border regions, as well as joint 
measures in fields such as transport, energy, telecommunications, health, 
business, technology and tourism. 

The tourism industry is changing, driven notably by new consumer 
requirements and information technologies. A new tourism is emerging - 
one which takes into account the complexity and segmentation of tourism 
demand. Tourism entrepreneurs have realized that innovation is becoming 
a key element to survive and compete in a dynamic and radically 
changing environment. As for policy decision makers, the aim is to 
encourage all partners (as for instance, regions, municipalities and the 
business community) to co-operate more proactively. For governments, 
this means that an innovative tourism policy has to promote coherence 
and synergy. 

Actions by less favoured regions and the development policy will be 
along the following lines: 

 Promoting a climate conducive to tourism and in particular to 
encourage investment in the tourism industry and enterprise development 
in the wider tourism economy, in particular through increased access to 
finance and the development of local human resources; 
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 Recognizing the potential of the tourism sector in national 
development strategies, and ensuring effective participation of domestic 
tourism authorities in the national decision-making process in order to 
enhance their economic efficiency; 

 Determining the most desirable tourism product specialization in 
order to guide potential investors in their decisions; 

 Promoting domestic and foreign investment in the tourism 
industry and related sectors with full respect for natural and cultural 
heritage; 

 Taking measures to facilitate local tourism operators’ access to 
and participation in global information and distribution systems; 

 Formulating all these necessary strategies in order to achieve the 
most beneficial linkages between tourism and land, sea and, particularly, 
air transport. 

• Improve the internal dynamics of innovation: pushing firms to 
adopt a proactive attitude towards innovation, notably thanks to an 
ambitious shift from simple technology watch to economic intelligence.  

• Improve the efficiency of the national system of innovation.  
• Improve the training of operators, staff.  
• Improve incentive systems for operators and employees.  
• Maintain the coherence of the tourism industry and its linkage 

with society as a whole. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS AND BIODIVERSITY 
POLICY IN TOURISM: THE CARETTA-CARETTA 

CASE IN GREECE 
 
 

 Katerina Psarikidou1

 
The radical tourism development and its adverse environmental impacts have 
revived the discussion about Environmental Ethics and the emerging Biodiversity 
Policy. The aim of this research paper is to explore the relationship between 
environmental ethics, the current Biodiversity and Sustainable Tourism 
Development policy-making, and the tourism industry. More specifically, the 
conceptual analysis adopts an environmental ethics’ and environmental politics 
perspective. Based on the example of caretta caretta case in Greece, the EU 
Habitats Directive and the tourism development at the area, it is concluded that 
public consensus and discourse prove to be essential for a shift to a more attentive 
and less anthropocentic ethical approach by policy-makers and tourism actors’ in 
a multilevel governance society.  

 
University of Crete 

 

 
Keywords: Environmental, Ethics, Policy, Tourism, Biodiversity, 

Caretta-caretta. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 

 
The physical environment plays a significant role in shaping and 

being shaped by tourism. In the past few years, regions of the Southern 
European coast, where tourism is a product-led industry, have 
experienced drastic changes due to tourism development and its 
marketisation. Mass tourism projects often entail losing control of natural 
resources to private, state, and/or supra-state interests, and, also, cause the 
gradual or immediate disorganization of ecosystems, incuding the 
disruption of biological processes and a radical decline of biodiversity. 
(Kousis, 2000). 

Consequently, the consideration of tourism as a “clean industry” has 
recently been outdated. There are tourism-related sources and activities, 
which create ecosystem offenses, such as marine and coastal pollution, 
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noise pollution, damage to flora and fauna, and sometimes a general 
destruction of local ecosystems. The offenses in turn lead to a wide range 
of impacts which include negative aesthetic, recreational, economic and 
ecosystem impacts. The above constitute parts of the process of 
ecological marginalization (Kousis, 2001). Most parties are aware of the 
possible negative impacts and see the need for discussion and action (Plan 
Blue, Mediterranean Action Plan, UNEP, MCSD, 1998), where  
sustainable tourism and biodiversity should not be examined so much in 
itself, but also within a context of an environmental ethical perspective, 
which may work as a basis for global, national and regional policies, 
programs, activities and attitudes (UNEP 2000), and, also, in accordance 
with the complex of relations within which the organisation and the 
development of tourism are located  (Selwyn and Boissevain, 2004 & 
Selwyn, 2004). 

The aim of this paper is to contribute to the discussion on tourism in 
relation to environmental ethics and the relative biodiversity policy. 
Subsequently, the primary focus of the paper falls upon the interaction of 
all the intervened actors with the non-human environment and its relation 
to “environmental ethics” approaches. More specifically, it aims to 
present new evidence and discuss concepts and issues of sustainability 
and tourism in Mediterranean regions concerning the implementation of 
the EU Habitats Directive, as applied in the case of Caretta-caretta on 
Zakynthos and Crete and the emerging interactions, collaborations and 
conflicts, of all the relevant actors at an international, national and local 
level. The data come from  the EC, DGXII funded project on 
“Participatory Governance and Institutional Innovation” (Contract No. 
505791), and also from Conference Reports, Minutes of Meetings, 
studies, secondary sources, internet sites, press releases and interviews. 

 
 

IN A NEED OF ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS 
 

The changes in nature induced by human action have led to a 
questioning and reevaluating of ethical positions towards it. At this 
concept, tourism-related negative environmental impacts have also led to 
increased pressure for all the interrelated actors to evaluate their positions 
towards nature and environmental ethics, which focuses on redefining the 
boundaries of obligation to the environment and evaluating the human 
position towards it (Holden, 2003:39). As a result, this growth in 
environmental concern, particularly since the late 80’s, when environment 
has finally entered the arena of pressure group politics, may be 
atrributable to other influences, in which tourism is included. At this 
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framework, as Urry argues (1992), tourism is also able to contribute to a 
growing awareness of the value of nature, and, hence, to public support 
for the protection of the environment and biodiversity. Yet, to 
comprehend the existing behaviour towards the environment and, in 
addition, the one demanded, it is necessary to understand more fully the 
several notions of nature, and the ethical approaches towards it. 

 
Environmental Ethics 

 
Environmental ethics is not only concerned about the human 

interactions and relationship, but also, as Robbinson and Garrat suggest 
(1999), has a key role to play in defining the human-nature relationship. 
As a result, the emphasis has now become to find agreements of how 
humans behave towards the natural environment and examine the concept 
according to which their attitudes to nature have been formulated and 
shaped. 

In most cultures, religion has been a major influence on how ethics 
have been applied to the environment, especially in developped societies. 
The notions of ‘dominion’ and ‘stewardship’ are central in the Muslim 
and the Christian faith, as well. Within these doctrines, humans are 
obliged to act as stewards of nature, a fact that underlines the human’s 
moral superiority over the non-human, animate and inanimate objects. 
Within this ethic, their value is limited to the pleasure and the profit they 
bring to humans. This anthropocentric view, based on the non-human’s 
external and instrumental value for human use, consists of the ethic of 
“instrumentalism”(Simons, 1993). 

An alternative version of the anthropocentric position is the one 
underlined by J.Rawls (1971), who emphasizes on an ecological 
conservation for the benefit of human kind and on our moral 
responsibility to ensure that future generations will inherit an 
undiminished bank of natural resources. This “conservation ethic” 
position was arguably the dominant ethic of the United Nations 
Conference on Environment and Development held in Rio in 1992, 
aiming at the preservation of the world Biodiversity (Natura 2000, 2004). 

Additionally, Peter Wenz’s “concentric circle theory”, according to 
which the non-sentient beings enforce humans with responsibilities 
towards them, and Joel Feinberg’s “behavioural theory of justice” are 
included in the same anthropocentic view, adopted by the policy makers 
(Dragona-Monahou, 1995). One step further is made by Taylor and his 
theory of “restitutive justice”, as he suggests that humans should prioritize 
the protection and the preservation of the ecosystems as entities, rather 
than as individual beings (Georgopoulos, 2002).  
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Nevertheles, these anthropocentric approaches refute the intrinsic 
value of nature and its rights, which consist of the focal point at the ethic 
“of the environmnet”. The “libertarian extension” of this perspective 
accords all non-human entities the same moral standing as human beings. 
All non-human animals are worthy of a moral and ethical status based 
upon the function of their existence and, subsequently, they should be 
given an uninterrupted freedom of existence, as well as, the same rights as 
humans, despite the fact that they cannot speak and fight for them 
(Simons, 1993). This argument may be a motive for many environmental 
friendly groups’, and, also, state and supra-state bodies’ activation, in an 
attempt of supporting their interests and rights. 

An alternative “ecological extension” of this ethic emphasizes on the 
moral standing’s attribution to the whole ecosystem, rather than the 
individual. This option constitutes “eco-holism”, and is also stressed in 
Aldo Leopold’s “land ethic”, where a ‘biotic right’ is recognised to every 
separate member of the ecosystem. He considers an action to be right, 
when it preserves the stability and integrity of the biotic community 
(Georgopoulos, 2002). 

However, this ‘watershed’ in the conceptualization of environmental 
ethics, either anthropocentic or not, but, also, the complexity of tourism 
industry, where the human interaction with the environment remains 
unavoidable, gives us a motive to explore the kinds, the ways and the 
grade that these theories have been or could be adopted and implemented 
by all the political and professional actors involved in tourism. It also 
gives us a chance to exemplify this concept in the case of the loggerhead 
sea turtles on the greek islands of Zakynthos and Crete, which, over the 
past 20 years, have experienced a fast growing tourist industry, a fact that 
exerts significant pressure on the Mediterranean Sea Turtles’ (caretta-
caretta) nesting beaches (Katselidis & Dimopoulos 2000), which are of 
vital significance for the sustainability of this endangered species (Greece 
in brief, 2004). 

 
 

ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS IN BIODIVERSITY AND TOURISM 
POLICY-MAKING 

 
In terms of establishing the framework for stakeholders’ interaction 

with environment, an analysis of the policy at an international, european 
and national level and its relation to environmental ethical approach 
seems essential for its major influence in shaping tourism industry. 
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At an international level  
 
Biodiversity Policy was first used in 1985, then taken up by the 

National Forum on Biodiversity in Washington DC in 1988, and included 
in the Convention on Biological Diversity in 1992 at the “Rio Earth 
Summit”. This Convention was born out of the growing concern for the 
deterioration of nature, more specifically, the extinction and decline of 
species. This argument has been translated to promote conservation of 
biodiversity, which includes “diversity within species, between species 
and of ecosystems” (UNEP 1999:1). 

Despite the fact that the arguments against biodiversity’s further loss 
referred to both the intrinsic or “non-use” value and its utilitarian or “use” 
value, the convention's objectives were not only limited to the 
conservation of biodiversity, but also to pursue the sustainable use of its 
components and to promote a fair and “equitable sharing” of the benefits 
arising out of the utilization of genetic resources (UNEP 1999:1). 
Consequently, the convention was not only concerned with ecological 
sustainability, but also with social and economic sustainability, whose 
inclusion in the concept prove to be necessary for an effective 
implementation of Biodiversity Policy at a lower ( sub-national ) level. 
This concept of sustainability is an indicator of an anthropocentric 
“conservation ethic” approach towards environment, which mandates that 
the human interference to the conservation policy should not be 
neglected. 

This ethic for sustainable development upon an international policy 
for tourism development was clearly illustrated at the 2nd UN General 
Assembly Special Session held in New York in 1997. According to the 
official record of the proceedings, “the expected growth in the tourism 
sector highlights the need for special attention to the relationship between 
environmental conservation and protection and sustainable tourism” 
(Osborn & Bigg, 1998:169), a thesis which shows little evidence to 
suggest a further paradigmatic movement in tourism policy making 
towards recognizing the intrinsic value of nature.       
 
At an EU Level  

 
Biodiversity has also been gaining significance in the “politics of 

life” area, since 1992, when the EU’s 5th Environmental Action 
Programme recognised tourism as ‘a good example of the fundamental 
link which exists between economic development and environment 
(European Commission 1992:2). Therefore, sustainability had been based 
on the need to examine environmental and tourism policy patterns in 
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conjuction, since what really drives change in the latter is the overall 
commitment to environmental concerns on the part of public authorities at 
both European and national levels (Pridham, 2001)  

Consequently, most proponents of sustainability take it to be the 
maintenance of the existence of ecological conditions necessary to 
support human life at a specific level of well-being through future 
generations (Baker, Kousis, Richardson and Young, 1997) As a result, 
while the concept of sustainable tourism is focusing on the impacts of 
tourism, the debate gradually widened beyond environmental issues to 
include economic, social and cultural matters. It seeks to reduce tension 
created by the complex interaction between the tourism industry, visitors, 
the environment and the communities which act as host to holiday-makers 
(Pridham, 2001).  

Subsequently, we may also identify that an anthropocentric 
‘conservation ethic’ approach towards environment remains the central 
explicit theme of the ‘sustainable development’ concept.  Moreover, there 
might be a techno-centric approach towards conservation policy, since the 
environment is treated in an externalised and scientific way, with 
emphasis being placed upon providing a solution to environmental 
problems through the employment of improved environmental 
management and technological controls, rather than a re-evaluation of 
human interaction with it. Such a technocratic approach typifies the 
industry’s strategy towards conservation and can be clearly recognised in 
the basic mechanisms and instruments used during the two phases of EU 
environmental policy. (Holden, 2003:30)  

More specifically, at the 1st phase (1993-1998), EU efforts relied 
heavily on legal and financial instruments such as the Habitats Directive 
(92/43/EEC), which necessitates that member states create Special Areas 
of Conservation that constitute the Natura 2000 program. (Archelon, 
2005 & The LIFE-Environment Programme “Zantecoast”).  

Remarkable weaknesses were revealed in the use of the Habitats 
Directive, since a number of member states, Greece included, questioned 
the political and legal basis of the community action in this area, 
biodiversity conservation not being a traditional area of EU policy and 
were reluctant to comply with EU legislation (Baker, 2003). Moves to 
include tourism among the EU’s common policies, after the 5th EAP of 
1992, have been opposed due to differences in national interest in the 
tourism sector.  

At the 2nd phase, Natura 2000 falls under the first theme of EC 
Biodiversity Strategy (Baker,2003). The EC commenced once again 
infringment procedures against the member states, among which the greek 
government is included.  
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At a National Level 
 
Tourism is immensly important for the Greek economy and for the 

reason that Greeks are keen on the notion of sustainable tourism (Pridham 
and Konstadakopulos, 1997). As the loggerhead turtle is listed in 
Appendix II of the Bern Convention (UNEP/IUCN, 1990) and the 
Council of Europe, as early as 1986, placed Zakynthos high on its agenda,  
the Greek Government was obliged to enforce existing legislation and 
proceed with the establishment of stricter laws and, finally, of the 
National Park (Council of Europe, 1998). 

The frame law 1650/86 for the protection of the environment, a 
Ministerial Decision in 1987 and a presidential Decree in 1990 further 
strengthened the 1984’s legal status of the nesting areas, imposing some 
main restrictions related to tourism activities. With much struggle and 
bureaucratic delays, the legal structure for the conservation was put in 
place with a series of Presidential Decrees, Laws and Marine Regulations 
(Archelon, 2004). Amidst the turmoil, the Greek State signed a 
Presidential Decree (Gov. Gazette-G.G.-No 906D/22-12-99) declaring the 
creation of the Zakynthos National Marine Park (NMPZ) (Venizelos L., 
Corbett K. 2005), which, eventually, not earlier than 1999 and after the 
greek NGOs’ pressure, was established. 

The creation of such a park profoundly changes local life, as 
protection for the ecosystem requires control on anthropogenic activity. 
As a result, there is always the concern of limiting the number of visitors 
and, above all, of stopping them from walking wherever they please 
(Pascual, 2004). National parks enable development to be regulated and 
managed in line with the needs of the environment and its people, rather 
than share holders or other private interests. Certainly, what a park needs 
is the sensitive bringing together of scientific expertise, political will, and 
involvement by those living and working there. This utopic idea resting 
on the assumption that it is indeed humanly possible to organise economic 
and social life for the benefit of people and the natural environment, 
which can be rarely satisfied (Selwyn and Boissevain, 2004), imposes 
once again an anthropocentric and extremely technocentric environmental 
ethical option.  

As a result, not only all these measures, but also the EC’s infrigments 
and accusations against the greek government proved to be ineffective, as 
restrictive measures were coupled with the incompetence of the 
authorities to enforce legislation and a reluctunce to provide alternatives 
for the affected landowners (Dimopoulos, 1991). The instrumental value 
and the economic use of the environment is so important in the adoption 
and implementation of the conservation and sustainable tourism policies, 
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that results in a devaluation and complete ignorance of the value of nature 
‘in-itself’, which may be based, either on the animals and nature’s 
personal fight for life, or on the consideration of natural environment as a 
work of art which we owe to respect for ‘what it is’.    

 
 

ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS IN TOURISM INDUSTRY IN 
GREECE: THE CARETTA-CARETTA CASE 

 
At the beginning, on Zakynthos and Crete, for most people, except 

the environmental groups operating in the locations, sustainable tourism 
has a strong economic signification, to the point where it becomes 
virtually synonymous with continuous profit-making. For locals, the end 
of profitable tourism would automatically mean the end of the location’s 
future. Thus, very often, in local public discourse, tourism is associated 
with images of ‘life’ and ‘death’ (Triandafillidou and Fotiou, 1998). 
Uninterrupted development and promotion of the tourist product is the 
indispensable element for the financial viability of the location. 
Consequently, political local actors and the industry had huge stakes in 
sustaining tourism. The key concern of the local industry was ‘whether 
the state and the local actors would be quick and smart enough to attract 
as much tourism as possible for the next season’. This view goes against 
the main premises of the idea of sustainability, which is to take the wider 
and longer view. For instance, when economic interests have not been 
respected, the reactions have been both unpredictable and violent (Fotiou, 
1998), since the areas adjacent to the sea turtles’ nesting areas are 
privately owned. This attitude presents the actors’ main interest in the 
pursuit of short-term financial benefits, which outweights any kind of 
value of the natural environment, biodiversity and their sustainability. The 
only extremely external value which may be recognized on behalf of them 
towards them is the earnings they may offer to tourism industry, if they 
are used as a leisure asset. 

As a result, the inability of the greek state to enforce the restrictive 
for the land owners existing legal measures led the e-NGOs to the 
acquisition of the land adjacent to the nesting areas and the inevitable 
reactions on behalf of the local community (Charalambides & Katsoupas, 
1994). Generally, the NGOs , whose ethic may extend implicitly if not 
always explicitly beyond conservation to eco-holism, have been operating 
either as a semi-institutionalised ‘insider’ exerting influence on 
government policy or as an ‘outside’ pressure mobilising public opinion 
(Pridham, 2001) Practically, they are attempting to implement some 
protective measures through the economic opportunities accruing from 
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the individual people’s sentisization and some tour operators’ willingness 
for co-operation. As a result, appropriate tourism forms and activities are 
often encouraged in these areas, the revenues of which will be used to 
support the administrative and management structures necessary to 
support their conservation strategy.    

A significant example, which indicates a turn to a “conservation 
ethic” and, merely, technocentric approach towards sea turtles is given in 
Crete by the hotel companies GRECOTEL and also tour operators, such 
as TUI, APOLLO, HOTELPLAN, PURE CRETE, who saw sea turtles of 
Crete as an important source, that could be used to improve the tourist 
‘image’ of the areas, thus helping to maintain a high quality product. 
More exactly, Grecotel, which attains a close co-operation with the greek 
NGO Archelon, have developped a comprehensive programme, which not 
only assists environmental conservation and sustainability on the nesting 
beaches in Crete, but directly contributes to its profitability. (Schofield 
G., Katselidis K., Hoff S., 2001) Brochures have been assessed with 
respect to sea turtles, presentations and animation programs take place 
once per week during the tourist season, an opportunity of attending and 
watching the NGO’s activities is given to their clients (interviews pa & 
vm, 2005). Thus, the owners of tourism accomodations and facilities have 
also started to realise that, in the future, they will be among the first 
groups most adversely affected by the decline in the environmental 
quality, which had been the tourists’ attractive motive (Kousis, 2000). 
They have realised that the turtles can act as an indicator of the healthy 
environment and may also satisfy the demands of a greater mass of 
tourists, who may be interested in sea turtles or generally in a clean 
natural environment. As a result, the turtles have been included in the 
tourist product (Archelon, 2004), a fact that, in addition, underlines an 
ethic of “instrumentalism” or the “use of the environment” (Simons, 
1993), based upon an anthropocentric view that the resources of the earth 
are solely used of instrumental value for human use. However, the 
previously referred fact has also led some big tourism organisations to 
participate in seminars and threaten for boycotts unless protection 
measures are implemented (e.g. TUI) (Euroturtle, 2005), a fact that gives 
some “conservation ethic” elements to their anthropocentric approach.  

A certain explanation for this change in attitude may be the growing 
pressures from the international market for environmental quality. In 
other words, the realisation that destruction of nature is “bad” for tourism 
bussinesses has had a major influence upon directing sustainable 
development policy.  Most of all, large companies and tour operators have 
felt this pressure and, therefore, have been showing signs of responding to 
ST requirements, when crisis erupted and their interest were directly 
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threatened. While tour operators have a low vested interest in long-term 
sustainability, they have paradoxically a high potential to influence tourist 
behavior, hence playing a pivotal role in pushing forward ST. On  the 
other hand, small local bussinesses, in spite of having been motivated by 
other players to adopt similar practices in an attempt of improving the 
benefits of tourism (Buhalis and Diamantis, 2001 & Archelon, 2004), lack 
the appropriate resources or skills to respond to the new market demands. 
Consequently, they may not necessarily follow the logic of tour operators 
(Pridham, 2001).   

According to the local understanding, green practices in tourism 
appear to make sense only to the extent that they can convince actors that 
they will generate future profits. In Zakynthos, the need for environmental 
preservation was institutionalised once the benefits were translated into 
economic profits and political and managerial power (Fotiou, 1998). 
Tourism has been of major importance to the economic development of 
these regions, but it has had disastrous effects on the environment in 
different ways, a fact recently recognised at governmental level. 
Significantly, there has been a gradual change in consumer demands with 
tourists insisting on a clean environment. As a result, tourism 
professionals’ basic premise has become that a clean and healthy 
environment has an instrumental value for the furthering of tourism. 
Nevertheless, as Pridham argues (2001), changing tourist demand forms 
part of a general cultural change that not merely challenges suppliers of 
tourism but must, ultimately, have implications for sustainable policies in 
the future.  

In summary, hoteliers and local people started to realise that an anti-
environmental attitude would entail loss of popularity of the location and 
consequently, loss of its competitiveness. The locals have begun to 
understand that the image of an environmentally responsible community 
is more attractive than one that is neglectful (Fotiou, 1998). And that, in 
touristically developed locations, environmental degradation can present a 
very real danger to local interests who are aware of abrupt turnabouts in 
tourist choice, often prompted by press coverage.  (Pridham, 2001) 
Moreover, they have started to realise that a more modified and 
‘upmarket’ oriented tourism-product will attract higher spending 
individuals who can replace the larger numbers of more sophisticated and 
higher spending budget-minded indivinduals. Theoritically, this would 
mean that the destinations’ sustainability could be enhanced since fewer 
tourists would lead to reduced environmental impacts without reducing 
the economic benefits of the industry (Ioannides, Apostolopoulos and 
Sonmez, 2001).   
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We may assume that the tourism industry has already learned how 
important image-politics based on environment protection is for 
successful bussiness. In their view, sea turtles still remain one more 
instrument in a highly competitive market environment, since their 
protection would strengthen the ecological profile of Greece worldwide as 
well as promoting the islands at an international level. This arguement 
indicates an “instrumental ethic approach” as a basis of conduct for the 
use of nature. On the other hand, fortunately, there has also been a shift 
from this kind of environmental ethics towards a more conservation based 
ethic, usually adopted by the big tour-operators and organisations, in co-
operation with other interrelated actors. Nevertheless, this shift remains 
rooted in an anthropocentric context, based upon the realisation that 
laissez-faire tourism development causes environmental problems, 
ultimately damaging the industry and the ability of present and future 
generations to sustain their livelihoods. The concept of the environment 
still remains as a scientific and externalised entity, largely devoid of any 
spiritual value (Holden, 2003:30). 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
We jump to the conclusion that environmental politics is action taken 

less on the environment than on society (Kousis and Eder, 2001). Given 
that an ethical shift has already taken place within an anthropocentric 
framework, a new environmental ethic would have to be positioned 
within a non-anthropocentric context, that is, from an “eco-holism ethic” 
perspective, which would act as a prescriber of human conduct with 
nature, emphasising upon the intrinsic value of species and ecosystems, as 
equal to humans. 

“Eco-holism” would probably permit tourism development provided 
it would not harm the overall fuctioning of ecosystem, an aspect which 
may be thought to be in accordance with the idea of the“carrying 
capacity” of the area. As Rebollo argues (2001), the quality of the mass 
tourism product could be improved, if environmental and social carrying 
capacities were taken into account and means to develop alternative 
tourism forms were identified.  

Nevertheless, the acceptance of non-anthropocentric ethics to govern 
our interaction with nature, at this juncture, seems unlikely in the 
immediate future, unless a conceptual shift in the belief system from a 
rationalised, scientific and externalized view of nature to a more inclusive 
and spiritual takes place. Before implementing such an approach for 
tourim development it is imperative that a high degree of social consensus 
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should be sought. As Kousis underlines (2000), crucial changes will take 
place, when mobilised new networks of supporters at a local level, 
including residential, citizen or neighbournood groups being in contact 
with other local ones or political parties’ supporing environmental 
activists, appear.  

For this reason, the literature on tourism and environment should 
probably be enriched with analyses of collective action that manifests 
itself in the form of local environmental movements against the industry, 
in its pursuit of a new non-anthropocentric environmental ethic approach 
and of the appropriate sustainable development. Thus, some groups of 
locals may challenge the state and the private enterprises holding them 
responsible for the occuring environmental damage.  

At legal level of the current europeanization, a reorganisation of the 
rules of the political game is necessary. Legal directives, cultural 
principles, and national interests have to be co-ordinated and a not so 
much technocentric and anthropocentric approach seems essential. There 
is a necessity of balancing national, sub-national and sectoral interests and 
of choosing the right instruments to stimulate genuine changes in human 
behaviour, making them fully aware of their actions’ immediate impacts 
on environment, but also on their well-being and their survival on earth. 
Yet, the EU has a significant role in shaping sustainable development 
within a more non-anthropocentric and respectful to the intrinsic value of 
species and ecosystems framework.   

The intervened actors should move away from the prevailing view 
that tourism growth should continue at all costs. Instead, they should 
consider the adoption of quantity management strategies recognising that 
tourism must operate within a region’s capacity limits, among which the 
sustainability of the endangered species Caretta-caretta and their habitats 
on the islands of Zakynthos and Crete, as reinforced by the EU Habitats 
Directive, must be taken into consideration. (Ioannides, Apostolopoulos 
and Sonmez, 2001).  
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SOCIOLOGY OF TOURISM IN POLAND 
 
 

 Wojciech J. Cynarski1

 
The authors outline the problems which concern Polish sociologists of tourism. In 
the perspective of sociology of tourism they analyze the Works of Polish 
theoreticians and researchers with special attention to the humanistic current of 
research on tourism and travel. From the humanistic and cultural point of view 
arises the question of accepted paradigms, methodology, definitions and 
terminology. From this very perspective the cited concepts and works are 
important for the sociology of tourism or – more generally – for the humanistic 
theory of tourism as well as they are useful for tourist practice. They introduce 
content significant for contemporarily realized multidirectional cultural 
dialogues, for which the catalyst (as well as the effect) is tourism. In the discussed 
exemplary manuscript the proposal of the ‘sociology of tourism’ has been 
formulated in the perspective of general ‘theory of tourism’. Included here critical 
review of this monograph concerns especially the language of terms. 
Interpretation of various dimensions and problems of sociology of tourism has to 
be accompanied by unified terminology, and that has not been realized in the 
discussed book. The basic knowledge about socio-cultural aspects of tourism 
should be followed by the analyses of the phenomenon of tourism in 
multidimensional, socio-cultural context. Unfortunately, systematic approach is 
not yet a common paradigm  (Obodyński and Cynarski, 2003; Obodyński and 
Cynarski, 2004) and the works of Polish scientists is not known well enough.   

  
The University of Rzeszów 

Kazimierz Obodyński 
The University of Rzeszów 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Definition of the subject, its scope and problems 

 
The term 'sociology of tourism' was introduced into the scientific 

circulation in Poland by Ziemilski (1958). In the 70s of the 20th century 
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research on holidays and weekends were conducted. The first monographs 
were published by Krzysztof Przecławski (Tourism and educatin, 1973; 
Sociological problems of tourism, 1979) (Przecławski, 2003: 44-45). 

In sociology of tourism various issues are discussed, concerning 
relations between tourism as a socio-cultural phenomenon and areas and 
their communities – the countries where tourists and organizers of tourist 
services live as well as target places. Both conditioning and social effects 
of tourism are analyzed. Krzysztof Przecławski presents the following 
definition: “Tourism – in sociological understanding – consists of the 
whole of phenomena of space movement connected with voluntary 
temporal change of place in space, change of the life rhythm and 
environment accompanied by making personal contact with the visited 
environment (natural, cultural or social)” (Przecławski, 2003: 44). 

Sociologists investigate tourists and the very phenomenon of tourism. 
Tourism in modern globalized world appears as a privilege or necessity 
for people being in motion, apt to move. Zygmunt Bauman calls them 
tourists and wanderers respectively (Bauman, 2000: 92-120). The former 
are trans-border scientists, sports people or employees of international 
corporations, the latter – people migrating in search for better living 
conditions. In reflection of sociology and political sciences the problems 
of tourism – in its various signs – are interpreted on the basis of emerging 
different theories and in reference to crucial problems of contemporary 
times such as globalization, meeting and dialogue of cultures (of the same 
or different cultural circles) (Shaw and Williams, 1996; Cynarski, 2002; 
Cynarski, 2003; Tokarski, 2004), problems of multiculturality (Cynarski 
and Obodyński, 2005 a), economic social inequalities (MacCannell, 1976; 
Urry, 1996; Bauman, 2000), etc. 

 
 

HUMANIST APPROACH IN RESEARCH 
 
The sociologist reflection on the issue of travel and the traveler may 

be realized in various ways with various distribution of emphasis or 
depending on accepted theoretical perspective. The traveler or wanderer is 
most often shown in the perspective of sociology of culture or cultural 
anthropology. The theoretical basis for the analyses of the phenomenon of 
travel can be e.g. ‘the anthropology of the route’ (Wieczorkiewicz, 1996 
a; 1996 b). With the use of similar semiotic instrumentation e.g. the 
travels of contemporary warriors studying Far-Eastern martial arts 
(Cynarski, Obodyński and Litwiniuk, 2004; Cynarski and Obodyński, 
2004 a) are discussed. In a way the anthropology of tourism by Turos 
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(2003) is the anthropology of travel.  
For a few years an approach called a humanist theory of tourism 

(Cynarski and Obodyński, 2004 b) has been developing. This approach 
includes the works of Zbigniew Krawczyk’s (Krawczyk et al. 2005), 
Marek Kazimierczak’s (Kazimierczak, 2004) teams as well as those of 
such researchers as Turos, Podemski, Ożdziński or Cynarski.  

Krawczyk defines axiological basis for tourism (Krawczyk, 2002) 
relating its establishment and development to the sphere of values of the 
Western culture. He describes various attitudes of tourists towards the 
nature and ecology (Krawczyk, 2004 b). He presents tourism and 
recreation as an element of the 21st century man’s lifestyle, especially in 
case of the young people (Krawczyk, 2004 a) as well as in relation to the 
patterns of activity and the forms of spending free time. He also analyzes 
contemporary tendencies in the development of tourism. He distinguishes 
the following types of world tourism: 1) cognitive-educational tourism; 
2) religious-pilgrimage; 3) escapist; 4) health-recreational; 5) sport; 
6) congress; 7) professional tourism (Krawczyk, 2005). 

Kazimierczak concentrates on the issues of tourism ethics, which is 
close to the humanist approach in sociology. From the axiological point 
of view and from the perspective of philosophical anthropology the 
reflections on tourism by Jerzy Kosiewicz and, quoted above, Anna 
Wieczorkiewicz are valuable. Kosiewicz (2004: 383-453) indicates, 
among others, crucial anthropological, sacral and educational functions of 
tourism and recreation. One of very interesting attempts of indicating 
theoretical framework for tourism is the proposal of introducing 
anthropology of tourism suggested by Lucjan Turos in his book with the 
same title (Turos, 2003). Here the perspective is the borderline of cultural 
anthropology and theory (various concepts) of education. 

Also Podemski (2004 a; 2004 b) accepts cultural perspective 
resulting from the humanist paradigm of sociology. References to cultural 
(social) anthropology appears in the quoted thoughts of C. Lévi-Strauss 
and definitions of J. Clifford. The latter gives, following P.L. Pearce, 15 
categories of roles connected with pilgrimage. Those are in particular 1) 
tourist – [the one who] takes photos, buys souvenirs, visits famous places 
does not understand local people; 2) traveler – he stays in one place for a 
short time, experiments with local food, visits famous places on his own. 
Such a convention seems easy to classify but Podemski does not do so 
(Podemski 2004 a: 92-93)2

                                                           
2 Only in conclusions on page 318 he writes: „There is no such thing as 
the social role of the traveler.”  

. Also n elation to Bauman’s criticism of 
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commercialized ‘post-tourism’ and post-modern metaphors Podemski 
preserves distance limiting himself to neutral (without assessing and 
evaluating) description of quoted concepts. He proves that the post-
modern thesis “we are all tourists” is not true – the empirical experience 
of tourism gives the picture of the minority of richer societies which do 
tourism in an active way. 

Podemski concentrates on the term and phenomenon of travel which 
he thinks is essentially different from tourism. Both people and cultures 
travel. The author of The sociology of travel assumes, following Clifford, 
that generally travel is connected with space mobility of a human and 
with the change of environment where he has stayed so far. In the 
theoretical considerations about travel and traveler we find here 1) the 
notion of an ‘alien’ (G. Simmel, A. Schutz, F. Znaniecki, T. Todorov, E. 
Cohen), 2) interpretation of travel as a form of cultural contact (from 
Tylor to G. Hofstede), 3) associations with colonialism – ‘the invasion of 
metropolis inhabitants to suburbs’ and 4) the perspective of a ritual and 
sacrum. The description of the area of research which Podemski calls the 
semiotics of travel is interesting. Podemski (2004 a: 9) defines tourism as 
a journey being a service, sales product and consumption goods. He also 
gives a more general understanding of tourism as ‘the action of 
sightseeing’. Unfortunately none of these explanations does not take 
active forms of tourism into account – climbing, cycling, horse riding or 
hiking one – and from the point of view of the physical culture sciences it 
is difficult to accept. Associating tourism with sightseeing and 
consumption results in the fact that in this scope crucial since 17th century 
(Grand Tour) (Prahl, 2002: 234-247) educational and self-realizational 
dimensions of tourism are neglected (McIntosh and Goeldner, 1990; 
Turos, 2003). Those dimensions are essential for the humanist perspective 
of the theory of tourism (or the tourism sciences). 

Podemski researches the travel activity of Poles analyzing tourist 
activity, directions of travel, aims, forms of organization of trips abroad 
and statistical data. He takes into consideration the specific for Poland 
‘pendulum’ tourism for work. He also discusses the issue of travel as a 
form of intercivilizational contact and intercultural dialogue. He 
describes the experience of ‘strangeness’ and caused by it various 
strategies of reaction: an attempt of getting used to this strangeness, 
rejecting it or ignoring. Cultural dialogue takes place in the spheres of 
sensual perception, understanding and evaluating. Podemski refers to the 
works of a researcher on the cultural dialogues, indologist and eliadist 
Tokarski (1984; 2004). 

It is worth to look at tourism and scientific reflection on tourism from 
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the systematic point of view (Chudoba, 1998; Obodyński and Cynarski, 
2004), taking – as Eliade taught – the sacral dimension of human activity 
into consideration. While ‘looking for identity’ it is worth to refer to the 
concept of homo viator (the man – traveler, wanderer) by G. Marcel and 
to the Taoist philosophy of the Way or also to its Far-Eastern derivatives. 
While the phenomenon of ‘pilgrimage tourism’ has been quite widely 
described (Bergier and Żbikowski, 2003; Rut J., Rut P. and Cynarski, 
2003), the concept of ‘esoteric tourism’ appears t be extremely 
interesting. Ożdziński introduces this quite wide category of a journey 
motivated by the need for inner (spiritual) development of the tourist. It 
may be connected with described by Kosiewicz (2004: 392) escapism, 
thus the will to escape from routine, convention, mediocrity, breaking the 
ties as well as with a form of holistic psychophysical therapy.  

Cynarski, according to the paradigm of holistic (systematic) 
approach, refers his theoretical considerations in the field of tourism 
sociology to cultural anthropology (Cynarski, 2005 b), sociology of spare 
time (MacCanell, 1976; Prahl, 2002; Cynarski, 2005 a) as well as the 
theory of dialogue between cultures (Cynarski, 2002; Cynarski and 
Obodyński, 2005 b). He describes journeys of sports people practicing the 
Far-Eastern martial arts and combat sports as well as he discusses 
problems placing themselves on the borderline of relations between 
tourism and recreation (active tourism, horse recreation, sports camps). 

 
 

REVIEW OF A SELECTED HANDBOOK 
 
In this perspective it is worth considering the contents of one of the 

handbooks on tourism sociology. Jerzy Suprewicz makes an attempt at 
synthesis of ‘the theoretical perspective of tourism’. He does it mostly in 
sociological perspective referring explicite to the works of Krzysztof 
Przecławski (1996; 2003). At the same time in several places Suprewicz 
(2005: 57, 65) defines the term ‘tourism’ as superior to a term ‘touristics’ 
(here ‘touristics’ = what is generally understood as tourism). It is 
supposed to be ‘a mixture of theoretical, economic, statistical, legal, 
cultural and social issues connected with widely understood tourist 
movement’, but only historical analyses of this movement and its 
macroeconomic implications exceed the range of the defined term. In 
another place Suprewicz explains that his term ‘tourism’ presents the 
phenomenon in a multidimensional socio-cultural context and in this way 
it is particularly useful for a sociologist as justified both theoretically and 
practically.  
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In the contents of the book we fined 8 thematic chapters: 1) – devoted 
to basic sociological categories; 2) – discussing sociology of tourism; 3) – 
presenting tourist movement as a sociological phenomenon; 4) – on 
tourist enterprise; 5) – about the analysis of the social picture of tourist 
regions and places; 6) – on the issue of tourists’ community; 7) about the 
socio-cultural influence of tourism; 8) – concerning professional 
qualifications in the tourist industry. 

Both the promising introduction and reaching for wide socio-cultural 
interpreting perspective for tourism being in accordance with systematic 
paradigm are confirmed by the contents of the book only partially. An 
ambitious task of explaining many significant for the sociology of tourism 
and (or) tourism itself issues was not quite successful due to certain 
defects and errors. The basic defect is lack of coherence of stated theses. 
However, perhaps ambivalence of evaluation of the same social facts 
results from deliberate drawing the reader’s attention to ambiguity of 
implications of socio-cultural phenomena accompanying tourism. 

In the Introduction we read that the negative result of 
transformational processes ‘is commercialization (being in accordance 
with the economic calculus) of culture, education, health service as well 
as tourism and recreation’ (Suprewicz, 2005: 9). But on page 260 we find 
a statement about advised commercialization which will allow to develop 
tourist movement. Thus, perhaps it would be a good idea to distinguish 
the processes of professionalization and commercialization from 
pathological extreme commercialization. 

In the book we do not find crucial and important watchwords such as 
‘globalization’ and ‘tourist risks’. It is lacking in reference to 1) related 
subfield of the sociology of physical culture; 2) wider discussion on the 
relations between tourism and ecology (Suprewicz, 2005: 243-244); 3) 
sociology of spare time and recreation. Losing this wider perspective and 
reference to the problems of spare time resulted I such errors as 
identifying mass culture with the culture of spare time. However, it is not 
necessary to describe the institution of the family and the typology of 
married couples (Suprewicz, 2005: 21-23). Unless, of course, one wants 
to repeat B. Malinowski’s method of participating observance and live 
among the savage tribes. 

Perhaps the author should not discuss issues which are marginal in 
relation to the main subject of the work. In general there is more here 
about ‘tourist products’ and less about tourist values – the cultural and 
natural ones. The economic language does not justify giving up precision 
of the statement ad abandoning basic terms accepted on the ground of 
sociology. The children and the youth do not constitute an ‘age group’ 
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(Suprewicz, 2005: 235) but they may be ‘statistical’, ‘social’ or 
‘sociological categories’ due to age (see: Sztompka, 2002: 197). 

Suprewicz gives the typology of tourism according to the variable of 
the (main) aim of travel. He distinguishes: relaxing, cognitive, health, 
religious, congress and studying (?) tourism (Suprewicz, 2005: 184). 
Unfortunately, other parts of the book lack in terminological coherence 
with suggested in this way typology. We find here, e.g., the term 
‘religious-pilgrimage tourism’. However, it is worth distinguishing 
various forms of this kind of tourism due to dominating religious goals 
and cognitive aspects (compare: Bergier and Żbikowski, 2003). In the 
glossary we also find the term ‘pilgrim’s tourism‘which is identified with 
religious and pilgrimage tourism.         

The sociologist from Lublin introduces quite light-heartedly other 
terms such as 'congress-business tourism' (Suprewicz, 2005: 229). Yet in 
another place the doubtful term of 'business touism' appears, which is 
supposed to include congress, trade and motivating tourism (Suprewicz, 
2005: 146). Is it justified to include participation in a scientific conference 
abroad (as a sign of congress tourism) into business tourism? 

Taking into account educational and self-realisational motivation 
(Suprewicz, 2005: 120) is missing here and it applies to tourist journeys 
sensu largo. Although Suprewicz mentions Lucjan Turos as a researcher 
who combines tourism with education and cultural anthropology but he 
does not pay much attention to those problems. Nevertheless he creates 
new classifications and typologies. From chart 11 (Suprewicz, 2005: 121) 
one may conclude that 'ecotourism' is  ot the same as 'ecological tourism', 
and e.g. 'walking tourism' as well as horse tourism do not belong to 'active 
tourism'. From the glossary we find out that 'agrotourism is synonimous 
to 'country tourism' and with this statement not all theoreticians would 
agree. 

There are other more specific errors as not taking Hungary into 
account while describing the territory of Carpathian Euroregion 
(Suprewicz, 2005: 220). In the reference section there are selected works 
published up to 2003. In German and English titles numerous mistakes 
appeared. Moreover, in some of quoted in appendices tables dates are 
missing (appendices 9, 25, 27) or it is not clear which year they concern 
(appendix 7). 

For the sake of a full picture one should pay attention to more 
interesting parts of the book as e.g. 'Hypothetical model of tourism in 21st 
century' (Suprewicz, 2005: 251-252). Tourism is supposed to fulfill two 
functions in particular - educational and recreational one. Suprewicz also 
writes about great 'economic, social, political, cultural and educational' 
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benefits of tourism development, however these are well-known facts. A 
suggestion of attempting at the ideal of 'tourism for all' is interesting 
though not very insightful. The author writes about his  book that 'it is a 
first attempt at gathering thoughts referring to tourism on the ground of 
Polish sociological science (...) [and it is] an attempt at presenting 
mechanisms allowing to manage tourism effectively and diagnose it 
correctly' (Suprewicz, 2005: 264). As it has been indicated above wide 
multithread and multidimensional approach to the presented issue is 
valuable. The book contains quite wide basic knowledge while 
developing formulated by Przecławski and others topics constitutive for 
sociology of tourism. 

Perhaps it was planned as a handbook for students or even as an 
attempt at a monograph on the subject. However, indicated terminological 
inconsequence and incoherence of the statement in the sphere of crucial 
issues significantly lower the value of the book. 

 
 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
From the humanist and culturological perspective the problem of 

accepted paradigms, methodology, definitions and language of 
terminology results. They constitute the theoretical context of description, 
critical analysis and interpretation. From this perspective quoted concepts 
are important for the sociology of tourism or in general for the humanist 
theory of tourism as well as they are useful for tourist practice. They 
introduce significant ideas for contemporarily realized in a 
multidirectional manner cultural dialogues, for which the catalyst (as well 
as the effect) is tourism. 

In the discussed book the proposal of 'tourism sociology' has been 
formulated in the perspective of general 'theory of tourism'. Presented 
here critical review of this monograph concerns particularly the language 
of terminology. Interpretation of numerous dimensions and issues of 
tourism sociology must be accompanied by terminological consequence 
and that has not been fully realized in the book under discussion. Apart 
from the basic knowledge about socio-cultural aspects of tourism there 
should also be included analyses of the phenomenon of tourism in 
multidimensional socio-cultural context. It is a pit that the systematic 
approach is not yet a generally perceived paradigm and the works of 
Polish scientists are not known in Poland.     
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ISLANDS AND DESTINATION IMAGE:  
THE CASE OF IOS 
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This study was conducted to identify the image of Ios as a tourist destination as 
perceived by the visitors, in order to contribute to the formation of an effective 
marketing plan. The strengths and weaknesses of the image of Ios were measured 
and presented, accompanied with a number of recommendations. The findings 
revealed that Ios has a very strong destination image as a party island, with the 
majority of the visitors being international young students coming to enjoy the 
relaxing atmosphere and the party mood of the island. As a result, Ios needs to 
strengthen its image compared to other islands or destinations which offer the 
same product, by promoting its competitive advantages, such as; the nightlife, the 
relatively low prices, the relaxing atmosphere and the friendliness of the locals.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

‘Islands have become one of the most attractive destinations for 
tourists’ (Lockhart, 1997, p.3). But what makes islands so attractive? 
According to Conlin and Baum (1995) the physical and climatic 
characteristics of islands, combined with the less tangible elements of 
‘island-ness’ such as insularity, distance and tradition, create a particular 
allure to ever-increasing numbers of tourists. Baum argues that islands, 
whether tropical or cold-water provide an opportunity to escape (Baum, 
1997). Nevertheless, islands commonly face a number of structural 
handicaps arising from their isolated and peripheral location (Manologlou 
et al, 2004), and their smallness in terms of population and area 
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(Ioannides et al., 2001; Connell, 1988; Royle, 1989, 1997). In the 
literature emphasis tends to be on islands of a particular size, whereas, 
smaller islands have received less attention (Wong, 1997; Briguglio et al, 
1996). According to Treloar and Hall (2005, p.165 as cited in Cooper and 
Hall, 2005): 

‘The islands of the Pacific…often conjure up the image of swaying 
tropical palm trees, white sand beaches, warm crystal-clear waters. This 
stereotypical image of ‘paradise’ has been consistently portrayed for 
more than two hundred years’.   

Similarly, the Mediterranean islands have also created an image of 
‘sea, sun and sand destinations’. According to Ioannides et al. (2001, 
p.11) ‘the coastal orientation of tourism development on many 
Mediterranean islands has reinforced their images as mass tourist 
destinations catering to sun-seeking package holidaymakers’. But are 
there perhaps other characteristics too that could form the destination 
image of islands differentiating one from another? 

The purpose of this paper is to attempt to form the most suitable 
destination image for a small Greek island, Ios. Ios is an island of 1,800 
residents and belongs to the Cyclades, attracting approximately 150.000 
visitors per season, even though it is not a mass tourism destination; most 
tourists travel individually, or in small groups of friends. The main reason 
for not developing mass tourism is the absence of an airport on the island. 
Loukissas in his study (1982) characterised Ios as having a small island 
community with high tourist density. In recent years Ios has become an 
extremely popular destination for young people from all over the world, 
who come to Ios to enjoy the beautiful beaches and the frenzied nightlife.  

 
DESTINATION IMAGE 
 

The concept of destination image has been identified as a critical 
subject in the tourism literature (Chon 1990; Echtner and Ritchie, 1991; 
Gallarza et al., 2002; Buhalis, 2000; Gartner, 1996; Laws et al, 2002). 
Many authors tried to define the term ‘destination image’ in the past 
(Crompton, 1979; Hunt, 1975; Lawson and Baud, 1977; Dichter, 1985; 
Echtner and Ritchie, 1991; Milman and Pizam, 1995), however, Echtner 
and Ritchie (1991) note that many of the definitions used in previous 
studies are quite vague. Along with Bignon et al (1998) image has many 
definitions depending on the researcher. Crompton, for instance (1979) 
defines it as ‘the sum of beliefs, ideas and impressions that a person has 
of a destination’, while Hunt (1975) as ‘perceptions held by potential 
tourists about an area’. Furthermore, Milman and Pizam (1995, p.21) 
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describe destination image as ‘the visual or mental impression of a place 
or a product experienced by the general public’. Echtner and Ritchie 
(1991) propose that ‘image is not only the individual traits or qualities but 
also the total impression an entity makes on the minds of others’.       

In general, the term ‘image’ refers to a compilation of beliefs, and 
impressions based on information processing from a variety of sources 
over time, resulting in an internal accepted mental construct (Assael, 
1992; Crompton, 1979; Gartner, 1993). The majority of the scholars 
describe destination image as a total of impressions, beliefs, prejudices, 
ideas, expectations, and feelings accumulated towards a place over time. 

 
Why is it important to measure ‘destination image’? 
 

Images are of paramount importance because they transpose 
representation of an area into the potential tourist’s mind and give him a 
pre-taste of the destination (Hunt, 1975). As the decision maker acts upon 
his image, beliefs, and perceptions of the destination, rather than his 
objective reality of it (Hunt, 1975) tourist destination images become 
important because they influence both the decision-making behaviour of 
potential tourists (Mayo, 1973; Crompton, 1979) and the levels of 
satisfaction regarding the tourist experience (Chon, 1992; Stabler, 1988; 
Echtner and Ritchie, 1993). Destination image is therefore important for 
organising a successful marketing strategy. According to Selby and 
Morgan (1996, p.288) ‘understanding the differing images that visitors 
and non-visitors have of a destination is invaluable, enabling the salient 
attributes of the naïve image and the re-evaluated image to be 
incorporated into tourism marketing planning’. 
 
The components of ‘destination image’  
 

One of the most famous descriptions is that of Gunn (1972), who 
states that destination image consists of two components- the organic and 
the induced. By the organic image of a destination he meant the totality of 
what a person already knows or perceives about the destination through 
newspapers, radio, television, documentaries, periodicals and books, 
whereas, the induced image is the result of promotion of a particular place 
as a tourist destination: paid advertising, publicity, public relations and 
incentives (Gunn, 1997). After Gunn, Mayo (1975) suggested three basic 
dimensions of images: scenery, congestion and climate, and Goodrich 
(1978) similarly to Phelps (1986), suggested two dimensions: primary and 
secondary. Based on the theory of Gunn, Fakeye and Crompton (1991) 
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added another component to the concept of destination image, which they 
called the complex image and is formed when a tourist has a direct 
experience with the destination. Whereas organic, induced and complex 
images evolve separately, from one another, a primary image can exist in 
any of the other three dimensions since it comes in existence when a 
destination is selected as a possible choice (Lubbe, 1998). The 
relationship between the two components of image (organic and induced), 
has also been examined by Gartner (1993) according to whom the 
destination image is formed by three distinctly different but hierarchically 
interrelated components: cognitive, affective and conative, a theory which 
was also adapted by Dann (1996).  

Only a few studies have attempted to understand the more difficult 
psychological characteristics of destination image, such as the atmosphere 
or romance of the setting. In their study, Echtner and Ritchie (1991) 
suggest that image consists of three dimensions, which were also applied 
in the current study: attribute/holistic, functional/psychological and 
common/unique. Common functional attributes are these by which most 
destinations can be compared (e.g. price, climate). Unique functional 
attributes consists of the symbols and special events that form part of the 
destination image (e.g. Big Ben in London, Eiffel Tower in Paris). 
Common psychological attributes refer to the friendliness of the locals or 
beauty of the landscape, whereas unique psychological include feelings 
associated with places of religious pilgrimage or some historic event. 
Similarly to this approach, Milman and Pizam (1995) suggest three 
components: the product (e.g. quality of attraction), the behaviour and 
attitude (e.g. of the destination hosts) and the environment (e.g. climate, 
scenery).   

 
The formation of ‘destination image’ 

 
Apart from the components of the destination image, many scholars 

of tourism aimed to investigate the formation of the destination image and 
the conceptualisation of a general framework. As Mackay and Fesenmaier 
(1997) and Baloglou and McCleary (1999) argue, there has been few 
empirical studies analyzing the factors that influence the formation and 
structure of an individual’s image about a destination. 

Gunn (1972) first tried to understand the influence of the various 
sources of information and their role in destination image formation; in 
his study he suggested that the modification of the destination image takes 
place in seven stages. These seven stages that Gunn suggests are: 1) the 
accumulation of mental images about the vacation experience; 2) 
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modification of those images by further information; 3) the decision to 
take a vacation trip; 4) travel to the destination; 5) participation at the 
destination; 6) return travel; and 7) new accumulation of images based on 
the experience. Stage theory implies that the image that potential visitors, 
non visitors and return visitors have, will differ (Gunn, 1972). Several 
studies supported the theory, and especially the fact that images held by 
returned visitors are more realistic, complex and differentiated (Pearce, 
1982; Chon, 1992). 

According to Chon (1991) the construction of primary images is 
based on ‘push’ and ‘pull’ factors associated with the destination (Figure 
1). More precisely, Chon (1989) relates Maslow’s hierarchy of needs with 
‘push’ factors, while ‘pull’ factors are described as the attractiveness of a 
region and its various elements. The ‘pull factors’ fall into three 
categories: 1) static factors, which include the natural landscape, the 
climate, historical and cultural attractions; 2) the dynamic factors, which 
include accommodation, catering, entertainment, access, political 
conditions and trends in tourism; and 3) current decision factors, which 
include the marketing of the region and prices in the destination, as well 
as in the country of the origin (Witt and Moutinho, 1995). Although Chon 
refers to the co-existence of the ‘push’ and ‘pull’ factors in the 
construction of a primary image, he does not state that specific ‘push’ 
factors are linked with specific ‘pull’ factors, or that an organic, induced 
or complex image must be present before a primary image can be 
constructed, and thus it remains a complex set of associations which is not 
easily explained (Lubbe, 1998).  

Moreover, Stabler (1988) divides the factors influencing the 
formation of destination image into supply and demand factors. As shown 
in Figure 2, transmission of information from supply through the 
marketing of tourism and the media, previous experiences and opinions of 
other consumers, combined with motivations and socio-economic 
characteristics form perceptions: the images of tourism and tourist 
destinations (Stabler 1988). In comparison to Gunn’s theory the demand 
factors roughly correspond with Gunn’s organic image formation, 
whereas the supply factors with induced image formation.  

Another approach is the one from Gartner (1993, pp.197-205) who 
argues that images are formed throughout a continuum of eight stages, 
which act independently to form one single image in the mind of the 
individual. He classifies the different agents as a) overt induced I b) overt 
induced II c) covert induced I d) covert induced II e) autonomous, f) 
unsolicited organic g) solicited organic and h) organic. His theory is 
presented in Figure 3. 
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Figure 1. The construction of a primary image 

Source: Lubbe 1998 
 

Figure 2. Factors influencing the formation of consumer’s tourist 
image 

 

 
Source: Stabler, 1988 
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Gartner (1993) also summarised some key characteristics of 

destination image: 
1. The larger the entity, the more slowly images change 
2. Induced image formation attempts must be focused and long 

term 
3. The smaller the entity in relation to the whole, the less of a 

chance to develop an independent image; and 
4. Effective image change depends on an assessment of presently 

held tourism images 
In addition, according to Font (1996, p.124) three main factors will 

influence the creation of an image in the public’s mind: 1) the previous 
knowledge that the individual holds and the information deliberately 
directed by advertising and promotion of the destination, 2) the 
combination of the communication effort plus the portrait of that 
destination in the press and 3) the previous experience of the prospective 
visitor will create the basis for the tourist understanding of the 
destination. 

Furthermore, Baloglou and McCleary (1999) after reviewing the 
relevant academic literature concluded that image is mainly formed from 
stimulus factors and personal factors. Stimulus factors (Baloglou and 
McCleary 1999) or information sources or image forming agents (Gartner 
1993) are the forces which influence the forming of perceptions and 
evaluations. They refer to the amount and diverse nature of information 
sources to which individuals are exposed, including destination 
information acquired as a result of having visited the place (Beerli and 
Martin 2004). Personal factors or internal factors refer to socio-
demographic characteristics of the individuals (gender, age, level of 
education, place of residence, social class, etc.) as well as those of a 
psychological nature (motivations, values, personality). In this way 
individuals build their own mental picture of the place, which in turn 
produces their own, personal perceived images (Ashworth and Voogd 
1990, Gartner 1993). These personal factors affect one’s cognitive 
organisation of perceptions, thus also influencing the perception of the 
environment and the resulting image (Beerli, Martin, 2004). 

Finally, Beerli and Martin (2004) developed a model to conceptualize 
the formation of the destination image. According to their study that 
differentiates between first time and repeat visitors, information sources 
and personal factors influence the creation of an overall image. Their 
model is presented in Figure 4. 
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Figure 3. Image formation agents (Source: Gartner 1993) 
 

Source: Gartner 1993 
 

Figure 4. Model of the formation of destination image 
 

Image change agent                         Credibility            Market                   Destination 
                                                                                         Penetration             Cost 
 
Overt Induced I                                   Low                   High                         High 
Traditional forms of                               
Advertising (e.g. Brochures, 
T.V., Radio, Print, Billboards, etc.) 
 
Overt Induced II                                 Medium             Medium                    Indirect 
Information received from 
Tour operators, wholesalers 
 
Covert Induced I      Low/ Medium    High                          High 
Second party endorsement 
Of products via traditional  
Forms of advertising 
 
Covert Induced II     Medium             Medium                    Medium 
Second party endorsement 
Through apparently unbiased 
Reports (e.g. Newspaper,  
Travel Section articles) 
 
Autonomous                                       High                   Medium/High          Indirect 
News and Popular culture: 
Documentaries, reports news 
Stories, movies, television 
Programs 
 
Unsolicited Organic     Medium             Low                           Indirect 
Unsolicited information received 
Rom friends and relatives 
 
Solicited Organic     High   Low        Indirect 
Solicited information received 
From friends and relatives 
 
Organic       High    ---                      Indirect 
Actual Visitation 
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Source: Beerli and Martin 2004  
 
Measurement of ‘destination image’ 

 
After a review of the techniques that have been used in the academic 

literature to measure destination image, there seem to be two main 
approaches: structured (scale format) (Haahti and Yavas, 1983; Gartner, 
1989; Baloglou and Brinberg, 1997) and unstructured (open-ended 
questionnaires, repertory grid analysis) methodologies (Embacher and 
Buttle, 1989; Reilly 1990; Walmsley and Jenkins 1993; Dann 1996; 
Driscoll et al, 1994). Echtner and Ritchie (1993) suggested a combination 
of both structured and unstructured methods in order to capture the 
complex assessment of the destination image. That is a set of scales to 
measure the common attribute-based components of destination image, 
along both functional and psychological dimensions, and a series of open-
ended questions to capture the holistic components of destination image 
along both functional and psychological dimensions, as well as the 
presence of distinctive or unique features or auras (O’Leary and Deegan 
2003). Their method was also adopted from other researchers (Choi et al., 
1999; Murphy 1999; Chen and Hsu 2000; O’Leary and Deegan 2003). 
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STUDY METHODOLOGY 
 
Data for this study was collected through a questionnaire survey 

amongst visitors of Ios.  Both English and Greek questionnaires were 
designed in order to guarantee that all of the respondents understood the 
questions and responded properly. In order to collect quantitative and 
qualitative data, both closed ended and open-ended questions were 
applied, like in the study of Echtner and Ritchie (1993). More precisely, 
aiming to investigate destination image, the list of attributes composed by 
Echtner and Ritchie (1993) have been used. However, since these 
attributes are designed for general destination image measurement, some 
attributes were excluded from the list. The first part of the questionnaire 
aimed to explore the image of Ios as a tourist destination, and thus asked 
respondents to choose from a list, the attributes that better described the 
island. In addition three open-ended questions were provided, aiming to 
capture the holistic and unique images of Ios. The second part collected 
demographic information on visitors such as gender, education, marital 
status.  

The survey was conducted in the summer of 2006 on Ios.  The 
sample contained information from 144 tourists, who were approached at 
the port before departure, in order to make sure that they would be 
eligible to respond the questionnaire. Finally, in order to accomplish a 
correct data analysis, the Reliability of the scales was examined. In the 
current study Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient was found 0.757 which is a 
satisfactory level of reliability. 

 
 

STUDY FINDINGS 
 
The sample consisted of almost equally male (48 per cent) and 

female (52 per cent) tourists, mainly students (71 per cent) aged till 35 
years old (98 per cent). The majority of them were singles (91 per cent), 
well-educated (75 per cent) with a medium income (51 per cent) coming 
from all over the world and travelling independently (86 per cent). 85 per 
cent were visiting the island for the first time and their main purpose was 
holidays (89 per cent). Tourists participated in the survey were mainly 
influenced from their friends and families (65 responses), secondly from 
travel guides and brochures (37 responses), and finally from travel agents 
and the internet (34 responses each).  
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Image of IOS 
 
A list of 32 attributes in combination with three open questions, were 

used to measure the image of Ios as a tourist destination. A 5 point scale 
was used to describe the closest feeling of the responders to each 
attribute: 1 represented the closest answer to the positive aspect and 5 the 
closest aspect to the negative aspect. The responses (in percentages) are 
presented in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. The attributes and the responses in percentages 

 
 %  

1 2 3 4 5 

Attractive scenery 28 45.5 18.9 7 0.7 Unattractive scenery 

Very pleasant weather 72.2 18.1 6.3 2.8 0.7 Very unpleasant weather 

Interesting historic 

sites 

5 7.9 37.1 33.6 16.4 Uninteresting historic 

sites 

Exciting nightlife 66.7 27.8 4.2 0.7 0.7 Boring nightlife 

Nice Beaches 53..

5 

37..

5 

5.6 3.5 0 Not nice beaches 

Wide range of sport 

activities 

12.7 35.2 40.1 9.2 2.8 Small range of sport 

activities 

Interesting 

events/festivals 

3.5 19.1 39 28.4 9.9 Uninteresting 

events/festivals 

Great variety of 

restaurants 

15.3 35.4 25.7 17.4 6.3 Small variety of 

restaurants 

Rich shopping  

facilities 

3.5 17.4 42.4 26.4 10.4 Poor shopping  facilities 

Quality 

accommodation 

17.5 27.3 43.4 9.1 2.8 Not quality 

accommodation 

Good information 

facilities 

10.4 36.8 36.8 12.5 3.5 Not good information 

facilities 

Attractive architectural 

sites 

7.7 16.9 34.5 32.4 8.5 Unattractive 

architectural sites 

Efficient transportation 41.7 30.6 18.1 6.9 2.8 Inefficient transportation 
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system system 

Low price level 14.6 41.7 22.9 18.8 2.1 High price level 

Local people are 

friendly  

31.3 48.6 11.1 6.3 2.8 Local people are not 

friendly 

Spacious 2.1 30.6 36.8 24.3 6.3 Crowded 

Rural 8.3 32.6 47.9 8.3 2.8 Urban 

Developed 4.9 34.7 46.5 13.2 0.7 Undeveloped 

Easily accessible 13.3 46.9 23.8 11.2 4.9 Isolated 

Clean 12.5 45.1 25.7 15.3 1.4 Dirty 

Easy to communicate 

with locals 

34.3 41.3 14.7 6.3 3.5 Difficult to communicate 

with locals 

Unique cuisine/drinks 4.2 36.8 31.9 18.8 8.3 Common cuisine/drinks 

Unique 

customs/culture 

5.6 19.4 43.1 19.4 12.5 Common 

customs/culture 

Adventurous island 14.8 39.4 22.5 18.3 4.9 Not adventurous island 

Relaxing 34.7 34 18.8 7.6 4.9 Stressful 

Not commercialised 5 13.5 34 27 20.6 Commercialised 

Excellent reputation 16..

2 

45.8 29.6 7.7 0.7 Poor reputation 

Safe 20.8 51.4 18.8 7.6 1.4 Unsafe 

Exotic 3.5 31.5 42 19.6 3.5 Familiar 

Adult oriented 50.7 25 21.5 1.4 1.4 Family oriented 

Excellent quality of 

service 

6.3 36.4 49 8.4 0 Poor  quality of service 

 

In addition, in order to analyse the destination image scale, the 
following means and standard deviations of all items were calculated, as 
well as the percentage of loyalty and are presented in Table 2. Note that 
the closer the mean value to 1, the more positive the image about the 
specific attribute. 

 As can be extracted from Table 2, the vast majority (90 per cent) of 
the tourists view Ios as the ideal place for party (exciting nightlife) (1.40), 
with a very pleasant weather (1.41) and nice beaches (1.59). According to 
the 76 per cent of the respondents, Ios has been perceived as a place 
clearly for adults (1.77), where local people seem to be an advantage of 
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the island since 80 per cent of the tourists perceived them as friendly 
(2.00) and easy to communicate with (2.07). Contrary, around 80 per cent 
believe that Ios does not have interesting historic sites (3.55), rich 
shopping facilities (3.22), interesting events and festivals (3.21) or 
attractive architectural sites (3.16). The virtually close to ‘3’ neutral mean 
score in the attribute of culture indicates that Ios is considered of having 
indifferent culture and customs (3.04) as perceived by the 75 per cent of 
the respondents. 

 

Table 2. Mean score, Std Deviation and loyalty of the attributes 
 

   

Mean Standard 

Deviation 

Loyalty 

(1+2) 

% 

Attractive scenery  2.07 0.9 73.4 Unattractive scenery 

Very pleasant weather 1.41 0.78 90..3 Very unpleasant weather 

Interesting historic sites 3.55 1.24 12.1 Uninteresting historic sites 

Exciting nightlife 1.40 0.67 94.4 Boring nightlife 

Nice Beaches 1.59 0.75 91 Not nice beaches 

Wide range of sport 

activities 

2.54 0.92 47..9 Small range of sport 

activities 

Interesting 

events/festivals 

3.21 0.98 22.7 Uninteresting events/festivals 

Great variety of 

restaurants 

2.63 1.12 50.7 Small variety of restaurants 

Rich shopping  facilities 3.22 0.97 20.8 Poor shopping  facilities 

Quality accommodation 2.52 .97 44.8 Not quality accommodation 

Good information 

facilities 

2.61 0.95 47.2 Not good information 

facilities 

Attractive architectural 

sites 

3.16 1.05 24.6 Unattractive architectural 

sites 

Efficient transportation 

system 

1.98 1.06 72.2 Inefficient transportation 

system 

Low price level 2.52 1.02 56.3 High price level 
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Local people are 

friendly  

2.00 0.96 79.9 Local people are not friendly 

Spacious 3.02 0.94 32.6 Crowded 

Rural 2.64 0.85 41 Urban 

Developed 2.70 0.78 39.6 Undeveloped 

Easily accessible 2.47 1.01 60 Isolated 

Clean 2.47 0.94 57.6 Dirty 

Easy to communicate 

with locals 

2.07 1.03 75.7 Difficult to communicate 

with locals 

Unique cuisine/drinks 2.80 0.99 41 Common cuisine/drinks 

Unique customs/culture 3.04 1.02 25 Common customs/culture 

Adventurous island 2.59 1.09 54.2 Not adventurous island 

Relaxing 2.13 1.12 69 Stressful 

Not commercialised 3.44 1.11 18.4 Commercialised 

Excellent reputation 2.53 2.71 61.3 Poor reputation 

Safe 2.17 0.89 72.2 Unsafe 

Exotic 2.88 0.88 35 Familiar 

Adult oriented 1.77 0.92 75.7 Family oriented 

Excellent quality of 

service 

2.59 0.73 42.7 Poor  quality of service 

Mean Functional 2.45 0.43   

Mean Psychological 2.56 0.45   

Overall Mean 2.51 0.40   

 
Next part of the questionnaire consisted of three open ended 

questions that aimed to capture the holistic and unique images of Ios as a 
tourist destination. In order to achieve this, all responses were labelled 
and classified by the author. Respondents were free to give more than one 
responses in each question. Therefore, the analysis of the responses is not 
in percentages, but in frequencies. The first question aimed to capture 
respondents’ overall impressions of Ios.  

The majority of the respondents described Ios as being a party place 
(103), with beautiful beaches (63), warm weather (29), nice sea (24), and 
white-blue houses (29). The second question intended to determine the 
atmosphere and mood that tourists experience during their stay in Ios. 
According to their responses, most of them experienced happiness (49) 
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and a party (49) and relaxing (41) atmosphere, while others considered 
Ios as a friendly (27), exciting (32) and adventurous (15) place. The last 
question was designed in order to find out which attractions are 
considered distinctive or unique on Ios by the tourists. The majority 
perceived bars/clubs (62) as being the most unique tourist attractions on 
the island, followed by Manganari and Mylopotas beach (48), and the 
main village (Chora) which are included in the first three most frequent 
responses. Other important attractions are Homer’s tomb (19), water-
sports (9) and the windmills (7).  

As for the satisfaction level and the intention to recommend the 
island, half of the respondents are extremely likely to recommend the 
island to others. 44 per cent of the sample was ‘very satisfied’ from their 
vacation in Ios and 41 per cent was’ satisfied’, which both together give 
an impressive outcome. Concerning the expectations of the visitors, 63 
per cent found Ios ‘better than their expectations’, and only 9 per cent 
‘expected more’. Finally, almost one third of the respondents found 
exactly what they had expected. 

Having established the overall tourists’ perceptions of Ios as a tourist 
destination, it became apparent that some within group differences in the 
view of tourists might have existed. It was hypothesised, that gender, 
satisfaction level, distance of the home country of the respondents, first 
time and repeat visitors, might make a difference in how tourists view the 
island.    

In fact, repeat visitors see Ios more positively in terms of nightlife, 
low price levels, and consider the place more adventurous than first time 
visitors. On the other hand, first time visitors find the events organised in 
Ios, slightly more interesting than the repeat visitors do. Previous studies 
supported that the greater the distance from the home country, the more 
positive the responder. Similarly, this study found that respondents who 
live far from Greece are more positive towards the weather, the level of 
space, the development, the relaxation and commercialization on the 
island. Regarding the level of satisfaction, the outcomes revealed that 
more satisfied visitors evaluate Ios more positive in terms of nightlife, 
weather, price levels, communication with locals, and consider the island 
as more relaxing, adventurous and less commercialised than less satisfied 
visitors. Finally, regarding the gender of the respondents, males are more 
positive than females towards pleasant weather, exciting nightlife, level of 
development, accessibility, safety and relaxation.  
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
 

Based on the literature review and as could be drawn from the above 
analysis and especially from the hypothesis testing, indeed the influence 
of the supply factors (intensity of visit, previous experience) and of the 
personal factors/demand (vacation experience and satisfaction) on the 
formation of the image of Ios is apparent, since differentiations lied 
between these particular sub-groups. In general, however, Ios has been 
proofed to have a very strong destination image that satisfies its visitors, a 
fact, which explains the thousand kilometres covered by the Australian 
and American visitors to reach the island. The study showed that except 
of the usual characteristics of the Mediterranean islands ‘Sea, Sun, Sand 
Destination’, Ios revealed to obtain some further qualities. Hence, Ios, 
similar to other islands, is perceived to have very pleasant weather, nice 
beaches and relaxing atmosphere. However, its most remarkable 
characteristics have been: 1) its ‘Nightlife’, 2) its being ‘Adult oriented’ 
rather than family oriented, 3) an ‘Adventure island’ and the most 
significant 4) a place where ‘Bars are perceived as the most unique 
attraction’.  As such, Ios could be regarded as a party-island with global 
reputation.  

The retention and moreover the development of the current image is a 
valuable strategy taking into consideration that the market of young 
travellers is big, and the potential travellers are many. However, Ios needs 
to differentiate itself from other islands or destinations which offer the 
same product such as Ibiza in Spain, Agia Anapa in Cyprus and Cancun 
in Mexico. The importance of differentiation in image creation is well 
recognised in the literature. Ios needs to promote its competitive 
advantages such as low accommodation prices for young people and the 
variety of bars available for all tastes of music. Appropriate actions 
should be taken to convert the island into a competitive package holiday 
destination for young people and Ios residents should adjust to this 
tourism policy.  
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BOOK REVIEW1

The implementation of TALC is given in the next section. Chapter 5 
discusses the application of TALC and its relationship to concepts of 
sustainability, in an important diversified tourism destination in the 

 
 
 

The Tourism Area Life Cycle Vol. 1: Applications and 
Modifications 

Richard W. Butler, editor (2006). Channel View Publications, 
Clevedon, England 

 
 

The TALC model is one of the best known theories of destination 
growth and change within the field of tourism studies, while it remains 
one of the most often cited subjects and a contentious area of tourism 
knowledge. The importance that Tourism Area Life Cycle (TALC) model 
has for the study of how destinations and their markets change highly 
correlates the model to the study of tourism development. Although the 
subject is well developed and analyzed the book of The Tourism Area 
Life Cycle (vol. 1 and 2) contributes significantly to the science providing 
a brief review of the foundations and the applications of the model. This 
particular volume consists of five sections each of them is consisted of 
three to five chapters related to the ways that TALC has been applied in 
particular situations and settings. The introductory section provides 
sufficient detail on the background and foundations of the TALC, while 
the rest of the sections applying the TALC in a variety of situations and 
locations, at different scales, and through different approaches. 

The first part of the volume consists of four chapters which focus on 
the introduction of TALC. Chapter 1 is dedicated to the concept of TALC 
providing a reproduction of the original article by Butler. The origins of 
TALC are given in Chapter 2 with an overview of the academic literature 
from which the TALC model has evolved. Chapter 3 categorizes and 
documents a selection of major works related to Butler’s original article. 
It is characterized as a literature ‘survey’ of the application of the TALC 
model. Chapter 4 is dedicated to the application of TALC in specific areas 
such as destination development, policy and strategy formulation, and 
destination management, while it concludes by linking the TALC to 
sustainability.  
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Northeastern USA, the Lancaster County in Pennsylvania. Chapter 6 
investigates the separate life cycles of independent tourist products in an 
area, such as sport tourism or event tourism, and how they affect the life 
cycle of a tourist destination, the province of Quebec in North American 
in particularly. Chapter 7 refers to the application of TALC in China’s 
tourism planning and development. Specifically, it examines the 
revitalization of a tourist destination which faces a deterioration period by 
exploiting new attractions that can increase visitation.   

The importance of the TALC concept becomes even more critical 
when it is about tourist destinations that depend on their heritage 
resources. According to this the third part of the volume is dedicated to 
the application of TALC in heritage settings. Chapter 8 illustrates the 
implementation of the TALC model on national parks by providing a case 
study of the development of the Canadian national park system with 
respect to sustainability concepts. Chapter 9 is using the example of 
Venice, a representative mature heritage tourism destination, in order to 
illustrate the overdevelopment or overuse of a tourist destination. It 
describes the ‘vicious circle’ that a destination can face from the negative 
effects of its tourism development and how TALC can efficiently 
contribute to avoid them. The implementation of TALC in the marketing 
field is given in Chapter 10. The chapter discusses the differences 
between public and private sector in their marketing strategies related to 
heritage sites of a tourist destination or product. 

The level and the nature of political, local and economic involvement 
in the development of an area, as well as the results of this development 
on the political decisions undertaken in return for the area, are discussed 
in the fourth part of the volume. Chapter 11 records the implementation of 
TALC in a small-island Caribbean where was tested the deviation of real 
life from the ‘ideal’ TALC model on an area which had experienced a 
plantation type of initial economic development before its transformation 
to a tourist destination. Chapter 12 is a case study of TALC in Kona, 
Hawai’i Island that investigates the role of local residents and tourists on 
the growth, and its direction, of an area’s tourist development. Chapter 13 
deducts a quantitative, longitudinal research on how residents’ attitudes 
can affect local tourist development in the early stages of TALC. For this 
reason were applied four different models of residents perceptions on 
economic, social and environmental tourist impact on an area, which was 
diversified from natural resources extraction to tourism sector. Chapter 14 
examines the perceptions and attitudes of the residents of Hilton Head, 
South Carolina on the political decisions for tourist development and the 
subsequent influences resulted on the TALC of the destination. Chapter 
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15 is dedicated to a South East Asia area, the Tai hill village. It 
investigates the role of residents in the stage of the transformation and 
development of a new tourist destination while ensuring sustainability. 

The final section deals with the strategies that an area can follow in 
order to avoid the decline of its tourism development and visitation and 
the usefulness of TALC in this direction. Chapter 16 discusses the case of 
Opatija Riviera on the Adriatic Sea of Croatia, an area which had to 
rejuvenate itself several times due to the intervention of three wars. 
Chapter 17 describes the most popular rejuvenation of a mature tourist 
destination, the example of Atlantic City. The area had exploited the 
legalized gambling as a tool of successfully reposition itself in the 
completion of its TALC. Chapter 18 describes the successful process 
repositioning a mature tourist destination with the collaboration of private 
and academic sectors in the Gold Coast of Queensland in Australia.  

The volume concludes with Chapter 19 where TALC is successfully 
integrated with issues of sustainability, ecology and Elvis Presley. The 
chapter shows how empirical observation, experience and theory are 
interwoven. 

This is an interesting book for those interested in tourism 
development, destination life cycle and tourist destination and/or product 
repositioning and rejuvenation. The value of the book, above all, is that it 
gives a comprehensive review of the TALC model, a subject well 
developed but with few completed releases, starting with the reproduction 
of the original article of Butler ‘The Concept of a Tourist Area Cycle of 
Evolution: Implications for Management of Resources’ from The 
Canadian Geographer. In this way the volume increases the availability 
and the access of younger students to the origin of the concept, a fact that 
becomes even more important with the enrichment of the valuable 
comments and discussion of the author. In this manner the book 
constitutes a helpful guide even for those who have just started studying 
or working on destination development and they are somehow unfamiliar 
with the subject. Another advantage of the volume is the short length of 
each chapter, as well as the different areas of TALC that each of them 
treats in an integrated and brief manner. This provides one more benefit 
for the book since each chapter can be read separately from the others, 
while they can also be used as case studies for students. In addition, the 
overview of some of the ways in which TALC has been applied and the 
several theoretical and conceptual developments given by the volume set 
the basis for the future development of the model and make the book even 
more challenging for scholars, students and practitioners. The applications 
and the modifications of TALC model have been the central issues of the 
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current volume. Nevertheless, the volume is good to be read in 
combination with its complementary second volume which deals with the 
conceptual and theoretical issues of the TALC model in the explanation 
of the destination change during its life.  
 
Konstantina Tsiakali 
 
Konstantina Tsiakali (k.tsiakali@chios.aegean.gr) is a Doctoral 
Researcher at the University of the Aegean, Interdepartmental Program of 
Postgraduate Studies in Tourism, 8 Michalon Str., GR-82100, Chios, 
Greece.  
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS 
 
 
CHME Research Conference 2008, Glasgow, Scotland, United 
Kingdom, May 14-16, 2008. Hosted and organised by the Business 
School of the University of Strathclyde. For more information visit 
http://www.strath.ac.uk/htm/chme2008. 
 
6th Asia-Pacific CHRIE Conference and THE-ICE International 
Panel of Experts Forum, “Developing and Delivering Industry-Relevant 
Education and Research”, Perth, Western Australia, May 21-25, 2008. For 
more information visit http://www.apacchrieconference.com. 
 
39th TTRA International Conference, “Freedom to Travel”, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA, June 15-17, 2008. For more 
information contact admin@ttra.com or visit http://www.ttra.com. 
 
ATLAS Annual Conference 2008, “Selling or Telling? Paradoxes in 
Tourism Culture and Heritage”, University of Brighton, United Kingdom, 
July 2-4, 2008. For more information contact Leontine Onderwater at 
leontine.onderwater@atlas-euro.org or visit http://www.atlas-euro.org. 
 
2008 World Conference of the Air Transport Research Society 
(ATRS), Athens, Greece, July 6-10 2008. Co-hosted by the University of 
the Aegean and the Hellenic Aviation Society. For more information visit 
http://www.atrs2008.org. 
 
2008 I-CHRIE Conference, “Welcoming a New Era to 
Hospitality Education”, Atlanta, Georgia, USA, July 30 – August 3, 2008. 
For more information visit http://www.chrie.org. 
 
58th AIEST Conference, “Real Estate Market: Impacts on tourism 
destinations”, Whistler, Canada, September 7-11, 2008. For more 
information contact Zvjezdana Vujkovic at zvjezdana.vujkovic@unisg.ch 
or visit http://www.aiest.org. 
 
2008 Annual Conference of the International Society of Travel and 
Tourism Educators (ISTTE), “The Future Success of Tourism: New 
Directions, Challenges and Opportunities”, Dublin, Ireland, September 30 
to October 2, 2008. For further details please visit the conference website 
at http://www.istte.org. 
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World Leisure Congress, Quebec City, Canada, October 6-10, 2008. For 
more information please visit http://www.worldleisure.org. 
 
26th EuroCHRIE Congress, “Building a Legacy, Living the Dream: 
2020 Vision for Hospitality and Tourism”, Dubai, United Arab Emirates, 
October 11-14, 2008. Hosted and organised by Emirates Academy, 
U.A.E. For more information visit http://wwweurochrie.org or 
http://www.emiratesacademy.edu/eurochrie_dubai_2008/. 
 
ENTER 2009, “Information Technology in Travel & Tourism”, 
Amstradam, The Netherlands, January 2009. For more information visit 
http://www.ifitt.org/enter. 
 
4th International Scientific Conference of the University of the 
Aegean, “Planning for the Future – Learning from the Past: 
Contemporary Developments in Tourism, Travel & Hospitality”, Rhodes 
island, Greece, April 03-05, 2009. Organised by the University of the 
Aegean, Interdepartmental Program of Postgraduate Studies in Tourism 
Planning, Management & Police. For more information please contact 
mstath@aegean.gr 
 
Council for Australian University Tourism and Hospitality Education 
(CAUTHE) 2009 Conference, Curtin University of Technology, Perth, 
Australia, February 10-13, 2009. For mote information please visit 
http://www.cauthe.com.au. 
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AIMS & SCOPE 
  
TOURISMOS is an international, multi-disciplinary, refereed (peer-
reviewed) journal aiming to promote and enhance research in all fields of 
tourism, including travel, hospitality and leisure. The journal is published 
by the University of the Aegean (in Greece), and is intended for readers in 
the scholarly community who deal with different tourism sectors, both at 
macro and at micro level, as well as professionals in the industry. 
TOURISMOS provides a platform for debate and dissemination of 
research findings, new research areas and techniques, conceptual 
developments, and articles with practical application to any tourism 
segment. Besides research papers, the journal welcomes book reviews, 
conference reports, case studies, research notes and commentaries. 
TOURISMOS aims at: 
 

• Disseminating and promoting research, good practice and 
innovation in all aspects of tourism to its prime audience 
including educators, researchers, post-graduate students, policy 
makers, and industry practitioners.  

• Encouraging international scientific cooperation and 
understanding, and enhancing multi-disciplinary research across 
all tourism sectors. 

 
The scope of the journal is international and all papers submitted are 
subject to strict blind peer review by its Editorial Board and by other 
anonymous international reviewers. The journal features conceptual and 
empirical papers, and editorial policy is to invite the submission of 
manuscripts from academics, researchers, post-graduate students, policy-
makers and industry practitioners. The Editorial Board will be looking 
particularly for articles about new trends and developments within 
different sectors of tourism, and the application of new ideas and 
developments that are likely to affect tourism, travel, hospitality and 
leisure in the future. TOURISMOS also welcomes submission of 
manuscripts in areas that may not be directly tourism-related but cover a 
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topic that is of interest to researchers, educators, policy-makers and 
practitioners in various fields of tourism. 
  
The material published in TOURISMOS covers all scientific, conceptual 
and applied disciplines related to tourism, travel, hospitality and leisure, 
including: economics, management, planning and development, 
marketing, human resources, sociology, psychology, geography, 
information and communication technologies, transportation, service 
quality, finance, food and beverage, and education. Manuscripts published 
in TOURISMOS should not have been published previously in any 
copyright form (print or electronic/online). The general criteria for the 
acceptance of articles are: 

• Contribution to the promotion of scientific knowledge in the 
greater multi-disciplinary field of tourism. 

• Adequate and relevant literature review. 
• Scientifically valid and reliable methodology. 
• Clarity of writing. 
• Acceptable quality of English language. 

  
TOURISMOS is published twice per year (in Spring and in Autumn). 
Each issue includes the following sections: editorial, research papers, 
research notes, case studies, book reviews, conference reports, industry 
viewpoints, and forthcoming events.  
 
 
JOURNAL SECTIONS 
  
Editorial 
The Editorial addresses issues of contemporary interest and provides a 
detailed introduction and commentary to the articles in the current issue. 
The editorial may be written by the Editor, or by any other member(s) of 
the Editorial Board. When appropriate, a “Guest Editorial” may be 
presented. However, TOURISMOS does not accept unsolicited editorials. 
  
Research Papers 
For the Research Papers section, TOURISMOS invites full-length 
manuscripts (not longer than 6000 words and not shorter than 4000 
words) from a variety of disciplines; these papers may be either empirical 
or conceptual, and will be subject to strict blind peer review (by at least 
three anonymous referees). The decision for the final acceptance of the 
paper will be taken unanimously by the Editor and by the Associate 
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Editors. The manuscripts submitted should provide original and/or 
innovative ideas or approaches or findings that eventually push the 
frontiers of knowledge. Purely descriptive accounts are not considered 
suitable for this section. Each paper should have the following structure: 
a) abstract, b) introduction (including an overall presentation of the issue 
to be examined and the aims and objectives of the paper), c) main body 
(including, where appropriate, the review of literature, the development of 
hypotheses and/or models, research methodology, presentation of 
findings, and analysis and discussion), d) conclusions (including also, 
where appropriate, recommendations, practical implications, limitations, 
and suggestions for further research), e) bibliography, f) 
acknowledgements, and g) appendices. 
  
Case Studies 
Case Studies should be not longer than 3500 words and not shorter than 
2500; these articles should be focusing on the detailed and critical 
presentation/review of real-life cases from the greater tourism sector, and 
must include - where appropriate - relevant references and bibliography. 
Case Studies should aim at disseminating information and/or good 
practices, combined with critical analysis of real examples. Purely 
descriptive accounts may be considered suitable for this section, provided 
that are well-justified and of interest to the readers of TOURISMOS. Each 
article should have the following structure: a) abstract, b) introduction 
(including an overall presentation of the case to be examined and the aims 
and objectives of the article), c) main body (including, where appropriate, 
the review of literature, the presentation of the case study, the critical 
review of the case and relevant discussion), d) conclusions (including 
also, where appropriate, recommendations, practical implications, and 
suggestions for further study), e) bibliography, f) acknowledgements, and 
g) appendices. All Case Studies are subject to blind peer review (by at 
least one anonymous referee). The decision for the final acceptance of the 
article will be taken unanimously by the Editor and by the Associate 
Editor. 
  
Research Notes 
Research Notes should be not longer than 2000 words and not shorter 
than 1000; these papers may be either empirical or conceptual, and will be 
subject to blind peer review (by at least two anonymous referees). The 
decision for the final acceptance of the paper will be taken unanimously 
by the Editor and by the Associate Editors. The manuscripts submitted 
may present research-in-progress or my focus on the conceptual 
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development of models and approaches that have not been proven yet 
through primary research. In all cases, the papers should provide original 
ideas, approaches or preliminary findings that are open to discussion. 
Purely descriptive accounts may be considered suitable for this section, 
provided that are well-justified and of interest to the readers of 
TOURISMOS. Each paper should have the following structure: a) 
abstract, b) introduction (including an overall presentation of the issue to 
be examined and the aims and objectives of the paper), c) main body 
(including, where appropriate, the review of literature, the development of 
hypotheses and/or models, research methodology, presentation of 
findings, and analysis and discussion), d) conclusions (including also, 
where appropriate, recommendations, practical implications, limitations, 
and suggestions for further research), e) bibliography, f) 
acknowledgements, and g) appendices. 
   
Book Reviews 
Book Reviews should be not longer than 1500 words and not shorter than 
1000; these articles aim at presenting and critically reviewing books from 
the greater field of tourism. Most reviews should focus on new 
publications, but older books are also welcome for presentation. Book 
Reviews are not subject to blind peer review; the decision for the final 
acceptance of the article will be taken unanimously by the Editor and by 
the Book Reviews Editor. Where appropriate, these articles may include 
references and bibliography. Books to be reviewed may be assigned to 
potential authors by the Book Reviews Editor, though TOURISMOS is 
also open to unsolicited suggestions for book reviews from interested 
parties. 
  
Conference Reports 
Conference Reports should be not longer than 2000 words and not shorter 
than 1000; these articles aim at presenting and critically reviewing 
conferences from the greater field of tourism. Most reports should focus 
on recent conferences (i.e., conferences that took place not before than 
three months from the date of manuscript submission), but older 
conferences are also welcome for presentation if appropriate. Conference 
Reports are not subject to blind peer review; the decision for the final 
acceptance of the article will be taken unanimously by the Editor and by 
the Conference Reports Editor. Where appropriate, these articles may 
include references and bibliography. Conference reports may be assigned 
to potential authors by the Conference Reports Editor, though 
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TOURISMOS is also open to unsolicited suggestions for reports from 
interested parties. 
  
Industry Viewpoints 
Industry Viewpoints should be not longer than 1500 words and not 
shorter than 500; these articles may have a “commentary” form, and aim 
at presenting and discussing ideas, views and suggestions by practitioners 
(industry professionals, tourism planners, policy makers, other tourism 
stakeholders, etc.). Through these articles, TOURISMOS provides a 
platform for the exchange of ideas and for developing closer links 
between academics and practitioners. Most viewpoints should focus on 
contemporary issues, but other issues are also welcome for presentation if 
appropriate. Industry Viewpoints are not subject to blind peer review; the 
decision for the final acceptance of the article will be taken unanimously 
by the Editor and by the Associate Editors. These articles may be 
assigned to potential authors by the editor, though TOURISMOS is also 
open to unsolicited contributions from interested parties. 
  
Forthcoming Events 
Forthcoming Events should be not longer than 500 words; these articles 
may have the form of a “call of papers”, related to a forthcoming 
conference or a special issue of a journal. Alternatively, forthcoming 
events may have the form of a press release informing readers of 
TOURISMOS about an event (conference or other) related to the tourism, 
travel, hospitality or leisure sectors. These articles should not aim at 
promoting sales of any products or services. The decision for the final 
acceptance of the article will be taken by the Editor. 
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NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS 
  
Manuscript Submission Procedure 
 
Manuscripts should be written as understandably and concisely as 
possible with clarity and meaningfulness. Submission of a manuscript to 
TOURISMOS represents a certification on the part of the author(s) that it 
is an original work and has not been copyrighted elsewhere; manuscripts 
that are eventually published may not be reproduced in any other 
publication (print or electronic), as their copyright has been transferred to 
TOURISMOS. Submissions are accepted only in electronic form; authors 
are requested to submit one copy of each manuscript by email attachment. 
All manuscripts should be emailed to the Editor-in-Chief (Prof. Paris 
Tsartas, at ptsar@aegean.gr), and depending on the nature of the 
manuscript submissions should also

• Conference reports should be emailed directly to the Conference 
Reports Editor (Dr. Vasiliki Galani-Moutafi), at 
v.moutafi@sa.aegean.gr.  

 be emailed as follows: 

• Book reviews should be emailed directly to the Book Reviews 
Editor (Dr. Marianna Sigala), at m.sigala@aegean.gr.  

• Full papers and all other types of manuscripts should be emailed 
directly to the Managing Editor (Dr. Evangelos Christou), at 
e.christou@aegean.gr. 

Feedback regarding the submission of a manuscript (including the 
reviewers’ comments) will be provided to the author(s) within six weeks 
of the receipt of the manuscript. Submission of a manuscript will be held 
to imply that it contains original unpublished work not being considered 
for publication elsewhere at the same time. Each author of a manuscript 
accepted for publication will receive three complimentary copies of the 
issue, and will also have to sign a “transfer of copyright” form. If 
appropriate, author(s) can correct first proofs. Manuscripts submitted to 
TOURISMOS, accepted for publication or not, cannot be returned to the 
author(s). 
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Manuscript Length 
 
Research Papers should be not longer than 6000 words and not shorter 
than 4000. Research Notes should be not longer than 2000 words and not 
shorter than 1000. Case Studies should be not longer than 3500 words and 
not shorter than 2500. Book Reviews should be not longer than 1500 
words and not shorter than 1000. Conference Reports should be not 
longer than 2000 words and not shorter than 1000. Industry Viewpoints 
should be not longer than 1500 words and not shorter than 500. 
Forthcoming Events should be not longer than 500 words. Manuscripts 
that do not fully conform to the above word limits (according to the type 
of the article) will be automatically rejected and should not be entered 
into the reviewing process. 
  
Manuscript Style & Preparation 
 
• All submissions (research papers, research notes, case studies, book 

reviews, conference reports, industry viewpoints, and forthcoming 
events) must have a title of no more than 12 words.  

• Manuscripts should be double-line spaced, and have at least 2,5 cm 
(one-inch) margin on all four sides. Pages should be numbered 
consecutively.  

• The use of footnotes within the text is discouraged – use endnotes 
instead. Endnotes should be kept to a minimum, be used to provide 
additional comments and discussion, and should be numbered 
consecutively in the text and typed on a separate page at the end of 
the article.  

• Quotations must be taken accurately from the original source. 
Alterations to the quotations must be noted.  Quotation marks (“ ”) 
are to be used to denote direct quotes.  Inverted commas (‘ ‘) should 
denote a quote within a quotation. If the quotation is less than 3 lines, 
then it should be included in the main text enclosed in quotation 
marks.  If the quotation is more than 3 lines, then it should be 
separated from the main text and indented.  

• The name(s) of any sponsor(s) of the research contained in the 
manuscript, or any other acknowledgements, should appear at the 
very end of the manuscript.  

• Tables, figures and illustrations are to be included in the text and to 
be numbered consecutively (in Arabic numbers). Each table, figure or 
illustration must have a title.  
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• The text should be organized under appropriate section headings, 
which, ideally, should not be more than 500-700 words apart.  

• The main body of the text should be written in Times New Roman 
letters, font size 12.  

• Section headings should be written in Arial letters, font size 12, and 
should be marked as follows: primary headings should be centred and 
typed in bold capitals and underlined; secondary headings should be 
typed with italic bold capital letters; other headings should be typed 
in capital letters. Authors are urged to write as concisely as possible, 
but not at the expense of clarity.  

• The preferred software for submission is Microsoft Word.  
• Authors submitting papers for publication should specify which 

section of the journal they wish their paper to be considered for: 
research papers, research notes, case studies, book reviews, 
conference reports, industry viewpoints, and forthcoming events.  

• Author(s) are responsible for preparing manuscripts which are clearly 
written in acceptable, scholarly English, and which contain no errors 
of spelling, grammar, or punctuation. Neither the Editorial Board nor 
the Publisher is responsible for correcting errors of spelling or 
grammar.  

• Where acronyms are used, their full expression should be given 
initially.  

• Authors are asked to ensure that there are no libellous implications in 
their work. 

 
Manuscript Presentation 
 
For submission, manuscripts of research papers, research notes and case 
studies should be arranged in the following order of presentation: 
• First page: title, subtitle (if required), author’s name and surname, 

affiliation, full postal address, telephone and fax numbers, and e-mail 
address. Respective names, affiliations and addresses of co-author(s) 
should be clearly indicated. Also, include an abstract of not more 
than 150 words and up to 6 keywords that identify article content. 
Also include a short biography of the author (about 50 words); in the 
case of co-author(s), the same details should also be included. All 
correspondence will be sent to the first named author, unless 
otherwise indicated. 

• Second page: title, an abstract of not more than 150 words and up to 
6 keywords that identify article content. Do not include the author(s) 
details, affiliation(s), and biographies in this page. 
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• Subsequent pages: the paper should begin on the third page and 
should not subsequently reveal the title or authors. In these pages 
should be included the main body of text (including tables, figures 
and illustrations); list of references; appendixes; and endnotes 
(numbered consecutively). 

• The author(s) should ensure that their names cannot be identified 
anywhere in the text. 

  
Referencing Style 
 
In the text, references should be cited with parentheses using the “author, 
date” style - for example for single citations (Ford, 2004), or for multiple 
citations (Isaac, 1998; Jackson, 2003). Page numbers for specific points or 
direct quotations must be given (i.e., Ford, 2004: 312-313). The 
Reference list, placed at the end of the manuscript, must be typed in 
alphabetical order of authors. The specific format is: 
• For journal papers: Tribe, J. (2002). The philosophic practitioner. 

Annals of Tourism Research, Vol.29, No.2, pp.338-357. 
• For books and monographs: Teare, R. & Ingram, H. (1993). 

Strategic Management: A Resource-Based Approach for the 
Hospitality and Tourism Industries. London, Cassell. 

• For chapters in edited books: Sigala, M. and Christou, E. (2002). Use 
of Internet for enhancing tourism and hospitality education: lessons 
from Europe. In K.W. Wober, A.J. Frew and M. Hitz (Eds.) 
Information and Communication Technologies in Tourism, Wien: 
Springer-Verlag. 

• For papers presented in conferences: Ford, B. (2004). Adoption of 
innovations on hospitality. Paper presented at the 22nd EuroCHRIE 
Conference. Bilkent University, Ankara, Turkey: 3-7 November 
2004. 

• For unpublished works: Gregoriades, M. (2004). The impact of trust 
in brand loyalty, Unpublished PhD Tourismos. Chios, Greece: 
University of the Aegean. 

• For Internet sources (if you know the author): Johns, D. (2003) The 
power of branding in tourism. 
Ηttp://www.tourismabstracts.org/marketing/papers-authors/id3456. 
Accessed the 12th of January 2005, at 14:55. (note: always state 
clearly the full

• For Internet sources (if you do not know the author): Tourism supply 
and demand. Ηttp://www.tourismabstracts.org/marketing/papers-

 URL of your source). 
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authors/id3456. Accessed the 30th of January 2004, at 12:35. (note: 
always state clearly the full

• For reports: Edelstein, L. G. & Benini, C. (1994). Meetings and 
Conventions. Meetings market report (August), 60-82. 

 URL of your source). 
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